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INTRODUCTION 

Today the name of Mayy Ziyādah most often conjures looks of mild confusion 

outside of the Middle East. To a knowledgeable few she may be known as the 

correspondent and muse of Lebanese poet, Kahlil Gibran, author of The Prophet. To an 

even more select number her name has a greater significance. Indeed, it is with good 

reason that she has remained a figure of academic and critical attention within the Arabic-

speaking world. As an early twentieth century poet, translator, orator, essayist, and critic 

she can be found at the very fount of Egypt’s nationalist struggle. Part of her contribution 

to the shaping of a modern Arab identity also lies in her involvement in the early stirrings 

of a women’s movement, as the definition of women’s roles formed an essential nucleus 

of debate in the struggle to define Egyptian statehood.   

To understand Mayy the woman one must first understand her environment. As 

Edward Said notes: “Just as none of us is outside or beyond geography, none of us is 

completely free from the struggle over geography. The struggle is complex and 

interesting because it is not only about soldiers and cannons but also about ideas and 

forms, about images and imaginings” (Culture and Imperialism 7). At the turn of the 

twentieth century, the Middle East1 was full of all of the above. Egypt—a geo-political 

designation that encompassed what is today delineated as Egypt and the Sudan—was 

particularly affected. A virtually independent Ottoman state (Anderson 99), Egypt’s 

divided Mamluke regime proved an easy target for Western political interests. The 

“soldiers and canons” arrived in multiple waves and with them came new ideas, new 

imaginings. The first major incursion appeared in the form of Napoleon’s invasion in 

                                                
1 “Middle East” is a modern appellation that continues to be the subject of heated debate. See Bonine, 
Amanat, and Gasper for further detail. 
2 “Nahḍa” does mean “awakening” and many have argued for its connection to the French Enlightenment. 
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1798. His rapid defeat of the Mamluk rulers at the Battle of the Pyramids rocked the 

nation, impressing the power of the West upon them. The French would remain in Egypt 

for a troubled three years until 1801 when a joint British-Ottoman effort ousted the 

French occupying force. In the resulting power vacuum one Albanian soldier from the 

Ottoman contingent would rise to power. Muḥammad ‘Alī gained recognition as the 

Ottoman governor of Egypt in 1805, holding this position until his death in 1849 

(Cleveland and Bunton 61-80).  

While in power, Muḥammad ‘Alī embraced the larger Ottoman movement of the 

Tanzimat (1839-1876). A response to the weakening of the Empire in the face of a 

growing tide of religious tension and rising nationalist sentiment, the Tanzimat arose as a 

cry for reform. The movement saw modernization as both the solution to the threat of 

territorial dismemberment and as the cure to internal social deterioration. Its name, which 

literally translates to “re-organization,” speaks to the massive restructuring that the 

Empire underwent as it sought to adopt European political, legal, and educational models. 

The results were mixed. Some of the Ottoman elite feared what it would mean for the 

Empire to abandon long-held Islamic tradition. As history has shown, their fears were not 

unfounded. The exchange between Europe and the Ottoman Empire did spark significant 

government reform as well as a literary renaissance, both in established genres such as 

poetry and in new areas of expression such as the periodical press (Anderson 85). 

However, the price of Western modernity was soon to prove too high for both the Empire 

and for the more independent Egypt. 
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In Egypt (and in Syria) the Tanzimat took on a more localized form known as the 

Nahḍa. Often seen as solely a response to lingering French influence,2 this cultural 

awakening was also undeniably tied to the already ongoing Eastern movement of reform. 

Characterized by a massive emphasis on Western-influenced state building as well as the 

birth of a new literary and journalistic community, the Nahḍa continued to flourish 

beyond Muḥammad ‘Alī. His successors sustained his efforts at Europeanization; 

especially Isma‘il (1863-1879) who is reputed to have declared, “Egypt is part of Europe” 

(Khouri 8). Though Isma‘il meant to suggest Egypt’s ability to compete with the West on 

equal footing, his words became true in another way altogether. The construction of the 

Suez Canal, begun in 1854 by the French, and completed in 1869 by the British, 

cemented the importance of Egypt on the European map, and orchestrated Egyptian 

surrender to Western control. The cost of the project bankrupted Egypt, sending the 

nation to join the rest of the Ottoman Empire in financial submission to Great Britain.3 In 

an attempt to stave off financial ruin, Isma‘il sold Egypt’s forty-four percent interest of 

the Suez Canal Company to the British government for a grand total of £4 million in 

1875. Even after this loss, Isma‘il struggled to preserve his country’s financial 

independence; however, Europe’s ruling powers would not risk the loss of the Suez. The 

British in particular had a vested interest in the canal, which cut the distance from 

                                                
2 “Nahḍa” does mean “awakening” and many have argued for its connection to the French Enlightenment. 
See Abaza, especially pages 11-13, for an in-depth look at the influence of Enlightenment thought on the 
Middle East. 
3 The eruption of tensions in the Crimea (1854-1856) galvanized efforts at Europeanization. The Ottomans 
sought to meet their Russian foes, as well as their British and French allies on even ground. Turning to the 
European money markets in 1854 the Ottomans took out their first loan; it was not to be the last. By 1874 
the Ottoman Empire owed its European backers over 200 million Ottoman lire (about £180 million). This 
necessitated the allocation of almost sixty percent of the state’s budget to simply alleviating the burden of 
the debt. It comes as little surprise that only two years later the Ottoman government was effectively 
bankrupt. In the ensuing financial crisis European diplomats made sure to protect European assets, their 
efforts taking full force in the Decree of Muharram in 1881, which, at its most basic level, instituted the 
submission of Ottoman financial independence to European control (Cleveland and Bunton 86-87).    
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London to Bombay in half, making it the most essential waterway for the British 

Empire.4 Placing pressure on their Ottoman puppet, the combined European influence 

ensured that Isma‘il was deposed in 1879, to be replaced by a more biddable Ottoman 

representative, Tawfiq, son of Sultan Abdul Hamid II.  

The transition of power was not a smooth one. In 1882 the Urabi movement, a 

grassroots endeavor to free Egypt from both Ottoman and European control, threatened 

Tawfiq’s rule. When this movement culminated in anti-foreign rioting in Alexandria, the 

British intervened, authorizing the commander of their fleet stationed in the 

Mediterranean to bombard the city, and a month later to land an expeditionary force at 

the canal-zone. The Urabist forces were defeated on September 13, 1882 at the battle of 

Tel al-Kebir, and the movement’s namesake, Urabi, captured two days later. Egypt was 

finally part of Europe as Isma‘il had declared almost a decade earlier, though not in the 

manner he had original envisioned. The British occupation had begun (Cleveland and 

Bunton 99-100).    

Born in 1886 under the name Marie Ziyādah in Nazareth (in the part of the 

Ottoman province of Syria that would become modern day Palestine) Mayy would shape, 

and be shaped in turn, by the currents of nationalism unleashed in nineteenth century 

Egypt. Born to a Maronite father, Ilyas Zakhur Ziyādah, and a Palestinian, Greek 

Orthodox mother, Zuzhah Ma‘ammar, Mayy was raised in an unusual household. Not 

only was her parent’s trans-confessional marriage something of a rarity but both of her 

parents were literate, as well as dedicated intellectuals; her father served as a teacher at a 

local school and her mother took an interest in Sufi poetry (Booth, Mayy 13-14). As the 

                                                
4 By 1881 more than eighty percent of traffic passing through the canal was British (Cleveland and Bunton 
97). 
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only child in this progressive household, Mayy received an extensive education. 5 At the 

age of six, Mayy was enrolled in the Jesuit school of St. Joseph in Nazareth, which she 

attended for the next seven years. She then attended the Visitation school (madrasat al-

ziyārah) in ‘Ayn Ṭūra, Lebanon for four years, followed by a final period of study at the 

Lazarist Sisters’ School in Beirut, where she remained until 1904. It was during these 

years that Mayy was exposed to French literature, in particular, the French Romantics, 

who would remain a significant influence on her later writing. She also acquired an 

interest in early French female writers, such as George Sand, as well as in the women of 

the seventeenth-century Parisian salons, the “femmes precieuses” (Booth, Mayy 14).  

In 1908 Mayy’s life underwent a drastic change. Her family, like many other 

Syrian immigrants, moved to Egypt.6 It was during this time that Mayy began writing 

what would become her first published work, a collection of French poems entitled 

Fleurs de Rêve. The collection would not be published until 1911, at which point Mayy’s 

family was fully established in Cairo, her father working as the editor and owner of the 

daily newspaper al-Maḥrūsah (Booth, Mayy 21). Still, there was a very limited tradition 

of female poetry in the Middle East; Mayy’s decision to publish her personal, creative 

work crossed boundaries in a high-tension environment. Egypt was still reeling from the 

1906 Dinshawai incident, in which the British meted out brutal retribution for a fallen 

soldier who died (most likely of heatstroke) after escaping a confrontation with some 

locals who had been agitated by a group of soldiers shooting pigeons, the source of the 

villagers’ livelihood. The imbalance of power stirred up nationalist sentiment, and 

                                                
5 There was a younger brother but he died in infancy so Mayy was raised as an only child, the pinnacle of 
her parents’ aspirations (Booth, Mayy 14).  
6 There was a trend of Syrian immigration to Cairo and Alexandria at this time, partly driven by Egypt’s 
greater economic opportunities. Indeed, according to the 1907 census, some 24,000 “Ottoman Syrians” 
called Egypt home at this time (Booth, Mayy 18). 
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incurred British scrutiny in the form of the reactivation of the Egyptian Press law of 1881 

(Baron, New Literary Culture 27). That Mayy published under a nom-de-plume (Isis 

Copia) in this time period is unsurprising. Regardless of her gender, anonymity meant a 

certain amount of protection. Furthermore, as a woman, it was expected that her name 

remain private, a reflection of veiling and sequestration practices. A woman was not 

supposed to be known beyond the circle of her family, and the knowledge of a woman’s 

name implied intimacy. Even wedding announcements frequently eschewed any use of 

the bride’s name, using titles such as “holder of chastity and modesty” instead (Baron, 

New Literary Culture 97). Mayy seems to have courted discovery, however, as “Copia” is 

a Latin rendering of her own surname, Ziyadah, meaning “abundance” (Baron, New 

Literary Culture 99). Indeed, it was not long before public interest forced her true identity 

to be revealed.  

Mayy’s poems received quite positive critical attention, especially thanks to two 

male, Lebanese writers in Egypt: poet Khalīl Muṭrān, who wrote in the prominent daily 

newspaper, al-Akhbār, and journalist/publisher Anṭūn Jumayyil, writing in al-Maḥrūsah 

(Booth, Mayy 23). However, Fleurs de Rêve would be the only large creative work Mayy 

ever published. Rather, in the same year that Mayy published Fleurs de Rêve, she would 

also publish her first journal article through her father’s paper, thus uncovering an 

alternative medium of expression. Around this time she would also make the 

acquaintance of Aḥmad Luṭfī al-Sayyid, who would radically alter the trajectory of her 

life, encouraging her to learn Arabic, read the Qur‘an, and fully embrace an Arab 

identity. In light of this dramatic change in Mayy’s prospects Marilyn Booth writes, “the 

years 1908-1911 may be regarded as transitional ones” (Mayy 21). In many respects such 
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a statement is correct, however, this commonly held belief among Mayy scholars has led 

to a woeful disinterest in her first writings, most notably her poetry. 

In undertaking an analysis of the text and context of Fleurs de Rêve, I hope to 

demonstrate the unique nature of Mayy’s early writings. Indeed, though Mayy’s later 

Arabic works and her assumption of a more public role as journalist, orator, and salonière 

do mark a significant advance in the context of anti-colonial, nationalist, and feminist 

development in Egypt, her French poetry, when analyzed in its context, presents a 

similarly powerful statement. The Egyptian letters of Florence Nightingale provide a 

perfect measure of comparison for Mayy’s work. Although Nightingale wrote at an 

earlier time (1849-1850), she engaged with many of the same themes that Mayy would 

later address, such as Romantic poetry and its relation to the Orient as well as the nature 

of the British presence in Egypt. While Mayy does write in French I begin with 

constructions of English Romanticism because it was the English, not the French who 

controlled Egypt at the time of Mayy’s publication of Fleurs de Rêve. Still, the French 

legacy, both colonial and poetic, is essential to any understanding of Mayy’s poetry, 

especially since the opposition of these two imperial powers provides a key outlet for 

Mayy’s personal negotiation of a marginal, Oriental identity. Nor can we neglect the 

importance of the societal pressures of Mayy’s Eastern culture. Mayy is thus heir to three 

systems of masculine hegemony: Western Colonialism, Romantic poetics, and the 

Islamic Middle East. Yet these systems that so thoroughly marginalize the figure of the 

Eastern woman become negligible in the face of Mayy’s discourse of mobility. Crafting 

herself as a migrant writer who moves in the space both between and within Ottoman 

Syria and British Egypt, Mayy liberates herself from the confines of any simple 
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identifier, whether religious, national, racial, or linguistic. This migrant identity becomes 

the basis for a new reading of Romantic nature, one that emphasizes a fluid, Oriental, and 

liminal space beyond France, England, the Ottoman Empire, and Egypt. From this 

position Mayy works to reclaim the figure of the Poetess, celebrating creativity as a 

feminine rather than a masculine enterprise, and asserting a literary female community. 

Ultimately, although Fleurs de Rêve is transitional, it is for this very reason that it 

warrants critical attention. Written during a crossroads moment in both Mayy’s life and in 

the history of the Middle East, Mayy’s poetry capitalizes on these changing currents to 

negotiate a space for her voice.  

In my first chapter I demonstrate the pre-existing relationship between 

Romanticism and the Orient through the epistolary writings of Florence Nightingale. Her 

letters reveal how Romanticism rendered Eastern nature hellish and unnatural, while 

simultaneously providing the means to paint over the contemporary Middle East, erecting 

in its place a fiction of European space abroad. In my second chapter I introduce Mayy’s 

Fleurs de Rêve as a re-appropriation of Romantic poetry, which carves out a mobile 

identity by emphasizing a liminal, aqueous nature that is overtly Oriental. In this section I 

will also address the significance of the collection as a whole, from Mayy’s selection of 

Lamartine as muse to her decision to write in French. Finally, in my third chapter I will 

discuss how Mayy employs revisionist, Sapphic poetics, both to celebrate a sense of 

female community and intimacy, and to reclaim the figure of the Poetess from the 

Romantic legacy of the passive, Oriental woman.  
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CHAPTER I 

LITERARY LANDSCAPES: FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE IN EGYPT 

Yes, My Dear People, I have set my first footfall in the East and oh! that I could tell you 
the new world of old poetry, of Bible images, of light, and life, and beauty which that 
word opens. My first day in the East, and it has been one of the most striking, I am sure, 
— one I can never forget through Eternity. 

Florence Nightingale, Letters from Egypt 1849-1850     
 

Florence Nightingale penned these words as she wrote home by flickering 

candlelight early on the morning of the 19th of November, 1849. She had just arrived at 

the port of Alexandria. At twenty-nine years of age—by all accounts a young, attractive 

woman—Nightingale was not the typical Egyptian tourist. Her gender alone rendered her 

a curiosity (Sattin 13). Indeed, if her society-minded mother had had her way, 

Nightingale would have been comfortably settled in an advantageous marriage (Sattin 

11). Yet thanks to the Bracebridges, a wealthy childless couple who adopted Nightingale 

into their unconventional, itinerant family, she was able to embark on a remarkable 

journey up the Nile (Sattin 12).  

Throughout her travels Nightingale maintained an extensive correspondence with 

her family. Her letters provide a unique window into Western conceptions of Egypt as 

part of the Orient. More importantly, they show how a Western tourist confronted with 

the realities of the East might cope, or attempt to comfortably accept Oriental space on 

the Western map. As the opening lines of her first letter illustrate, poetry and literary 

discourses proved key to this endeavor. For Nightingale, the East was the “new world of 

old poetry” (21), but in many ways it was also an old world of new poetry, a castle in the 

sky shakily built upon the faintest foundations of antiquity by the writers of the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, especially the Romantic poets. 
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I begin with Nightingale for two reasons: One, although Nightingale’s gender 

made her an anomalous Egyptian tourist and undoubtedly coloured her perspective,7 she 

nevertheless ran in the sort of social circles (upper-middle class, educated) that most fully 

engaged with Orientalism; thus, her letters remain emblematic of her time. Two, although 

my focus will be on Mayy Ziyādah and the early twentieth century, it is first necessary to 

unpack the cultural baggage that the young Lebanese-Palestinian poet would inherit and 

respond to in her publication of the 1911 collection of Romantic poems, Fleurs de Rêve. 

The fact that Nightingale emphasizes a poetic and literary lens when explaining the 

wonders (and horrors) of her Nile cruise further cements the tie between these two 

women and raises a question I attempt to answer over the course of this paper: why was 

poetry dubbed the appropriate space for confronting the “other,” whether Oriental or 

Occidental?  

At the time of Nightingale’s writing (1849-1850), Egypt remained a location that, 

if not uncharted, was still a place for Westerners seeking the exotic and fantastical. By 

1869 the completion of the Suez Canal would assure Egypt’s place on the European map, 

though it would remain a liminal location as the highway to India, a vast expanse of 

desert between Great Britain and its most profitable outpost. These trends were already 

making themselves known in Nightingale’s lifetime. Eliot Warburton, visiting Cairo in 

1843 remarked, “Cairo is now the crowded thoroughfare of England and India; our flag 

has become as familiar to the Arabs of the Red Sea as to the people of Alexandria” (qtd. 

in Gregory 31). For the vast majority of Europeans, however, Egypt and the East were 

                                                
7 See Melman’s Women’s Orients for a detailed analysis of English women’s accounts of the Middle East 
and the relationship between the Oriental “other” and English women as the “other within.” 
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little more than an “imaginative space,” as Foucault notes, confined to the walls and 

pages of the European library:8 

Henceforth, the visionary experience arises from the black and white 
surface of printed signs, from the closed and dusty volume that opens with 
the flight of forgotten words; fantasies are carefully deployed in the 
hushed library, with its columns of books, with its titles aligned on shelves 
to form a tight enclosure, but within confines that also liberate impossible 
worlds. The imaginary now resides between the book and the lamp.  

(90) 
 

While Nightingale did join the privileged ranks of those who actually tread the banks of 

the Nile, her first introduction to the East took place between the covers of a book; 

Nightingale prepared for her trip to Egypt by reading. Sir John Gardner Wilkinson’s 

Modern Egypt and Thebes (1843), which is often quoted in Nightingale’s letters, suggests 

taking an “essential library” on one’s travels to Egypt, a designation that apparently 

encompassed a minimum of thirty books (Sattin 12). Nightingale evidently followed this 

advice, as her brother, Parthenope, recorded that “Flo had taken tea with the Bunsens to 

receive the dernier mot on Egyptology” and that she would be disembarking “laden with 

learned books” (qtd. in Sattin 12). Treatises on Egyptian history and other “learned 

books” would not have been the only kind of textual guides that Nightingale took with 

her. Indeed, I would go so far as to say that Nightingale’s correspondences indicate her 

active engagement in the Oriental discourse of the Romantic poets in particular. She 

would have been familiar with their work for their own sakes and by virtue of her 

relationship with Richard Monckton Milnes, 1st Baron Houghton. Milnes, as a poet and a 
                                                
8 The library was not the only “imaginative space” to play host to Orientalist fantasy; the museum also 
provided fertile ground for European exposure to the East. Unfortunately, it is not within the scope of this 
paper to treat the museum as well. For a fascinating analysis of the museum and private collection as 
constructs of Victorian consumer culture and tools of empire, see Daly. It should also be noted that Daly 
introduces an important distinction between the museum and the library, the former meant to contain and 
categorize material culture and the latter meant to contain knowledge (31). As history has proven, ideas are 
the more dangerous of the two. Daly’s work corroborates this fact, following the museum/private collection 
into the world of fiction, back to the hallowed walls of the library. 
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politician, was active in the literary scene and even wrote a book on the life of Keats, 

published in 1848. He courted Nightingale for nine years at which point she rejected him 

to pursue her own interests, but during that time one would assume that she engaged with 

his literary circles. Indeed, a marked similarity in her descriptions of Egypt with 

particular themes in Romantic Orientalism (which I will shortly detail) corroborates such 

a poetic exposure.  

Although the Romantic poets wrote for an earlier age, they shaped and were part 

of a larger, ongoing discourse that sought to define the relationship between man and his 

environment. In the case of Occident versus Orient such a study became paramount to the 

foundation of empires. Clarence J. Glacken has shown that there were three questions 

that defined Western environmental thought through the nineteenth century: 9 Was the 

earth, presupposed as a perfect environment for life and man in particular, purposefully 

crafted? Did the diverse environments and climates of this world shape or contribute to 

the moral and social physiology of the individual as well as to the construction of distinct 

cultures? And lastly, since man first stood on the earth as Adam, how had he altered the 

land from its original, prelapsarian state (vi)? The Romantic poets were all, to some 

degree or another, concerned with these three questions. Indeed, the relationship between 

man and the natural world was the very hearthstone of the Romantic movement. As Alan 

Bewell notes, in Romantic poetry “it is not meditation that links the mind to nature, but 

                                                
9 Indeed, though Glacken’s study ends with the nineteenth century, these questions hold true for the early 
twentieth century as well, as is clear in the work of American Professor of Geography, Ellsworth 
Huntington, whose 1915 publication, Civilization and Climate, echoes many of these same thoughts: 

The races of the earth are like trees. Each according to its kind brings forth the fruit 
known as civilization. As russet apples and pippins may grow from the same trunk, and 
as peaches may even be grafted on a plum tree, so the culture of allied races may be 
transferred from one to another. Yet no one expects pears on cherry branches, and it is 
useless to look for Slavic civilizations among the Chinese” (1). 

It is, perhaps, little surprise that Huntington became president of the eugenics board. 
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instead human environments, which mediate this relationship in physical and aesthetic 

terms.” Bewell goes on to bestow the title of “environmental historicist” on Wordsworth 

(240). As one of the founding Romantic writers, for both the English and French 

movements, his work serves as the perfect baseline for theories on the relation between 

man and his environment, and when we look at Wordsworth’s posthumously published 

fragment, “The Recluse” (1888), it is clear that Bewell’s attribution is accurate:  

my voice proclaims 
How exquisitely the individual Mind 
(And the progressive powers perhaps no less 
Of the whole species) to the external World 
Is fitted:—and how exquisitely, too— 
Theme this but little heard of among men—                  
The external World is fitted to the Mind; 
And the creation (by no lower name 
Can it be called) which they with blended might 
Accomplish (815-824) 
 

Wordsworth’s words echo and answer the last two of Glacken’s three questions of 

European environmental thought. For Wordsworth, man works upon nature just as nature 

works upon man; together they wield the greatest of powers, creation itself.  

There is, however, an essential caveat to Wordsworth’s equation. The nature to 

which he refers, and indeed the nature of the other Romantics, was not some vague, 

undefined entity; rather it embodied the rolling hills of the Lake District, the rural 

pastures of France and Italy, and the sublime Mont Blanc. As such, nature performed as a 

signifier of the ideal European social structure: “From crowded streets remote,/ Far from 

the living and dead Wilderness/ Of the thronged world, Society is here/ A true 

community—a genuine frame/ Of many into one incorporate” (“The Recluse” 612-616). 

Wordsworth details the image of this perfect community by listing the pillar values that 

support it:  
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paternal sway,  
One household, under God, for high and low,  
One family and one mansion; to themselves  
Appropriate, and divided from the world, 
As if it were a cave, a multitude 
Human and brute, possessors undisturbed 
Of this Recess—their legislative Hall, 
Their Temple, and their glorious Dwelling-place. (“The Recluse” 617-624) 

 
Thus the masculine hegemonic structures of law, Christian faith, and familial devotion 

become attributes of the scene before the poet’s eyes, in this case the fields surrounding 

Wordsworth’s home at Grasmere. Nature itself is seen to embody the values of utopian 

society, forming a world apart, a “glorious Dwelling-place.”  

Wordsworth furthers this connection between land and society in a political sense 

in “The Prelude.” He equates his love of the moon “To patriotic and domestic love” 

(2.190). Such an analogy is made possible by the fact that the moon seems to belong to 

the land: “as if she [the moon] knew/ No other region, but belonged to thee [the land],/ 

Yea, appertained by a peculiar right/ To thee and thy grey huts, thou one dear Vale!” 

(2.193-197). The sense that “a peculiar right” ties the moon to the lands of his childhood 

could seem merely nostalgic, however I would argue that Wordsworth’s meaning is more 

nuanced, shadowed by questions of empire. As a man living during the age of British 

imperialism he was undoubtedly exposed to the idea that certain environments or 

climates brought out the best in their inhabitants, just as some people were better at 

harnessing the resources of their environment. For many, Britain seemed to exhibit the 

happy meeting of these two circumstances. Thus, when Wordsworth later remarks that 

“there's not a man/ That lives who hath not known his god-like hours,/And feels not what 

an empire we inherit/As natural beings in the strength of Nature” (3.193-196), the 

shadow of Empire (with a capital) is seen. One cannot help but read that British nature, 
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an empire unto itself, also bequeaths the strength to the British people with which to 

acquire another form of empire. 

 Religion was also twisted into this canvas of nature as a signifier of European 

social norms and imperial expectations. Again, it was Wordsworth who most succinctly 

expressed the sacral state of nature, “which is the breath of God,/ Or His pure Word by 

miracle revealed” (“Prelude” 5.221-222). As such, “every natural form, rock, fruit or 

flower” possessed a “moral life” (“Prelude” 3.130; 3.132). Needless to say, this moral life 

was a Christian life; Wordsworth even saw the romantic writers as literary descendants of 

the Evangelists.10  

Coleridge in particular engaged with the religious implications of Romantic 

nature, but Coleridge’s treatment of the inherent sanctity of nature, with its emphasis on 

Biblical interpretation, strays from the comfortable enclosure of European borders. 

Recent studies have demonstrated that during the late 1790’s Coleridge was part of the 

Biblical Apologetics movement. Typified by the German Higher Criticism of C. G. 

Heyne, Alexander Geddes, J. D. Michaelis, and J. G. Eichhorn, this movement sought to 

defend the Bible from skeptics, a battle that later gained momentum in the face of the 

                                                
10 He not only lists the Evangelists, but also Isaiah, Job, and Moses as literary guides alongside 
Shakespeare, and more contemporary writers such as Soloman Gesner, Edward Young, and James 
Macpherson (“Prelude” 7.562-572). Furthermore, Wordsworth equates the station of poet with that of 
Biblical prophet: 

That Poets, even as Prophets, each with each 
Connected in a mighty scheme of truth, 
Have each his own peculiar faculty, 
Heaven's gift, a sense that fits him to perceive 
Objects unseen before (“Prelude” 13.301-305) 

And: 
Descend, prophetic Spirit! that inspir'st 
The human Soul of universal earth, 
Dreaming on things to come; and dost possess 
A metropolitan temple in the hearts 
Of mighty Poets; upon me bestow                             
A gift of genuine insight (“Recluse” 836-841) 
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particular threats of Victorian science, especially in response to Darwin’s publications, 

which seemed to invalidate Biblical history (Bewell 136). Coleridge was an early 

participant in this discourse, undertaking the creation of an epic on the fall of Jerusalem 

that would demonstrate the place of Christianity as the pinnacle of universal myth 

(Shaffer 37). Although Coleridge never wrote this universal religious epic, E. S. Shaffer 

has convincingly argued for the interpretation of “Kubla Kahn” as a fragment, or a 

condensed version of the fall of the Holy City. Much of Shaffer’s argument rests on the 

idea that the Oriental scene for the Romantics was more than an exotic refuge; it was 

emblematic of the revival of Biblical scholarship. The new mythical landscape reflected 

this change (105). Thus in “Kubla Khan” the reader is treated to more than an Oriental 

scene; Shaffer argues that the landscape of Revelation is clear: “the sacred river, the 

fountain, the sea where the forces of darkness are imprisoned, the woman both holy and 

demonic, the sacred enclosure of the Temple” (106), all are present.  

Nevertheless, the Oriental nature of “Kubla Khan” cannot be denied, and it is here 

that the antithetical state of Western and Eastern nature arises. Coleridge’s “Kubla Kahn” 

may take place in Xanadu, the capital of a vast empire in Mongolia, but the geography is 

purely imaginative, pulled from the pages of Revelation, and thus comfortably situated in 

a Western religious and literary tradition. Mayy would attempt to reframe this scene in 

her poem, “Fragment,” but in “Kubla,” the role of Eastern nature remains negative. It is 

not a muse nor does it present a social ideal; Eastern nature is void of all moral value and 

emotional benefit. In other words, the Orient and nature (in the Western sense of the 

word) form two incompatible poles of a magnet. Emily Haddad puts forward this critical 

model in opposition to Saree Makdisi, who argues that nature and the Orient function 
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together in Romantic poetry as “self-enclosed and self-referential enclaves of the anti-

modern” (qtd. in Haddad 101). Haddad nuances Makdisi’s work by looking at the 

relationship between nature and the Orient, which she persuasively argues serve as 

distinct sources of inspiration that form opposing faces of a poetic aesthetic (101). As 

such, the Romantic poets make clear that Eastern land, especially the desert, cannot be 

seen to function in the same way as “spiritually privileged” European land; the desert is 

at best “adversarial,” as in the case of Gautier’s 1838 sonnet, “La Caravanne;” at worst it 

is not even acknowledged as a physical presence, it is a void, a negative space defined by 

the absence of a European natural environment (Haddad 127). Indeed, Alan Bewell notes 

that the Middle Eastern desert had a particular significance in Romantic poetry—it 

illustrated in stark, unforgiving measures the results of Eastern despotism, the destruction 

of nature at the hands of unnatural power (241).11 The Orient, ultimately, was the seat of 

unnatural nature.12   

The inhabitants of such an unnatural land are similarly corrupted. Some, like 

Shelley’s Ozymandias, are evidence of despotic power collapsed under its own hubris. 

Others, like Wordsworth’s quixotic “Arab phantom” from the fifth book of “The 

Prelude,” are little more than specters of selfhood. Wordsworth’s Arab in particular 

presents a rather pathetic image of a half-crazed fugitive, crossing the desert with tidings 

of an apocalyptic flood. More importantly, he is not an individual but a sign of empire. It 

is no coincidence that in the preceding book of “The Prelude” Wordsworth as narrator 

encounters another lone man who appears in the same manner as the Arab, as an 

                                                
11 Bewell gives Volney’s Ruins of Empires and Shelley’s “Ozymandias” as examples. 
12 The importance of the connection between the land and the people for the West is evident in Norman 
Daniel’s Islam, Europe and Empire, which argues that the absence of any landed gentry in the Islamic 
Middle East was a key factor in setting the West ill at ease in the Ottoman world (11).  
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“uncouth shape” suddenly intruding upon a solitary scene (4.387; 5.75). This man is a 

veteran returned from the tropics, an emissary of empire returned to his native country. 

Unlike the Arab he is perfectly suited to the pastoral setting of English nature. He does 

not carry a lance as the awkwardly chivalric Arab does (5.78), but an oaken staff (4.424). 

Next to the Oriental opulence of the Bedouin knight, the veteran appears as “A 

desolation, a simplicity,/ To which the trappings of a gaudy world,” such as the exotic 

Tropics he has just escaped, “Make a strange back-ground” (4.402-404). He belongs in 

England, a fact Wordsworth recognizes, taking it upon himself to see to the man’s 

lodgings in a local cottage. By virtue of this connection to the land, the veteran—though 

present in the narrative for the same duration as the Arab—takes on a fuller sense of self, 

while the desert nomad remains an ephemeral, anonymous figure. Indeed, Wordsworth is 

almost unable to describe him, and only succeeds in grasping at the words with which to 

construct an image of such a bizarre apparition by returning the reader to the library, 

citing Cervantes: 

He rode, I keeping pace with him; and now 
He, to my fancy, had become the knight 
Whose tale Cervantes tells; yet not the knight, 
But was an Arab of the desert too; 
Of these was neither, and was both at once. (5.121-125) 

 
Evidently, even in the pages of the collective European library, Wordsworth fails to seize 

on an image with which to fully describe the Arab.  

Though the Arab as individual may have eluded description, the Arab as part of 

the Islamic community was more easily defined. Coleridge, writing in 1794 to his brother 

the Rev. George Coleridge, remarked, “I had too much vanity to be altogether a 

Christian—too much tenderness of Nature to be utterly an Infidel” (Qtd. in Shaffer 49). 
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The Christian then, has an affinity with nature, while the Muslim, the Infidel, like the 

desert he inhabits, shares no connection to nature, the verdant bulwark of moral 

standing.13  

Ultimately, the Romantics engaged with nature on many levels. As part of the 

ongoing discourse of geographic determinism they made theories about social geography 

popular that otherwise would have remained the domain of analysts and intellectuals. 

That man was intimately bound to his environment, and vice versa, now became part of 

the public forum. Furthermore, they integrated the concurrent discourse of Biblical 

apologetics, grounding religion and culture in the land. Thus, perceived difference 

between the natural environment of East and West took on new meaning, with the 

abundance of European nature providing a buttress for European expansion while the 

lifeless Oriental desert inhabited by Infidels was relegated to the status of hellish 

nightmare or ephemeral fancy. Nightingale may not have been overtly aware of all of 

these themes—European nature as a sign of ideal society, the desert as anathema to this 

nature, and the importance of the link between man and nature in defining both the 

individual and culture in general—but it is undeniably clear that they feature in her 

letters.  

Nightingale’s engagement with such ideas speaks to the ways in which Oriental 

tropes saturated European culture. Edward Said notes, “In a sense Orientalism was a 

library or archive of information commonly and, in some aspects unanimously held” 

(Orientalism 41). Furthermore, when confronting the “relatively unknown and 

threatening and previously distant” East, such a “textual attitude” provided a perfect 
                                                
13 While “Infidel” could be said to indicate a non-Christian in general, not specifically a Muslim, according 
to the Oxford English Dictionary the word does have direct Islamic connotations, especially during the 
Romantic era when it was used interchangeably with “Saracen” ("infidel, n. and adj." OED Online.). 
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mechanism for managing the indescribable and new (Orientalism 93). Nightingale makes 

use of this coping technique, picturing Egypt in terms of textual images and allusions. 

Egypt for her is a library.14 It is “the finest, the Alexandrian library of the world. You 

read, and look, and study; and read, and look, and study again” (Nightingale 183). This 

passage reveals much. Nightingale, essentializing the European, makes clear that Egypt is 

the passive, inanimate object to be studied and then comfortably stored, like a “journal 

left lying on the table” (187). The ancient Egyptians, with whom she feels such an 

affinity, are dead and gone, and the living inhabitants of the Pharaonic land fail to intrude 

upon her imaginative space, the hushed silence of the library remains as the “present race 

no more disturbs this impression than would a race of lizards, scrambling over the broken 

monuments of such a star” (188). 

The result of such a blatant emphasis on her “essential library” is that European 

texts take on physical reality during her travels, while the observed environment is 

molded to suit an already assumed topography. Thus Nightingale remarks, “the 

descriptions of the gardens in the Arabian Nights … seem no longer here fantastic or 

exaggerated – it is the description of the country” (45). Nightingale follows this statement 

immediately with the addendum, “Flowers or gardens, it is true, there are none – trees 

there are still less, except the palm” (45). Nevertheless, the description of the gardens in 

The Arabian Nights remains for her the acme of the Egyptian zeitgeist.   

Nightingale was not alone in accepting The Arabian Nights as an accurate 

portrayal of Oriental culture. Antoine Galland’s twelve-volume adaptation of the 

                                                
14 Nightingale also figures Egypt as another Western space, the museum: 
“It is like going into the Sun, and finding there not one living being left; but strewed about, as if they had 
been just wed, all the work, books, furniture, all the learning, poetry, religion of the race, all the marks 
fitted to give one an idea of their mind, heart, soul and imagination, to make one feel perfectly acquainted 
with their thoughts, feelings and ideas, much more so than with those of many of one’s own kin” (187). 
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fourteenth-century Syrian original, appearing in French from 1704-1717, closely 

followed by an English Grub Street translation, launched the story upon European society 

to almost instant success. Western readers failed to recognize, however, that the stories 

were not Arabic classics. Furthermore, they did not acknowledge the many filters 

imposed on the stories by translation. Nightingale, for example, remarks on seeing 

“Amina the Ghoul” at home among the tombs of Cairo (33). Her appellation is a slightly 

flawed allusion to the figure of Amina in the Arabian Nights—a morbid newlywed who 

passes her time with ghouls in the graveyard at night. Such a character is not found in 

contemporary Arabic culture. She was most likely an invention of Galland’s. 

Nonetheless, both Amina and the monstrous ghouls became staples of Oriental writing 

(Al-Rawi 2009). More importantly they became essential features of an Oriental 

geography, ergo Nightingale’s emphasis on the presence of such a creature.   

Romantic poetry, as previously mentioned, was essential in the construction of 

any geography. Nightingale displays this reliance at every turn, but it is in her treatment 

of the desert that we see it most clearly. The desert for Nightingale, as for the Romantic 

poets, is utterly unnatural. “All other nature raises one’s thoughts to heaven,” she 

remarks, “this sends them to hell” (89). Indeed, Egypt as a whole takes on an anti-

pastoral ambiance for her. Citing Genesis 46:34 Nightingale states, “you forget in Egypt 

the existence of pastoral countries, ‘for every shepherd is an abomination to the 

Egyptians’” (57). In the shifting Egyptian sands Nightingale sees the utter absence of the 

emotionally reciprocative nature of her native England. At Karnak the desert ruins look, 

not like a temple, but like a crumbling mountain, nature destroyed (77). At the site of the 

battle of Aboukir, she seems to recall the ghost of Ozymandias, observing, “it looked like 
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the shroud of an empire’s body, the ghastly tale of a kingdom’s whitening bones” (25). 

Karnak also echoes these same whispers of corrupted, unnatural power when, gazing 

upon a lone star her thoughts turn upon the fallen Lucifer and she imagines a voice that 

loosely echoes Jeremiah 45:5, “And seekest thou good things for thyself? Seek them not, 

for is there ought like this ruin?” (77). Evidently there is not, at least not for Nightingale. 

The ruin she observes in Egypt leads her to one conclusion: the people “must have 

broken some law of nature which has caused them to fall” (74). Nightingale links the 

environmental desolation she observes with a perceived fault in the people. For her, the 

unnaturalness of the land must be tied to a transgression on the people’s part. How else 

could they be so cursed in their place of habitation?  

In order to cope with the forsaken land in which she finds herself, Nightingale 

engages once more with the Romantics, working to create ideal Romantic moments 

similar to Wordsworth’s spots of time throughout her Nile journey.  Nightingale’s 

approach is two-pronged. First, she establishes a link between European nature and the 

great civilizations of ancient Egypt. Second, she attempts to create moments of Romantic 

solitude by dehumanizing the current Arab population, transforming them into part of the 

natural scene as animals. It is in this final approach that she achieves the most success, 

rendering two spots of time that would be quite at home in any Romantic poem.  

The great, ancient civilizations enjoy the closest bond with European 

Romanticism in Nightingale’s eyes. The ancient Egyptians in particular are given pride of 

place, coming across as a perfect Coleridgean blend of Romanticism and ur-Christian 

philosophy: 

you see a nation so spiritualised that death was to them more interesting 
than life; or rather death, as they put it, did not differ from life; life was so 
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small a fragment of the whole to them, that the whole became of course of 
immeasurably more consequence, not as being different from the part, but 
as the axiom which nobody disputes, of the whole being greater than its 
part.  

(74) 
 
In other words, the ancient Egyptians, as interpreted by Nightingale, expound a Romantic 

balancing of opposites in their depiction of an afterlife that is part of a greater whole, a 

philosophy that simultaneously mirrors early Christian doctrine stressing the importance 

of the life hereafter rather than the material world. Thus, when gazing on the ruins at 

Thebes, where before she had seen the destruction of nature embodied in the Karnak 

temple complex, she now transforms the entire city into a natural oasis as an 

“immeasurable forest of columns” (79, my emphasis).  

The ancient Egyptians are not the only privileged ancient culture. When looking 

on the ruins of the Circassian Mamluke dynasty she similarly emphasizes the sculpted 

vines and foliage that adorn the ruined mosques (34). Nightingale even manages to 

temporarily render the entire view from a Cairene mosque as a natural scene by taking it 

out of the present and viewing it as the domain of mythological, Biblical, and Classical 

figures: 

Cairo, which is immense, lies at the feet, a forest of minarets and domes 
and towers, The Nile flows his solemn course beyond … and the three 
Pyramids stand sharp against the sky. Here Osiris and his worshippers 
lived; here Abraham and Moses walked; here Aristotle came; here, later, 
Mahomet learnt the best of his religion and studied Christianity; here, 
perhaps, our Saviour’s mother brought her little son to open his eyes to the 
light. They are all gone from the body; but the Nile flows and the 
Pyramids stand still. 

(33, my emphasis) 
 

The city, with its abundant ties to the past, almost comes across as an alternate Arcadia, a 

“forest of minarets” that, in its bygone, pastoral days hosted the shepherd-like figures of 
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Abraham and Moses; served as an oasis of early faith for the worshippers of Osiris (a 

proto-Christ figure) and for the young savior himself when he and his mother fled from 

the dangers of Herod’s might; and furthermore acted as a bastion of learning for the 

Islamic prophet, “Mahomet,” and for the father of Western philosophy, Aristotle. In this 

ideal context, the land takes on human attributes as a body and the Nile assumes a 

masculine persona. The continued presence of the Nile and of the Pyramids anchors 

Nightingale’s historic idyll, gifting the land with the remembered glory of a truly 

privileged history, imbuing it with such value that Nightingale can imagine the minarets 

as a forest, and the land as linked to an amorphous humanity. 

 Nevertheless, as Nightingale’s first comments about Karnak, the temple complex 

at Thebes, reveal, imagining a natural environment goes only so far. The presence of the 

desert can be found everywhere and asserts itself as the ultimate anti-Romantic scene. 

Nightingale posits it as the antithesis to a Wordsworthian spot in time:  

You have read descriptions of the desert till you fancy you had imagined it 
exactly; ride out into it, and you find nothing had given or could give you 
the least idea of it. A curse, a curse, is the only feeling which still moves 
in your mind; every other feeling is dead, every other idea extinguished, 
but this which goes wandering up and down your vacant brain, till even 
the tombs are a relief from it. The desert you fancy a great plain, in which 
there is always something soothing, with a golden sky and opal horizon. 
You see an earth tumbled up and down; not as if Providence had made it 
so, but as if it had been created otherwise, and clouds of sand, the 
whirlwind, and the curse had passed over it and unmade it, and tossed and 
gashed and scathed it, till they had made it what you see.  

(34)  
 
The desert defies description, like Wordsworth’s Arab phantom. Its nature, furthermore, 

is so utterly without moral virtue or human emotion that it produces a sense of all-

embracing death in the viewer’s mind. The sheer aberrant state of nature that Nightingale 

perceives leads her to pronounce the desert as nature unmade, as a nature that defies 
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God’s design: “not as if Providence had made it so, but as if it had been created 

otherwise.” Nightingale continues: 

we first saw it with the sun “veiling his burning brow”, and the sunset dull 
and glazed, and the moon, not silvery, but dead and white, and a range of 
black hills beyond, and everything in unison with it. It is not the 
desolation: there may be the solitude of desolation; but this is the 
abomination of desolation. No! no one ever conveys an idea of what the 
desert is; and no more shall I, nor have I. A curse! a curse! is all you cry.  

(34) 
 
Nightingale continues to emphasize the pallor of death that swathes the land, but more 

specifically she emphasizes how all of the elements of the ghastly scene are “in unison.” 

Thus Romantic unity is subverted in the desert, the horror lying in the all-embracing 

nature of “the curse.” In this way, the sought after status of solitary wanderer is 

transformed into a nightmare; the desert does not display any Romantic “solitude of 

desolation,” Nightingale affirms. Rather, she observes the “abomination of desolation.” 

The desert is truly an anti-Romantic moment, something Nightingale almost 

subconsciously signals in the adoption of a poetic cadence and rhyme as she writes, “no 

more shall I, nor have I. A curse! a curse! is all you cry.” Egypt, it seems, resists the 

framing of a Romantic aesthetic at every turn.  

 Nevertheless, Nightingale achieves some success in establishing a stable sense of 

European space, oases in the desert. Once again Romantic poetry serves as the foundation 

for her geographic constructions, though the success of these spaces as ideal Romantic 

moments/spots in time lies in her ability to ignore their present inhabitants. Ipsamboul 

(now Abu Simbel), for example, is the perfect embodiment of Romantic solitude:  “In 

Ipsamboul you first know what solitude is. In England, the utmost solitude you can obtain 

is surrounded by human beings; but there in the depths of the rock, in eternal darkness, 
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where no sound ever reaches, solitude is no longer a name, it is a presence” (Nightingale 

101). This successful performance as a Romantic lone traveler rests on the absence of any 

local human presence in particular, a necessary stricture that Nightingale ties to another 

Romantic quality of Ipsamboul, its existence out of time. “We shall never enjoy another 

place like Ipsamboul,” she writes, “the absolute solitude of it – the absence of a present, 

of any of one’s fellow creatures who contrast the past with the horrible Egyptian present. 

… the silence and stillness and freedom of it were what we shall never have again” (99, 

my emphasis). For Nightingale, time is illustrated by the deterioration of the race—she 

worries that England will return to Picts as Egypt has turned into Arabs (74). The absence 

then, of any non-western people enables Nightingale to sustain the fiction of a moment 

out of time, “the absence of a present.”  

 Memphis is similarly depopulated and othered from its Oriental environs within 

Nightingale’s Romantic framing. Memphis, as “beautiful, poetic, melancholy Memphis” 

(169), comes across as more of a Byronic hero than a simple desert oasis. It is, 

Nightingale avers, the epitome of the pastoral: 

the most beautiful spot you can imagine … a palm forest, the old palms 
springing out of the freshest grass; the ground covered with a little pink 
flower … and the most delicate little lilac dwarf iris. Here and there a 
glassy pool and a flock of goats and kids, the long sun-light streaks and 
shadows falling among the trees. It looked as if nature had spread her 
loveliest coverlid, had grown her freshest flowers to deck the pall, and 
throw on the grave of Memphis. 

(168-169) 
 
Here nature overgrows the Egyptian past to the extent that Nightingale cannot accept the 

oasis as Eastern land. “I have seen nothing like it except in my dreams, certainly not in 

Egypt,” she remarks, later adding, “I have seen nothing like this palm forest in the East” 

(169). This repetition leaves the reader with the obvious assumption that such a scene 
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cannot, in the end, be Eastern. As Nightingale soon details, in many ways the oasis is 

English, not only in its echoes of a Romantic pastoral paradise, but also in actual geo-

political terms. There is a fallen statue of Ramses II that gazes upon the scene; “he lies so 

calmly upon his pillow – the pillow of his mother earth,” Nightingale writes, and he 

appears the perfect monument to the Pharaonic past (169). He is also, however, English 

property, gifted to the English but left to gaze upon his fallen kingdom. Nightingale notes 

that she is happy that he was not taken away because he is so perfectly a part of his little 

grassy valley. The root of this connection lies not in any shared Egyptian identity. 

Ultimately, the statue and the oasis are bound by Englishness.    

 Philœ (today Philae) provides perhaps the strongest example of an ideal Romantic 

moment. Nightingale herself explicitly states that Philœ is more than a physical location, 

it is a poem: “What a poem, for him who could imagine it!” (89-90). Furthermore, it is a 

place outside of time and reality; Nightingale writes, “it is like eternity, and everything in 

Philoe seems like another world” (119). Similar to Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan,” 

Nightingale removes the island from its Oriental locale and resituates it as part of the 

Holy City, Jerusalem. Philœ, as one of the supposed sites of the burial of Osiris, comes 

across to Nightingale as a link to the life of Jesus—as “The myths of Osiris are so typical 

of our Saviour” (114)—that it seems to her as though she were partaking in a pilgrimage 

to a place where he had lived, “like Jerusalem” (114). But what makes Philœ truly ideal is 

the total absence of any human presence (her own travel party excluded): “all its Arab 

inhabitants have deserted it” (114). In this way, Philoe comes across as one of the very 

few positive moments of Nightingale’s trip. Her enjoyment springs, not from any cultural 

exchange but from her successful attempt at the creation of an imaginary European 
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geography, one marked by Oriental artifacts much in the way that a collection or museum 

would be. Thus, the land is thoroughly translated (and I use this term purposefully) from 

Oriental landscape to a territory claimed by Europeans, and one shaped to mimic the 

containment of the exotic other at home.  

 Ultimately, Nightingale’s letters make clear that Romanticism is a Pandora’s box 

for any Eastern subject. That Mayy would choose to take on Romantic Orientalism, 

which figures the Middle East as hellish desert, exotic other, and ultimately as European 

library/museum, seems a bold or foolish decision, even a display of youthful arrogance. 

In fact, until the nineteenth century Middle Eastern critics held that Arabic poetry was 

superior in every way; Arabic poets had nothing to learn from their European colleagues. 

Even in 1898, the poet Shauqī was criticized for suggesting that he might benefit from his 

exposure to French poetry (Badawi 14). Nevertheless a movement to incorporate 

European influence into Arabic poetry came to be in, what Khouri has called the 

“modernizing school,” led by Khalīl Muṭrān (1872-1949). This influence was heavily 

Romantic, leading Badawi to call Muṭrān and his followers the “pre-romantics.” It wasn’t 

until the 1930s and 1940s, however, that the Romantic spirit truly gained recognition in 

Arabic poetry (Badawi 116). Mayy was ahead of her time in adapting this Western 

discourse for an Eastern voice. It was a bold, even brash move, made even more so by her 

gender. 
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CHAPTER II 

MAYY AT SEA: MIGRANCY AND THE UNMOORING OF  

WESTERN ROMANTIC POETRY 

 Just over sixty years after Nightingale first set foot on Egyptian soil, Mayy 

Ziyādah would rewrite the Middle East as part of a Western Romantic discourse. Only 

twenty-five years old, Mayy, much like Nightingale, ignored societal pressure to marry 

and assume the role of wife and mother. Rather, Mayy went on to become one of the 

central figures of the Nahḍa, the Egyptian cultural awakening, as a journalist and orator 

concerned with issues of national identity and the role of women in the construction of 

Egypt’s future, topics she shaped as the leader of a salon open to both sexes. But before 

Mayy was a salonière, before she was a journalist and orator, she was a poet.  

In 1911 Mayy made her début on the literary stage with the publication of Fleurs 

de Rêve. Inspired by French Romantic poet Lamartine, the collection was a two-part 

portfolio. Part One is composed uniquely of poetry, and Part Two, entitled “Pages 

Intimes,” takes a mixed-genre form, placing poetry within the context of diary and letter 

writing. The publication of this collection came at a crucial moment in Mayy’s life, her 

family having just emigrated from their native land, the Ottoman province of Syria, to 

Cairo. There, Mayy would meet—in the same year that she published Fleurs de Rêve—

Aḥmad Luṭfī al-Sayyid, who would radically alter the trajectory of her life, encouraging 

her to learn Arabic, read the Qu‘ran, and fully embrace an Arab identity. It is this latter 

Mayy, Mayy post-poetry who became involved in the formation of a modern Arab 

identity, who has been the focus of recent study. As a result Mayy’s juvenilia has been 

dismissed as transitional when it is this very quality that marks Mayy’s poetry as such an 
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essential moment both in her life and in the evolution of the identity of the Eastern 

woman in general.  

The linguistic divide between Mayy’s early poetry and later corpus does little to 

encourage further attention. The majority of her life’s work (nearly everything she wrote 

after Fleurs de Rêve aside from a few articles for French and Italian publications) is in 

Arabic, and as previously noted, those who seek to bring Mayy to critical attention do so 

with the intention of highlighting her role in the shaping of modern Egypt. In this context, 

Mayy’s early French poetry appears at best as the untutored product of a promising mind, 

at worst as a misguided adherence to European influence in the face of a nascent Arab-

Egyptian identity. However, any such assumption would be unwarranted. Indeed, Mayy 

as poet is at once inseparable and unique from Mayy as salonière, orator, and journalist 

and worthy of our notice. 

 Nevertheless, Fleurs de Rêve is a collection of French (even a bit of English) 

writings, and to ignore the impact of this linguistic choice is to misread the significance 

of Mayy’s work as a whole. France in particular has a complex and conflicted history in 

Egypt, beginning with Napoleon’s conquest/expedition and the subsequent publication of 

the Description de l’Egypte (1809-1828). Anne Godlewska, in her article “Map, Text and 

Image. The Mentality of Enlightened Conquerors: A New Look at the Description de 

l’Egypte” expertly analyzes how the Description was both scientific venture and military 

manifesto, lauding the French occupation in messianic terms. Indeed, the Description, 

executed on a remarkable scale and covering an incredible number of disciplines, stands 

as a ten-volume testament to the superiority of the colonizing French. Nowhere is this 

more apparent than in Jean-Baptiste Fourier’s Préface, which sets the tone for the whole 
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compilation. Most notably, Fourier pictures Egypt as a garden waiting only for European 

crops to achieve its full splendor (Godlewska 8). These crops would come in the form of 

French science and culture. As to the Islamic Mamlukes, the ruling dynasty at the time of 

Napoleon’s arrival in 1908, Fourier reduces their long history to a reign of barbaric 

anonymity. In tones that Florence Nightingale would later echo, the everyday Egyptian is 

forgotten and only the eternal monuments of Egypt’s past are given note by virtue of their 

assumed connection to French (and in Nightingale’s case, English) culture. As 

Godlewska notes: 

Behind this association was the suggestion that cultural superiority, which 
gave France the rights of conquest, was derived from a sort of passage of 
reason and science (of which maps and mapping were the very 
embodiment) from its birthplace in Egypt, to the Greco-Romans, to its full 
realization in Europe and its return to its birthplace by France. 

(7) 
 
Thus the Description refigured Egypt as French territory by imagining France as the heir 

to ancient Egypt’s scientific and cultural legacy. The act of mapping the area only served 

to authorize this inheritance.  

 Part and parcel of mapping Egypt was the transliteration of Arabic place names. 

Working from the foundation of Volney’s Simplification des langues orientales the 

Description sought to enact the Romanization of the Arabic language. Volney himself 

had argued for completely abandoning Arabic script, which he saw as awkward and full 

of “the gratuitous hindrances which routine use has imposed on it” (qtd. in Godlewska 

16). Volney even imagined an instance where “[Orientals], surprised to hear their 

languages spoken more purely, read more fluently, written and learnt more quickly by 

strangers than by themselves, will want to know the mechanical instrument behind this 

process. They will end by discussing and studying our new European Alphabet” (qtd. in 
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Godlewska 16). The physical reconfiguration of Egypt as European space was then to be 

a linguistic transition as well. Volney evidently had no issue imagining a situation where 

native Arabs would seek aid from the French colonizing force, the occupying force, to 

achieve a more complete understanding of their own language. French dominance and 

superiority is unequivocally accepted, a message Mayy seems to support in her linguistic 

choice. 

 Mayy would also inherit a history of controversial gender negotiations by writing 

in French. Napoleon and the French army wrought radical changes for the role of women 

in Egypt. Among native Egyptians there was a violent response to the sexual freedom 

that French women and French soldiers displayed in the public venues of Cairo streets. 

One Egyptian observer remarked, “Cairo has become a second Paris; women go about 

shamelessly with the French; intoxicating drinks are publicly sold and things are 

committed of which the Lord of heaven would not approve” (qtd. in Khaldi 21). ‘Abd al-

Raḥmān al-Jabartī, who chronicled much of the French occupation noted, “[French] Men 

have intercourse with any woman who pleases them and vice versa. Their women do not 

veil themselves and have no modesty; they do not care whether they uncover their private 

parts,” and “Sometimes one of their women goes into a barber’s shop, and invites him to 

shave her pubic hair. If he wishes he can take his fee in kind” (qtd. in Khaldi 21). This 

image of lascivious indulgence was not restricted to the French alone but spread to 

Cairene women as well through the intrusion of the French into the harem. Two incidents 

in particular facilitated this incursion: the Zenab affair and the Menou incident. Zenab 

was the wellborn daughter of Sheikh al-Bikrī, a very important clergyman and a chancery 

member. Zenab was discovered by Madame Verdier, one of some three hundred women 
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who came to Egypt disguised as men in the army, Verdier then managed to become 

involved in Egyptian society, and thanks to her gender was able to undertake more 

delicate missions such as procuring a nubile, young girl for Napoleon’s amusement. She 

visited multiple harems and “discovered [Zenab,] a ravishing virgin of sixteen with 

enormous eyes … a lithe body, firm and well-placed breasts, elastic thighs, long legs and 

silky fleece” (qtd. in Khaldi 21). Verdier informed Napoleon that he could “use [Zenab] 

or even misuse her” (qtd. in Khaldi 22), and although the European dress in which 

Verdier presented the girl did not please him it did little to inhibit the notorious affair.15 

 The Menou incident had even more far reaching consequences. Menou, a French 

military officer under Napoleon, married an Egyptian and converted to Islam. However, 

he continued to treat his wife “in the French manner,” in other words, he “led her by the 

hand into the dining room, and offered her the best seat at the table and the tastiest pieces 

of food. If her handkerchief fell to the ground he would hurriedly pick it up” (qtd. in 

Khaldi 23-24). Such excesses of chivalry sparked quite a controversy among upper-class 

Egyptian women who wanted the same treatment from their husbands, going so far as to 

sign a petition to the “Great Sultan,” Napoleon, in the hopes that he would enforce this 

Western behavior as the new standard. Their pleas were not well received by their 

husbands who saw the affectation of French airs as a polluting influence. ‘Abd al-

Raḥmān al-Jabartī expressed a common criticism when he remarked that such women 

were disrupting traditional Islamic values and betraying their nation by turning to the 

                                                
15 Beyond the Zenab affair Napoleon also reportedly sent several French military officers home in order to 
seduce their wives. Pauline Fourès, for example, a young woman of only twenty who had dressed as a man 
in order to accompany her husband, caught the Emperor’s eye and, in no short time, was his mistress. She 
and Napoleon were often seen in public: “He … made her ride at his side in the streets of Cairo, and 
sometimes sat her on his knees, kissing and fondling her in sight of the Egyptians, who called her Sitt al-
Sulṭān Kabīr, the Great Sultan’s Lady” (qtd. in Khaldi 22). 
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colonizer to address their complaints (Khaldi 26). Thus, with the departure of the French, 

several thousand women were killed; Zenab was among their numbers (Khaldi 26). As 

Khaldi notes, this should not be read as an isolated moment of gender violence, rather as 

part of how the French expedition/occupation insinuated itself into elite Egyptian circles 

along gendered lines, forming a disruptive and subversive force by causing Egyptian 

women to question Mamluk male superiority (26). Ultimately, both the Zenab affair and 

the Menou incident illustrate the complex cultural baggage attached to the French and 

their language. Ghosts of empire and the navigation of cultural gender norms were only a 

few of the obstacles Mayy faced when she choose French as her mode of expression. 

 There were positive subtexts that still clung to the French public image in Mayy’s 

time, namely the knowledge that scientific and intellectual stimulation were also part of 

Napoleon’s Enlightenment project in Egypt. Napoleon’s foundation of the Institut 

d’Egypte was a small part of a larger effort at “improving” Egyptian society according to 

a French model, one that Muḥammad ‘Alī—nicknamed “le Napoléon de l’Orient”—

would continue, especially through the creation of an educated non-religious elite to form 

a state bureaucracy. He also moved to provide more education for women, opening a 

women’s college for nursing and medical care in 1932 (Khaldi 30). Most central for 

Mayy, though, was the perceived connection between the French occupation and the birth 

of the cultural awakening known as the Nahḍa. Whether the French occupation was 

responsible for Nahḍa is debatable. Ottoman Tanzimat reforms had already begun the 

process, but it is clear that French Enlightenment philosophy, brought to Egypt as part of 

the expedition, was also an influence. As ‘Abd al-Laṭīf Ḥamzah (a member of Mayy’s 

salon) writes in his history of the Egyptian press, “the Egyptians were awakened from 
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their stupor by the tumult of the French attack” (qtd. in Khaldi 27). While it was 

something of a rude awakening, the French were still admired for their advanced military 

and cosmopolitan culture.  

The French venture in Egypt would ultimately be dubbed a military failure (with 

good reason), but despite the brevity of the French occupation (only three years) French 

influence remained. Arabic adopted French loan words, upper-class Egyptian women 

struggled to balance a conservative Islamic milieu with a continued European influence, 

all as Muḥammad ‘Alī and his successors worked to reshape Egypt in the image of 

France. Mayy too, in a journal publication from 1923, would remark on Egypt’s debt to 

French philosophy, but it was not the legacy of the occupation that she cited, rather the 

history of the French Revolution: 

Nationalism became widespread after the French had destroyed the walls 
of the Bastille spreading out the banners of the intellectual revolution on 
the borders of nations and making countries echo the three words that 
declare human rights which are, we all know, liberty, equality, fraternity.  

(qtd. in Khaldi 10) 
 
Speaking from the collective, “we all know,” Mayy demonstrates how French ideas were 

part of the popular discourse surrounding Egyptian statehood (Khaldi 10). Nevertheless, 

she is quick to add: “We, the new generation of the East, [are] aware of the relations 

between nations and the entanglement of interests” (qtd. in Khaldi 10). This qualification 

sets the French at a distance. Thus, while she allies Egypt with the legacy of revolution 

she distinguishes her and her compatriots’ place as separate from France, as belonging to 

a nation distinct from France and from French interests (Khaldi 10). 

 Where Mayy at the age of thirty-seven was cautious in her allegiance to a French 

cultural identity, in 1911, at the age of twenty-five, she took a much more daring stance. 
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Indeed, with all the impetuosity of youth she thought to claim French as her own, 

regardless of its fraught history:   

Vous me reprochez mon français et vous l’appelez douteux? vous 
avez tort de le faire. Qu’importe si mes phrases sont plus ou moins à la 
Bossuet? 

  Quand l’âme est belle le fourreau est négligeable. 
 Si ma pensée est intéressante, que m’importent les expressions 
creuses? 
 Inutile d’essayer de me corriger; je suis incorrigible et le monde ne 
verra mes idées que dans un livre imprimé, très imprimé même. 
        J’ai dit. 

(Copia 134) 
 
This passage from her “Pages Intimes” in Fleurs de Rêve is of particular interest. First 

there is the issue of her addressee. The “Pages Intimes” are dedicated to a Miss Sidonie 

Ripperger. I have not been able to find any information as to the specifics of her identity 

other than what is revealed in the dedication: she was a friend of Mayy’s probably from 

school in Lebanon. Sidonie’s family name, however, reveals much in that it is not a 

traditional Arabic surname. Thus, the criticism of Mayy’s French comes from an 

ostensibly foreign source. More interesting still is her remark, “Qu’importe si mes 

phrases sont plus ou moins à la Bossuet?” Bossuet, a seventeenth-century French bishop 

and theologian, is a veritable avatar of French monarchical power known for his mastery 

of oration and his position as tutor to the Dauphin at the court of Louis XIV. That Mayy 

equates her own use of French to this man, that she deems such a connection negligible is 

significant. For her, language is merely the exterior, “le fourreau,” and expressions are 

“creuses.”16 Her thoughts are the essential matter. Indeed, as if to prove that language 

does not affect the expression of her ideas she randomly switches from French to English 

                                                
16 Neverthless, she is a bit of linguistic purist and berates Sidonie, saying: 
“Vous grécisez le français. Pourquoi ne dites-vous pas ‘sans y changer une virgule’ au lieu de 
‘sans changer un iota’?” (Copia 141). 
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and back to French again (Copia 142-144). As she concludes, the essential is that she is 

published. “J’ai dit,” she adds, “I have spoken.” Her words are powerful, but also 

difficult to decipher. Who has spoken? Is Mayy expressing the muted voice of woman? 

The muted voice of the Orient? Both? Neither? The answer to this question lies, of 

course, in the text, but more specifically in her engagement with French and English 

Romantic poetry.17 Indeed, by engaging with a trans-national poetic form like 

Romanticism, Mayy reveals that language choice is essential, the multi-national nature of 

Romanticism intersecting with the grid of political affiliations and divisions. As I will 

shortly detail, Mayy finds space for the marginalized voice of the Oriental woman by 

forcing French and English identities into diametric opposition, playing on their status as 

colonial competitors. 

 It would be easy to write off Mayy’s affinity for the Romantics as the infatuation 

of a lonely, isolated girl. As Marilyn Booth notes, Mayy’s reclusive nature may have 

been partly due to a history of isolation, first as an only child and second, and more 

importantly, as a result of her intellectual interests (Mayy 16). Although her parents 

appear to have been supportive, her diary reveals a sense of distance between herself and 

her fellow classmates. On one occasion she records how some classmates noticed her 

pensive mood, approached her, and enquired as to its cause. Mayy did not give them an 

answer as she felt they would not understand why she had been contemplating “the 

meaning of life.” On another occasion she writes how she had been forced to stay home 

due to illness but on returning to school was mocked by her peers who did not believe she 

has been ill and moreover teased her about the teacher’s praise for her poetry (Booth, 
                                                
17 The final section “Pages Intimes” is not a traditional example of Romantic poetry as it follows more of a 
prose style. However, it addresses the same images and issues as the preceding poems and employs a 
remarkably similar vocabulary and so I include it in this category as well.  
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Mayy 17). With this history of isolation at school and among her peers it is unsurprising 

that Mayy found solace in establishing a new set of peers, namely, the Romantics. In her 

“Pages Intimes” Mayy expresses a particular sense of connection with Byron: 

Il est dix heures et demie du matin, et je suis seule dans la forêt 
depuis plus de deux heures. Seule avec Byron, le poète sauvage et 
délicieux que les Anglais classent au quatrième rang de leurs poètes, parce 
qu’il est trop bon rimeur, peut-être, et qui, après Shakespeare, mériterait 
d’être le premier. 

  N’en déplaise à ces Messieurs de l’Angleterre! 
 Pendant que je lisais, mon petit cahier reposait près de moi; et 
maintenant que j’écris, Childe Harold est couché à mes pieds. 

Savait-il, le malheureux Byron, pouvait-il savoir lorsqu’il écrivait 
ce triste et charmant poème, qu’une jeune fille Syrienne irait passer avec 
lui, avec ce qui reste de lui, de longues heures solitaires dans les douces 
forêts libanaises? Comme je les trouve brûlants et doux ses vers, parcelles 
de son âme étrange! 

(Copia 146) 
 
Not only is Byron her companion during such isolated moments, not only does his poetry 

speak to her, Mayy further cements her connection to the poet by positioning herself as 

his ideal wife: “Et je n’arrive pas à comprendre comment Lady Byron a pu le traîter si 

durement: quand on a pour mari un pareil homme il faut bien lui pardonner certaines 

extravagances. Un homme de génie n’est pas un homme comme tout le monde” (Copia 

146). While Mayy seems to give the impression that her ability to assume Lady Byron’s 

position (and to do a better job of it than Lady Byron) is predicated on her willingness to 

allow Byron his “extravagances,” her earlier descriptions make clear that her relationship 

to the Romantic poet is more nuanced. Firstly, she allies herself with Byron by isolating 

him from his English identity. According to Mayy, the English, like Byron’s wife, do not 

know how to properly appreciate him, only placing him in the fourth tier of poetry, 

“parce qu’il est trop bon rimeur, peut-être, et qui, après Shakespeare, mériterait d’être le 

premier” (Copia 146). Mayy clearly does not agree with their judgement, acerbically 
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adding, “N’en déplaise à ces Messieurs de l’Angleterre!” (Copia 146). Byron, according 

to Mayy, was not meant for the English as she, a Syrian girl writing in French, has a 

greater appreciation of his genius.  

Mayy also pulls on her bond with him as a fellow writer to establish their 

compatibility. Her relationship with Byron—as she imagines it—occurs across a literary 

landscape. “Pendant que je lisais,” she writes, “mon petit cahier reposait près de moi; et 

maintenant que j’écris, Childe Harold est couché à mes pieds” (Copia 146). This 

seemingly innocuous description becomes truly significant when she transforms Childe 

Harold into the poet himself as she describes the long, solitary hours she spends “avec 

lui, avec ce qui reste de lui … dans les douces forêts libanaises” (Copia 146). Thus as 

Mayy is engaged with Byron’s writing in the form of Childe Harold her notebook is set 

aside, but when she turns to her own pen and paper, Childe Harold, a sign of Byron 

himself, rests at her feet, lending encouragement. In this way, Mayy skilfully situates her 

writing within two contexts always present as obstacles for the Eastern female author: the 

legacy of Western dominance, and the legacy of masculine hegemony. By positioning 

herself as a possible substitute for the English Lady Byron Mayy simultaneously places 

her writing within the comfortable confines of an acceptable domestic scene—sitting 

with her “husband” and sharing in his work—and establishes their domiciliary bliss 

outside of Byron’s usual Englishness. Thus Mayy subverts English literary superiority 

while negotiating the obstacles facing female authorship. Furthermore, in orchestrating 

the juxtaposition of her “cahier” with Childe Harold, Mayy subtly suggests that her own 

writing deserves the same regard as Byron’s, addressing her relationship to the Western 

canon in very direct terms.  
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 In general, the aesthetic of the passive, Oriental feminine with which Mayy 

contends is essential to the construction of Romanticism. Alfred de Musset’s metaphoric 

definition of Romanticism emphasizes the Oriental in particular but the passive female 

aesthetic is also present: 

Romanticism is the star that weeps, the wind that wails, the night that 
shivers, the flower that flies, and the bird that exudes perfume. 
Romanticism is the unhoped-for ray of light, the languorous rapture, the 
oasis beneath the palm-tree, ruby hope with its thousand loves, the angel 
and the pearl, the willow in its white garb. Oh, sir, what a beautiful thing! 
It is the infinite and the star, heat, fragmentary, the sober (yet at the same 
time complete and full); the diametrical, the pyramidal, the Oriental, the 
living nude, the embraceable, the kissable, the whirlwind.  

(qtd. in J. Blum 79) 
 

The Oriental nature of this description is self evident, but the passive female aesthetic is 

also subtly noted in the assumed male audience—“Oh, sir”—and in the production of 

Romanticism as the epitome of emotion—weeping, wailing, rapture, and love—and as an 

object of desire—“the living nude, the embraceable, the kissable.” As Margaret Homans 

argues in Women Writers and Poetic Identity, “the Romantic tradition makes it difficult 

for any writer to separate sexual identity from writing. For Romanticism, the poet had to 

be virile and valiant as well as adventurous, sensitive, passionate, and cultured. With the 

exception of sensitivity, these stereotyped qualities were thought to be incarnated in the 

male artistic imagination” (qtd. in Greenberg 8). Gustave Flaubert accepts this legacy as 

his due, providing perhaps the most oft-quoted example of the passive, Oriental female in 

the Romantic aesthetic. Writing to his mistress, Louise Colet, during his Egyptian travels 

in 1853, Flaubert describes his meeting with the courtesan Kuchuk-Hânem: 

La femme orientale est une machine, et rien de plus; elle ne fait 
aucune différence entre un homme et un autre homme. Fumer, aller au 
bain, se peindre les paupières et boire du café, tel est le cercle 
d’occupations où tourne son existence. Quant à la jouissance physique, 
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elle-même doit être fort légère puisqu’on leur coupe de bonne heure ce 
fameux bouton, siège d’icelle. Et c’est là ce qui la rend, cette femme, si 
poétique à un certain point de vue, c’est qu’elle rentre absolument dans la 
nature…. 

C’est nous qui pensons à elle, mais elle ne pense guère à nous. 
Nous faisons de l’esthétique sur son compte. 

(qtd. in Lowe, 75) 
 
The “esthétique” that he proposes to make “sur son compte” is Romanticism, thus his 

description of the poetic aspect of her being so fully given over to nature (“elle rentre 

absolument dans la nature”). Kuchuk-Hânem’s ability to perform as part of this aesthetic 

depends on her physical mutilation. It is the genital excision that makes her a sexual 

object. Incapable of feeling sexual pleasure herself, Kuchuk-Hânem becomes, in 

Flaubert’s eyes, a machine for masculine pleasure. As both a woman and as the non-

Western “other” she is easily subsumed by Flaubert’s discourse, to the point that he 

assumes a mental void behind the seductive façade of the courtesan: “elle ne pense guère 

à nous,” he remarks, “C’est nous qui pensons à elle.” It is his masculine, Western 

discourse that fills her emptiness in a crude parody of sexual intercourse.  

 Contending with this imbalance of power, Mayy makes an interesting choice in 

the figure of her poetic muse. Despite her professed connection to Byron, it is the French 

poet Lamartine who takes pride of place in the dedication of Fleurs de Rêve. Lamartine 

occupies a unique position in the history of Romantics as a figure of revolution and of 

femininity. With regards to the former, Lamartine espoused a cautious doctrine of 

democratic change as head of the provisional government in 1848, but more importantly 

he established an important link between poetry and politics. Initially Lamartine was of 

the opinion that patrie superseded poetry in times of need, but in his article “Des 

destinées de la poésie” (1834) Lamartine refigured poetry as a tool of political 
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expression. Poetry, he exclaimed “ne sera plus lyrique dans le sens où nous prenons ce 

mot… La poésie sera la raison chantée, voilà sa destinée pour longtemps; elle sera 

philosophique, religieuse, politique, sociale, comme les époques que le genre humain va 

accomplir… Elle va se faire peuple, et devenir populaire comme la religion, la raison et 

la philosophie” (qtd. in Lagarde and Michard 107). Arabic poetry also had a long history 

of serving as the forum for political debate,18 thus Mayy’s choice of Lamartine attempts 

to reconcile her European influenced education with her cultural upbringing. 

 Perhaps even more importantly for Mayy, however, was the general identification 

of Lamartine as a feminine writer. Both contemporaries and critics saw Lamartine’s fluid 

style as an indication of a female gendered poetic voice. Greenberg notes, “the emotive 

qualities of Lamartine’s lyrics have been a commonplace for the Romantic feminine since 

the early writings of [French poet and critic, Charles] Maurras” (11). Flaubert and 

Baudelaire in particular reacted with vehement repugnance to Lamartine, as Aimée 

Boutin notes, Lamartine’s poetry awakening “an ambivalent fantasy of the fluid maternal 

body” (324). Flaubert specifically was well known for his abhorrence of Lamartine’s 

“female phrases.” Writing in one letter to his mistress Louise Colet, Flaubert remarked of 

Lamartine: “C’est un petit eunuque, la coquille lui manque, il n’a jamais pissé que de 

l’eau claire” (qtd. in Boutin 325). Aspersions on masculinity aside, the remark that 

Lamartine “n’a jamais pissé que de l’eau claire” reveals the extent of the poet’s 

femininity in the eyes of Flaubert, invisible ink being a defining characteristic of 

women’s writing at this time (Boutin 326). Evidently, Lamartine’s perceived lack of 

masculinity was a point of derision for many of his contemporaries. Whether Mayy was 

                                                
18 See Khouri and Badawi. 
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aware of this reputation will likely remain a mystery. Nevertheless her decision to align 

herself with such a figure marks a powerfully gendered statement of alliance. 

Mayy’s emphasis on a female poetic tradition is also buttressed by Lamartine’s 

status as a mother figure for the following generation of writers. Lamartine himself 

emphasized the nature of his writing as a female inheritance from his own mother. She 

was the one responsible for his first exposure to poetry through Biblical writings, 

specifically Psalms (Boutin 316). Lamartine assumed this same position for many future 

poets (José-Maria de Hérédia and Mallarmé), his writings serving as maternal lullabies 

and childhood schoolroom lessons (Boutin 322). By adopting this maternal role 

Lamartine fully disrupts the model of paternal transmission of poetry (Boutin 315) as 

figured by Harold Bloom in The Anxiety of Influence in which the “strong” poet struggles 

with the legacy of his poetic father figure “as Laius and Oedipus at the crossroads” 

(Bloom 11). Mayy capitalizes on this break by choosing Lamartine as her poetic 

predecessor, and establishes a parallel line of poetic transmission that is uniquely female.  

For the Romantics especially the issue of poetic inspiration was crucial, and the 

influence of a predecessor fraught with conflict. Wendy Greenberg, in her study of 

nineteenth century French female poets notes how during the Romantic period imitation 

was a particularly poetic chimera. For Edward Young it was “the meddling ape,” and 

Coleridge held that “to admire on principle is the only way to imitate without loss of 

originality.” Imagination rather than imitation was the beacon of Romantic poetry, and 

for so great a cause ends justified the means. As Baudelaire wrote in “Le Voyage,” 

“L’Enfer ou Ciel, qu’importe?/ Au fond de l’Inconnu pour trouver du nouveau” (qtd. in 

Greenberg 71, author’s emphasis).  
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Mayy, too, clearly struggled with similar anxieties, doubly so as a non-Western 

woman who, much like Phillis Wheatley,19 was often called upon to prove her 

independent authorship. Indeed, Mayy directly addressed such criticism by writing a 

poem in response: “Elle Poète ?” (See Appendix, 95-96 for full text). In Part I of this 

poem Mayy turns the tables on her detractors. Anticipating their concerns she highlights 

the true source of their alarm: her successful performance as a Romantic poet. Her critics 

posit three main questions: one, how can she, as a woman, be a poet (“Mais comment 

donc, elle poète ?”); two, as a non-Westerner, how can she be a poet (“Elle est syrienne, 

dit-on,/ Et puisqu’elle n’est pas française,/ Où put-elle puiser ce ton/ Où l’âme s’épanche 

et s’apaise ?”); and finally, is her writing original inspiration or second-hand imitation 

(“Aurait-elle de Lamartine/ Imité les divins appas,/ Ou bien ouï la voix câline/ Qui dans 

son cœur parlait tout bas ?”)(Copia 29-30). These questions spring from the strength of 

her words. Her critics remark, “elle a dû les emprunter/ Ces rimes vastes et sonores/ Qui, 

comme de jeunes aurores,/ Viennent sous sa plume éclater” (Copia 29). Her style and 

form so successfully rivals Lamartine’s that she can only have stolen the words. Thus, in 

so vociferously critiquing Mayy as poet, her critics simultaneously laud her poetry. It is 

they who remark on “Ces vers de poésie pure,/ D’élan si doux, d’esprit si clair,/ De sons 

brillant comme l’éclair,/ D’un style à la noble tournure” (Copia 29). Furthermore, it is the 

critics who admit the artificial nature of their protest, stating, “Puisque nous aimons 

mieux le croire,/ Croyons qu’elle a dû consulter,/ Et sans jamais nous arrêter/ Disons : 

« Elle vole la gloire »” (Copia 30).  

                                                
19 Publishing her first poem in 1767, Wheatley became the first published poet who was African American 
or a slave, and the third published female poet in the United States. 
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 Part II sees the introduction of Mayy’s voice independent from her critics. 

Acknowledging their words Mayy simultaneously undermines their power. Referring to 

two critics in particular, Mayy speaks from the position of proper young lady, appearing 

painfully polite while highlighting their weaknesses at the same time. Of “Monsieur …,” 

she writes, “Vraiment, il me semble un brave homme” (Copia 30). “Brave,” meaning 

brave and honest, is an adjective undeniably unsuited to the desperate criticisms of Part I. 

Mayy then addresses “Un autre gentleman” with pretensions to expertise on Lamartine 

(Copia 30). The choice of “gentleman” as title sticks out as an anomaly in this poem. 

Mayy’s code-switching suggests that this particular critic is English and thus, by virtue of 

his linguistic and cultural difference, marked as an unsuitable judge of Lamartine’s work, 

and subsequently of any “copy.” One could almost believe that Mayy welcomes the 

challenge her critics present as her rebuttal so thoroughly showcases her ready wit.  

 Having cleanly dispatched her opponents Mayy allows her poetic voice full force. 

Part III, with its marked change in poetic form, physically demonstrates the emergence of 

Mayy’s voice from the regular, structured stanzas of the critics’ voices. Indeed within the 

first stanza Mayy establishes herself as the traditional poetic figure driven to write by an 

internal emotional need. “Oh ! les doux tremblements sous l’impulsion secrète,” she 

exclaims, quickly establishing that she is one of a privileged group that can feel this 

secret compulsion, “Combien rares sont ceux qui peuvent les sentir !” (Copia 31). 

Additionally, the embracing rhyme of “secrète” and “poète” seems to emphasize another, 

more exclusive group, not simply of those called to write, to feel the poet’s call, but those 

who, by virtue of their gender must embrace it anonymously. It is little wonder that tears 

and suffering feature so strongly for Mayy as the qualities of a poet’s life (Copia 31).  
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 In the next two stanzas Mayy gives a depiction of the poet as a general figure that 

is equally complicated by gender, but also race as Mayy engages with the bond between 

poetry and politics. The poet, Mayy holds, “sait esquisser les yeux éteints” (Copia 31), in 

other words, the poet holds the power to shape the gaze. “Esquisser,” which means, “to 

sketch, outline,” brings to mind the artist rather than the poet. When we consider the long 

history of harem depictions, of which Delacroix’s “Women of Algiers (In Their 

Apartment)” (1834) is a prime example, the power of reappropriating the construction of 

the gaze on behalf of the poet becomes clear. As David Spurr has shown, the gaze is a 

powerful tool of construction and command. At the heart of aesthetic production, it is 

also an apparatus of colonialism that establishes the focal object or area as something to 

be appraised. The act of taking stock moves through various levels of visual penetration, 

from the landscape, to the interior scene, and finally to the body (15-16; 25-26). In the 

case of the harem in Western art, the male gaze of the artist intrudes into a secret, 

feminine space in order to view the body of the Oriental woman as passive, sexual object. 

Power is located uniquely in the masculine act of voyeuristic invasion while the female 

figures almost never lock eyes with their viewers. Delacroix’s Algerians keep their eyes 

averted, even cast down. Often these women are not even given eyes, their heads are 

turned but their bodies left on display as in Ingres’s “La Petite Beigneuse: Intérieur de 

harem” (1828). In the rare moments where the female gaze is directed out at her viewer, 

as in Ingres’s “La Grande Odalisque” (1814) or Delacroix’s “Odalisque allongée sur un 

divan” (1827-1828), her eyes are vapid and emotionless. Like Flaubert’s Kuchuk-Hânem, 

she has eyes that do not see any difference between each of her perspective viewers. 
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Mayy seizes hold of this gaze and turns it outwards. Describing the journey of the poet’s 

gaze Mayy writes: 

Son œil à tout vent20 prendre part, 
Sa lèvre veut baiser la rose, 
Sa main toucher à toute chose, 
Porter le sabre ou l’étendard. (Copia 31) 
 

There are two images juxtaposed in this description: On the one hand, the horticultural 

and sensual image of the poet’s lips kissing a rose, of the hand’s tactile predilections, and 

on the other we have the image of the eye actively engaging in all its surroundings, linked 

to the nationalist symbols of the sabre and banner by their shared rhyme (“prendre part” 

and “l’étendard”). Thus, Mayy links the sensual, feminized view of nature with a more 

martial, imperial discourse, joining them under the domain of the poet’s gaze. Although 

Mayy talks of the poet as “il,” she couches this depiction within the larger discussion of 

female poetry making clear that this “il” is the impersonal, asexual “il” rather than the 

masculine “il.” As such, Mayy positions herself as the female, non-Western poet in 

charge of “sketching” the eyes and of focusing the direction of the gaze. This powerful 

move is complicated by Mayy’s description of the poet’s soul as “superbe et blonde” 

(Copia 31).  Nevertheless, while “blonde” seems a racially problematic adjective—the 

most common interpretation of “blonde” is fair-haired—in this situation the more literary 

reading, “golden,” seems to be the intended meaning, referring to a sun-like quality.21 

Ultimately, Mayy empowers the Oriental and the feminine, inverting the direction of the 

gaze away from the harem and turning it out upon the world.  

                                                
20 The use of “vent” is most likely a typographical error. “Veut” is probably the intended word, as “vent” is 
neither grammatically nor metrically correct. 
21 For example, Mayy later writes of a “blond” ray of sunlight (Copia 47). 
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 Mayy returns in her final two stanzas to a personal response to her critics’ 

accusations. The poet has no need of vain flattery because his joy is personal (Copia 32), 

Mayy asserts. As for her own writing, she discards all previous attempts to wrestle with 

the opposition: 

 Qu’on veuille approuver mes labeurs 
Ou qu’on dise: ce n’est pas d’elle, 
J’élancerai les ailes d’or 
De ma Muse jeune et timide : 
Dans le sein de l’azur limpide 
Je fixerai son doux essort. (Copia 32) 

 
Picturing herself as a bird with golden wings (thus connecting her poetic soul to the 

“superbe et blonde” soul of the general poet figure) she sets out to reach the heights of 

the “azur limpide” where, alongside other “Muses” she adds the varying notes of her lute 

“devant le si vaste horizon” (Copia 32). The final scene is one of victory, Mayy 

imagining the final musical composition as a triumphant hymn and an untiring autumnal 

song floating across the waves (Copia 32). 

It is Mayy’s personal positioning, however, that distinguishes her voice. Mayy 

speaks from the horizon, “Devant le si vaste horizon” (Copia 32), a liminal location that 

she casts in such aqueous terms as “l’azur limpide.” Her emphasis on water-imagery does 

harken to her Lamartinian influence. E. H. Blackmore and A. M. Blackmore note:  

throughout Lamartine’s poetry the material world is utterly subordinated 
to the human being who observes it. It seems fluid, insubstantial, 
evanescent.  The poems’ recurrent images are distant sounds, passing 
streams, varying shadows, hills waveringly reflected in water, stars 
indistinctly seen through atmospheric haze. There is no outward solidity, 
security, or permanence anywhere; everything around the observer is 
fleeting and disappointing.  

(xv) 
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But Mayy’s emphasis on the aquatic aspects of her environment is more than a 

meditation on the ephemeral; Mayy effectively creates space for herself as a poet, a 

woman, and an Easterner by speaking from the liminal location of a fluid, water-bound 

world.  

Recently, oceanic studies have introduced the notion that our assumed 

imaginative geographies as land-bound constructs have obscured alternative methods of 

viewing “affiliation, citizenship, mobility, rights, and sovereignty, all of which have been 

read in recent critical history as overdetermined by nationalism” (H. Blum 671). William 

Boelhower provides a succinct definition of the power of the aquatic space in the form of 

the Atlantic Ocean: 

The Atlantic world is fundamentally a space of dispersion, conjunction, 
distribution, contingency, heterogeneity, and of intersecting and stratified 
lines and images—in short, a field of strategic possibilities in which the 
Oceanic order holds all together in a common but highly fluid space.  

(92-93) 
 

Although specifically addressing the Atlantic world, Boelhower’s definition holds true 

for Mayy’s eastern Mediterranean narrative. As Fleurs de Rêve was written during the 

period in which Mayy’s family uprooted from the Ottoman province of Syria to Cairo, 

Egypt, passage by water is at the heart of Mayy’s construction of herself as an individual 

and as a poet. During this time Mayy was between land-bound identities, neither 

completely Syrian nor Egyptian. Instead, she connects herself to her aqueous 

environment: the Nile, the Mediterranean, etc. Her poem “Capricieuse” (See Appendix, 

97-99 for full text) provides one example of how she liminally situates herself between 

nations. Writing from the perspective of a sea voyage she remarks, “Mais trêve de 

transports. A bientôt, Pyramides,/ Et vous, Liban, Beyrouth, cher Antoura, salut!/ Ma 
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Syrie, salut! dès que je l’aurai pu/ J’irai revoir tes horizons limpides” (Copia 48). Even 

her final destination, the limpid horizons of Lebanon, presents an aqueous image, an 

incomplete arrival, rather than one of an actual landing. Indeed, Mayy displays an 

intricate understanding of an aquatic identity in her “Pages Intimes,” echoing many of 

Boelhower’s own thoughts about the Atlantic. Mayy writes: 

Je voudrais me trouver seule au bord de la mer, assise sur un de ces 
rochers qui sont les éternelles victimes des flots capricieux et là … rêver. 
Cette immensité de la mer qui dépasse l’horizon riant, cette immensité 
libre, indépendante, aimée et détestée, douce et fougueuse, comme une 
âme endolorie se sent consolée en s’assuyant sur ses bords, blottissant ses 
dégouts et ses ennuis contre les sables fins que les vagues étreignent 
fantasquement…. oh ! les baisers des flots bleus, qu’ils sont moelleux, 
humides et frais !  

(Copia 150) 
 

The sea is a place of freedom; it is a space that cannot be contained even by the horizon. 

Within its fluid currents opposites are held in tension; it is “aimée et détestée,” “douce et 

fougueuse,” and “humides et frais.” On its banks emotional catharsis is achieved. 

Accordingly, Mayy constructs the sea as a Romantic location, one not tied to the earth, 

not attached to national boundaries. Indeed, Mayy establishes herself as a feminine foil to 

Wordsworth, who pictures himself in “The Prelude” as a man alone, dreaming by the sea 

who becomes lost in a reverie that transports him to the Orient where he meets a Quixotic 

Arab who tells him of a coming flood. Mayy, though, is no sun-addled vision whose tales 

of a Biblical deluge in the middle of the arid desert come across as laughable insanity. 

Rather, she usurps Wordsworth’s spot; she owns the vision and is not its subject, 

rejoicing in the infinite possibilities of the flowing sea.  

The centrality of water is evident from the very beginning of Fleurs de Rêve, 

Mayy opening her collection with a poem about birds on the Nile, “Les Oiseaux du Nil” 
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(See Appendix, 99-100 for full text). It seems an innocuous and juvenile piece except 

when we read it as a response to the opening quote from Lamartine: 

 …Mais toi, lyre mélodieuse, 
 Surnageant sur les flots amers, 
 Des cygnes la troupe envieuse 

Suivra ta trace harmonieuse 
Sur l’abîme roulant des mers. (Copia 9) 

 
In this excerpt the swans, the birds, are the “troupe envieuse” following the harmonious 

strains of the lyre. By opening with a poem about Egyptian birds Mayy seems to be 

positioning the Eastern subject as this envious and inferior “troupe.” But Mayy’s birds 

are not portrayed as such; rather, they are “Riantes,” “Un vol d’ailes dorées” (Copia 11), 

like an angelic host. Furthermore, they are not passive subjects; they have voices and 

interact with Mayy, their dialogue forming the body of the poem. Thus Mayy juxtaposes 

the Eastern voice of the birds and of her poetry with Lamartine’s Western voice and 

judges them equal. The message is clear: although her style may be indebted to 

Lamartine, her voice is her own. 

 Mayy further marks “Les Oiseaux du Nil” as a deeply personal cri de cœur 

through thinly veiled allusions to her true identity. Writing from the perspective of her 

canary, Mimi,22 she notes: “Le printemps m’a donné/ A Mai qui m’a vu naître” (Copia 

13).  “Mai” is clearly a reference to Mary, an interesting indulgence given that Mayy 

published her collection under the nom de plume of Isis Copia. Following this near 

unmasking Mayy details her own life history through the figure of her pet, from her 

education at various Christian schools (described metaphorically as Mimi’s ordination: 

“Puis j’étais ordonné,/ Maintenant, je suis prêtre” (Copia 13)) to her move “du Couvent/ 

                                                
22 See Copia, 139-140 for Mayy’s description of her canary “Mimi.” 
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Aux terres étrangère” (Copia 13). Mayy even specifies that Egypt is her and Mimi’s final 

destination, as Mimi explains her joy at returning to her pre-Mayy home: “J’aime à revoir 

ce Nil” (Copia 13). Mayy, however, distances herself from this specific longing for 

Egypt, it is the aquatic scene of the bird—“Vous qui troublez les eaux/ Aux environs des 

barques” (Copia 11)—that provides her emotional catharsis: “O mon âme assoupie/ 

D’images nourris-toi…/ Douce mélancolie,/ Reviens planer sur moi !” (Copia 14). 

 Mayy makes it clear that her voice and her poetry are intimately tied to water. In 

“A La Muse” (See Appendix, 100-101 for full text) Mayy exclaims, “Imitant la voix/ Du 

flot qui soupire,/ Soupire, ô ma lyre !” (Copia 52). Again we hear echoes of her 

Lamartinian epigraph, of the lyre and the waves. Mayy lays claim to both. The lyre is a 

common trope of Romanticism as a sign of poetry, as in Shelley's “Ode to the West 

Wind”—“Make me thy lyre, even as the forest is,” or in Byron's “Anacreon”—“I wish to 

tune my quivering lyre,/To deeds of fame, and notes of fire.” The lyre can be seen to 

operate in the same way in Mayy’s poetry, but what of the water? She commands her 

muse, “Ah, remue tes si fins doigts/ Avec les dentelles de l’onde !” (Copia 52), telling her 

to actually physically lay hold of the water. But what is she reaching for? The answer 

may be found in Mayy’s own nom de plume and her choice of Muse, the Virgin Mary. 

She writes, “O ma Muse jeune et féconde,/ Retouche ta corde profonde,/ Et chante une 

seconde fois,/ Douce Vierge que j’entrevois!” (Copia 52). Given Mayy’s highly religious 

upbringing it is possible that she is simply indicating Mary as a source of divine 

inspiration. However, I would also argue that she is figuring her poetic-self as a sort of 

Mary figure, calling on her to restring her lyre and sing again. Her fecundity in this sense 

would not be physical but creative. Furthermore, it would indicate a creativity that is 
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uniquely feminine, brought about like Mary’s immaculate conception without masculine 

contribution. Such a reading would be inline with an interpretation of Mary as heir to the 

legacy of the ancient Egyptian goddess Isis. Rosemary Radford Ruether, writing on the 

origins of Marian worship notes: 

The religion of Isis, the Egyptian goddess, was one proto-type of many of 
the ideas taken over in Christian teaching about Mary. Chastity typified 
her image and worship. Her priests were tonsured and celibate. Fasting, 
prayer, vigils, and moral renewal proceeded the initiation of her devotees. 
She appeared as a beautiful figure who rose from the sea, crowned with 
moon, wearing a dark mantle bordered with stars. On the basis of moral 
renewal of their lives, her devotees were promised prosperity in this life 
and assurance of life after death. She was above all wisdom, the 
companion of purified souls. When the religion of Isis was defeated by 
Christianity, much of her power and attraction lived on in the devotion to 
Mary.  

(18) 
 
Mayy, by emphasizing creative fertility in conjunction with physical virginity, pulls on 

the images of Isis and Mary as divine figures of wisdom. This connection is reinforced by 

the aqueous discourse she employs in her description of her “Muse” who is “limpide,” 

“vague” (here meaning “vague” but with its double meaning of “wave”), and “humide” 

(Copia 52). As Ruether marks, Isis was often described as a figure tied to images of the 

sea. Mary too is frequently connected with water images, especially in the Eastern 

Orthodox tradition where she is often pictured as a river or fountain (Brubaker and 

Cunningham 49), or described in connection with the symbol of water as wisdom 

(Brubaker and Cunningham 101).  

Mayy would not have been alone in connecting these two female figures of 

divinity. Indeed, one reason that Christianity blossomed so easily in Egypt was the quick 

identification between Isis and Mary, as well as between Horus and Jesus (Ford 107). 

Even in Western religious tradition the connection was acknowledged, as Regina 
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Stefaniak convincingly demonstrates in her article, “Isis Rising: The Ancient Theology of 

Donatello’s “Virgin” in the Santo,” which shows how the Donatello Madonna of Padova 

pulls on distinctly Isisian symbols. In Fleurs de Rêve, however, this parallel takes on 

profound depths. By establishing herself as both a Mary figure and as Isis Mayy 

emphasizes an identity that is both Western and Oriental. Furthermore, through Mayy’s 

play of names she emphasizes a fluid identity that blurs all distinction between the two: 

Mary is writing as Isis whose muse is Mary who is Isis. They are one and the same. 

Nevertheless, Mayy continually struggles to determine the Oriental or Western 

nature of water in her poetry. In “Un Départ” (See Appendix, 101-102 for full text) water 

becomes the scene of an eternal conflict between Egypt and foreign invaders, chiefly 

England. Mayy delineates the territory under conflicting claims: the “double azur de la 

mer et des cieux”—the liminal, aqueous borders, whether of a sea, river, lake, or the 

rainy, foggy sky (Copia 17). Indeed, they form one cyclical world: 

Entre le double azur de la mer et des cieux 
Pas un cri, pas un son qui se fassent entendre, 
Rien ne semble passer ou monter ou descendre 

  Dans l’espace silencieux, 
 

Rien, que ces êtres bleus qui s’échappent des vagues 
Pour danser des rondeaux invisibles dans l’air, 
Puis, s’unissant aux flots, mèlent à leur concert 

  Leur plaintes lasses et si vagues 
  

Tout, tout songe là-bas dans l’espace sans fin : 
Le flot longe le flot, l’onde voit naître l’onde, 
Et la brise absorbe en l’écume vagabonde 
 Son front rêveur…. (Copia 17) 

 
The flow of the water is mirrored in the poem’s form in these first three stanzas, the 

embracing rhyme imitating the cyclical movement, wave upon wave. But in the final line 

of the third stanza this pattern is broken as indicated by the ellipsis. Suddenly a foreign 
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presence intrudes upon the scene, “tout se bouscle, tout fuit,/ L’onde à sa semblable nuit/ 

Et le flot au flot s’accroche” (Copia 18). The water and poetry are both repelled by this 

new development, breaking formation in the wake of its advance. The intrusion comes in 

the form of a ship, “Redoutable comme un lion” (Copia 18), and on its deck stands an old 

man, his sights set upon the pyramids. “Les Pyramides!” (Copia 18) stand in stark 

contrast to their fluid, liquid surroundings; their sides are unbowed (“altier”); they stand 

as an eternal warning to each wave of foreign invaders: “…car toujours leur forme 

audacieuse/ S’élevait menaçant les hommes des combats ;/ Elle s’élève encor dans ces 

lointains là-bas/ Ecrasante autant qu’orgueilleuse” (Copia 18-19). Here, the water 

imagery takes on new meaning, the foreign invaders are the cyclical waves, invading 

time and time again while Egypt, embodied by the Pyramids, stands at the focus of this 

cycle, unchanged and unbroken.   

 In a secondary indented section whose form mirrors the stanza in which Mayy 

introduces the foreign presence Mayy finally addresses the foreign presence directly. 

“Homme,” she writes, “tu rêve heureux/ D’y voir flâner l’Angleterre” (Copia 19). The 

foreign presence is two-fold: English and male. She continues: 

 C’est tes soins laborieux 
 Qui gagnèrent cette terre 
 Et tu pars, tu pars, héros, 
 Car l’œuvre est toute bâtie, 
 Mais ta tête appesantie 
 Baisse sous de lourds fardeaux. (Copia 19) 

 
These appeasing platitudes seem ill placed following the section on pyramidal glory. Is 

Mayy truly lauding English achievements? Is she celebrating the success of the dream 

“D’y voir flâner l’Angleterre?” On the surface that is what her words convey, but by 

parsing her poetic structure and linguistic choices we see that this is not the case. In the 
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first case Mayy creates a very negative impression of the heroes and their supposed 

accomplishments, her rhyme scheme connecting “héros” with “fardeaux” and the “œuvre 

… bâtie” with “appesantie.” The glory of success is thus dimmed under the weight of 

weariness. Furthermore, the very fact that Mayy writes in French belies the successful 

performance of England in Egypt, a fact she hints at through the use of the term “flâner,” 

which evokes an image of a Baudelairian Parisian.23 If anything, her writing in French, 

the language of England’s colonial competitor, can be seen as total disregard for the 

English presence. Thus, when Mayy follows this stanza with calls for the return of the 

English to their mother country, the reader is unsurprised. Mayy asserts the illusion that 

their work is done while simultaneously signalling all the work that remains if England 

were to truly stroll through Egypt. She urges the man aboard his ship to turn his gaze 

from the pyramids to the shores of England.  

 Where Egypt was pictured as the forbidding pyramids, more sphinx-like stare 

than welcoming embrace, England is given the form of longing mother. In the final two 

stanzas Mayy plays to this gendered role by transforming the English presence into the 

figures of an old man, his hair now white, and his motherless son. Mayy urges that it is 

time to reunite the family. She paints the scene for the returning hero with the same 

solidity as the pyramids, but in a much different hue. Instead of a grim rebuff, England is 

a flower-covered hill, bedecked with flags and banners (Copia 19). Much like the 

pyramids, this scene sets itself in opposition to the uncertain, fluidity of open water, but it 

presents a much more welcome destination, a home-coming coloured by nationalism (the 

“drapeaux and “étendards”) and by traditional views of England as a pastoral idyll.  In 

                                                
23 See Baumgartner and Smalls for a more detailed discussion of the gendered and racial implications of 
the flâneur.  
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this final section Mayy also alters her rhyme scheme from the regular, cyclical embracing 

rhyme that characterizes the majority of the poem (other than the indented sections) to a 

faster paced alternating rhyme (ABAB). This change in pace brings to mind the rapid 

retreat of a wave or the quickening of a current. In either case, it is clear that Mayy 

engages with the fluidity of water throughout to indicate the shifting but ever present 

patterns of battle and invasion, but also to signal the certain future of foreign retreat. 

Egypt emerges as a solid beacon in this turbulent aqueous landscape.  

Progressively throughout the collection Mayy ascribes an Oriental character to the 

aqueous borders of the “double azur.” “Un Matin” provides one example (See Appendix, 

102-103 for full text). The skyline becomes a watery border and, speaking to her heart, 

Mayy remarks, “Bois à flots son azur” (Copia 43). It is given a distinctly Oriental essence 

as its only distinguishing feature is a minaret: “Oh, que le ciel est doux dans son azur qui 

brille !/ Au loin le minaret dresse son bout pointu” (Copia 42).  Just like the pyramids in 

“Un Départ,” the minaret anchors the reader’s attention in the open, liminal space of the 

“double azur.” Mayy takes this Orientalization even further in “Au Moukattam” (See 

Appendix, 103 for full text) claiming the “eaux vaporeuses” (Copia 49) of the sky in 

terms of their connection to ancient Egyptian mythology. She writes: 

 Baigne ton feston géant 
 Au sein des eaux vaporeuses, 

Un sillon là-bas flottant 
 Saigne des lueurs songeuses ; 
 L’Astre monte lentement 
 Et de sa clarté t’inonde, 
 L’Astre-Roi du double Monde 
 Se promène au firmament. (Copia 49-50, my emphasis) 
 
The opening stanza describes the skies around the hills of Moukattam, the hills above the 

City of the Dead, as an aqueous space. Indeed, the first four lines of the stanza do not 
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seem to be describing a sky at all with their descriptions of bathing, floating furrows, and 

bleeding light. Yet these liquid terms clearly apply to the sky where “L’Astre monte 

lentement,” its light flooding, inundating the scene. This is no ordinary star, but the 

“Astre-Roi du double Monde.” The concept of the “double monde” applies to Egypt 

itself, as the nation of two lands, Upper and Lower, but also to the ancient Egyptian belief 

that the western bank of the Nile was the land of the dead and the east the land of the 

living, since the sun died in the west every night and was reborn in the east every 

morning. Thus the sky above the peak of Moukattam becomes a uniquely Egyptian space 

one that Mayy aspires to inhabit: “As, si pareil aux oiseaux/ Je pouvais raser ta crête/ De 

mon aile” (Copia 50). 

 The Oriental “double azur” comes under attack from foreign forces in 

“Capricieuse” (See Appendix, 97-99 for full text). Although the land described in this 

poem (Cairo and its surrounding environs) begins as solid ground, determined by three 

natural features: a river, palm trees, and sand, it is soon hidden under “une vague brume” 

(Copia 44), rendering the landscape as completely water-bound, an unending plain of 

“écume” (Copia 44). Again the reader is returned to the sounds of Lamartine’s lyre across 

the water, but the source in this aqueous scene seems to emerge from the Pyramids. The 

ultimate identity of the sound quickly devolves into a struggle for the very voice of 

Egypt: 

 J’entends errer sur vos flancs forts 
 L’écho de quelque voix plaintive ; 
 Mais quoi ! serait-ce en votre sein 

Qu’un orphelin pleure sa mère ? 
Est-ce un hymne, est-ce une prière, 
Est-ce un gémissement divin ? 
 
(…) 
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 Est-ce de la voix d’Alexandre 
 
 Un echo? De Napoléon 
 Est-ce le sabre qui miroite? 
 Est-ce ta statue, ô Memnon, 
 Qui tombe en une vapeur moite? 
 Est-ce le soupir d’un soldat 

Défunt? Un cheval qui se cabre? 
Est-ce le craquement d’un marbre 
Qui depuis des siècles gît là? 
Répondez, Monuments! Pyramides altières, 
Des siècles révolus ô souvenir muet! 
Sont-ce des chants d’amour, des commandes guerrières 
    Que vos entrailles jettent net? (Copia 45-46) 

 
From the voice of the orphan to the prayer, Mayy’s suggested sources for the sound 

quickly descend into bellicose echoes and images of death and destruction. Is it an echo 

of Alexander? Or Napoleon’s sabre? Or perhaps the Colossi of Memnon, monuments to 

the acme of artistic and cultural achievement in Egypt under Pharaoh Amenhotep III, as 

they crumble to dust. A dying soldier? A collapsing horse? The rumbling crackle of 

centuries-old marble as it disintegrates? She beseeches the monuments for answers, 

turning to the pyramids to serve as the anchor they have previously been. The answer is 

one of defeat: 

Non, sur vos côtes délabrées 
Ce n’est plus l’Aigle Impérial 
Qui marque vos terres sacrées 
Des pas de son fougueux cheval ; 
Oh ! baissez vos armes françaises 
Vos drapeaux sont à peine vus… 
Et Mohamed Ali n’est plus, 
Toutes choses sont anglaises. (Copia 46) 
 

This stanza, offset from those that precede it, is physically distinguished on the page. The 

floating sounds that pass across the pyramids are interrupted, the search for their meaning 

ending in one conclusion: Napoleon’s imperial eagle is no more, the French are gone and 
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in their wake Egypt too has failed under Muḥammad ‘Alī, England reigns supreme. Such 

a conclusion seems the ultimate kow-tow to colonial supremacy, but Mayy does not end 

there. Continuing this offset stanza she adds three lines of ellipses that stretch across the 

page. The story, she seems to say, is incomplete; the cycle of invasions will continue and 

England will not be the final word. Indeed, in a second offset stanza she returns to answer 

the mystery of the sound’s identity, writing, “C’était la fanfare lointaine/ Qui jouait Dieu 

sauve le Roi” (Copia 47). England, it seems, is already being placed at a distance, a fact 

Mayy reinforces by rendering the anthem of English monarchy in a French translation. 

As though to reinforce the fluidity of the sound Mayy continually ties it to images of 

water. The echoes are “flottants,” like the murmur of a river or the sound of a bird 

(harkening to Mayy’s first poem and thus to the Nile)(Copia 46-47). Ultimately, in 

seeking to determine the origins of Egypt’s voice she finds that, much like the fluid 

environment she describes, the voice is confused and multi-faceted. 

 The liquid landscape of the sea with all of its uncertainty extends even into the 

terrestrial features of the land. Indeed, Mayy takes typical features of European Romantic 

poetry and transforms them, dissolving within her “double azur.” In “Automne” the 

mountain becomes one in a list of marine features (See Appendix, 103-104 for full text):  

 Le ciel pleure sur la campagne 
 Et l’oiseau songe au bord de l’eau, 

L’herbe frémit sur la montagne 
D’un long frémissement de flot. (Copia 53) 
 

The grassy wave turns the land-bound swell of the mountain into a water feature to match 

the weeping sky and the river. Similarly, in “Abord” (See Appendix, 104 for full text) 

what appears to be a very Western description of a traveler’s approach to a little village at 

the foot of a valley becomes the description of something more akin to a sea voyage as 
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the valley is described as a series of green undulating hills: “ton manteau de verdure […] 

a de large plis profonds et ondoyants” (Copia 76). Again, in “Nothing More!” (See 

Appendix, 104-105 for full text) the hills are transformed into the sea, eventually joining 

it: “Un immense ondoiement de bleuâtres collines/ Et de verdure aux tons changeants de 

clair velours/ Glissent jusqu’à la mer, géantes serpentines” (Copia 78). Forests too are 

rendered in terms of water, as in “En Forêt” (See Appendix, 105 for full text) where the 

dew overcomes all other features, Mayy writing “La douce rosée/ En molle fusée/ Inonde 

mes yeux” (Copia 79). Mayy takes this transformation one step further in “Une Petite 

Histoire” (See Appendix, 105-106 for full text) where, under the guise of telling a 

juvenile story, Mayy relates the childish misunderstanding of a classmate who, when 

asked to place the Alps, says they are located in the Mediterranean Sea (Copia 62). In this 

way, Mayy actually dissolves European nature. The fact that the Mediterranean Sea is the 

given location of this act is telling. It is a sea of both East and West, by bringing the Alps 

to this meeting place Mayy is bringing the mountain to Muhammad, or rather she is 

forcing a meeting of East and West on equal ground.  

 When the transformation of Western nature to fluid water does not take place 

Mayy finds difficulty in establishing an empathetic connection with her surroundings. In 

“Ennui” (See Appendix, 106 for full text) for example, nature literally refuses to share its 

cathartic ability. Seeking reprieve from ennui May wanders the mountains but she finds 

nothing: “L’esprit vide et le cœur très lourd ; et la campagne,/ Les bois, le lac, les fleurs 

me taisent leur émoi” (Copia 83). These images of mountains, country, woods, lake, and 

flowers are such a standard list for Western Romantic poetry; here, however, they serve 

no purpose, leaving Mayy with only an involuntary bitter laugh (Copia 83). This 
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disconnect does not stop Mayy from identifying with the descriptions of nature of 

Western writers. In “Crepuscule” (See Appendix, 107 for full text) Mayy meditates on 

the dusk, placing herself among the ranks of the Western writers who have tread the same 

path. “Ah! c’est l’heure crépusculaire,” she writes, “Qui faisait frissonner Rousseau,/ Où 

songeait aux morts Edgar Poe,/ L’heure où méditait Baudelaire…” (Copia 84). Yet this is 

more of a poetic statement than an alliance with Western land and Western notions. She 

places herself among the ranks of men like Rousseau, Poe, and Baudelaire, but fluid 

water remains her element.  

Water, in fact, becomes both poetic stimulus and the physical embodiment of 

Mayy’s poetic voice. In “A L’Aquarium” (See Appendix, 107-109 for full text), for 

example, it is the cadence of the waves that awakens her poet’s soul: “Je sens frémir mon 

cœur d’un ivre tremblement ;/ Dans mon âme s’ouvrant mon âme de poète,/ Ma main de 

mes pensers se fait l’humble interprète” (Copia 58). In “Remember Me!” (See Appendix, 

109-110 for full text) Mayy actually specifies the source of her voice; she is “la voix 

discrète, au sein de l’onde” (Copia 70). She writes: 

Ne pouvant plus user des moyens de la terre 
Mon âme voltage là-bas ;  

Et caressant les flots de ma virginale aile, 
J’étreins longtemps la vague et lui dis qu’elle est belle,  

Et je m’absorbe dans ses bras.  
 

Et ma voix imitant les sons plaintifs de l’onde. (Copia 70-71) 
 

Laying claim to water Mayy embraces the ultimate fluid identity. 
 
 Yet along with the freedom inherent in a mobile, aquatic identity comes a feeling 

of exile. In “Soupirs d’Automne” (See Appendix, 110-111 for full text) she remarks, 

“Syrie, sur les bords du Nil,/ Où soupire la poésie,/ Mon cœur sent un cruel exil/ Loin de 
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ta secrète magie…” (Copia 20). Thus, even on the Nile “où soupire la poésie,” Mayy 

aches for Syria, her native land. This theme of exile is given further attention in “Adieu” 

(See Appendix, 111-112 for full text) where Mayy asks the waves to ease her 

homesickness with lullabies, to sing of her “sol natal” (Copia 86). Mayy continues: 

Et mon âme est parfois sauvage 
 Comme un oiseau 
Qui rêve lors de son passage 
 Au bord de l’eau. (Copia 87) 
 

Like her canary, Mimi, who longs to return to her native Egypt, Mayy pictures herself as 

a bird dreaming far from her country on the shores of a body of water. It is the water, or 

at least of being “Au bord de l’eau,” that calls forth this sense of longing, of being 

without an anchor.  Yet the song of the waves also presents the opportunity of healing. 

This cycle of causation presents exile as a bittersweet state, one intrinsically a part of 

Mayy’s water-bound world.  

Indeed, while Mayy constructs the watery “double azur” as a solidly Oriental 

location, it is nevertheless in constant flux, always facing new waves of influence and 

change. More than between East and West, this aquatic arena is between Syria and Egypt, 

between France and England. Neither one thing nor the other, Mayy makes her home in 

the limitless possibilities of the marginal, but her stance is not without cost. Still, the open 

seas present the only available stage for Mayy to establish a platform for the voice of an 

Eastern woman. The land has been claimed and reclaimed, by Eastern and Western forces 

alike, whereas water resists containment and claiming, it flows unheeding of the petty 

divisions man draws in the dust of the earth.  
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CHAPTER III 

THE ROMANCE IN ROMANTICISM: MAYY’S REVISIONIST SAPPHIC POETICS 

 Mayy’s decision to align herself with the fluid element of water, and its 

connotations of a mobile, trans-national identity, marks a powerful statement in the 

context of a politically charged, early twentieth-century Middle Eastern landscape. But 

the ripples initiated by this stance extend beyond the citizen’s podium, subtly disturbing 

social structures of gender, as shaped by Middle Eastern culture and by the discourse of 

Romanticism.  

As previously mentioned, Mayy’s attachment to the aquatic is indicative of her 

identification with both Isis and the Virgin Mary. By positioning herself as the feminine 

divine Mayy not only lays claim to a position of power, she also emphasizes a uniquely 

female line of poetic transmission and self-production through these figures. Mary, as the 

virgin mother of Christ, provides one model of near-exclusive female reproduction, as the 

asexual Holy Ghost is the only other contributor to the Immaculate Conception. Isis too is 

a model of nearly un-mediated female reproduction, as the birth of her son Horus results 

from a union that occurs after Isis resurrects her brother and husband, Osiris. The 

representation of Osiris as an extension of Isis goes beyond their sibling bond; his 

resurrected body is Isis’s own creation. She gathers all of the dismembered parts of Osiris 

that she can find (thirteen in total), but the final and most essential piece, the phallus, is 

lost, eaten by a fish. In its place Isis builds a new one out of gold and then sings Osiris 

back to life just long enough to conceive a son. Isis thus becomes the key source in the 

creation and conception of Horus, a god who, like Mary’s son Jesus, is identified in 

messianic terms. The absence of an equal male partner in these two acts of procreation 
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presents femininity as the fount of all creative power. It is this characteristic that Mayy 

ties to the figure of the Poetess as she emphasizes an unmediated female line of poetic 

transmission. Poetry becomes not only a privileged female creation, but also a form of 

exchange and intimacy among women. Building from the aforementioned maternal 

inheritance of Lamartine, Mayy evokes another lyric muse, Sappho. 

Sappho provides a particularly strong model of uniquely female poetics for Mayy. 

In one respect Sappho offers a model through which to reclaim the figure of the Poetess, 

who had become troublingly marginalized by Romanticism as little more than a 

“songbird” characterized by a withdrawn demeanor, a sensitive constitution, and a mind 

that veered towards hysteria and morbidity (Gregory et. al. 525). Through Sappho, the 

Poetess could once more be the poet-goddess rather than a nineteenth-century curiosity 

overshadowed by the masculine poetic hegemony. Through Sappho, poetry could be 

reshaped as a discourse for women. As Joan DeJean notes, “Sappho consistently portrays 

both the composition and the performance of her verse as an exchange among women, as 

the product of a female community whose members were united by bonds both personal 

and professional” (790). Part of this exchange was a discourse of lesbian eroticism that 

has often obfuscated Sappho’s critical reception, as readers attempt to reconcile the 

poetic fragments with what little is known of Sappho of Lesbos. Physical reality aside, 

Sappho’s lesbian poetics can be read as a means of circumventing the dominant 

masculine presence in poetry and literature in general. In this paradigm shift women 

become the transmitters of a poetic legacy, women writing poetry for other women, while 

men are the marginalized other. Concurrently, women are invested with the power so 
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typically owned by the male poet: the right of desire and the control of the gaze (DeJean 

790).  

While such a development is significant within the discourse of Western poetics 

alone, Mayy also had to contend with a cultural milieu that severely limited women. As 

members of the upper-middle class, Mayy and her contemporaries faced the strictest 

regulations.24 Although Mayy’s parents appear to have been quite progressive, Mayy 

would not have been altogether free from the social patterns of her time, which dictated 

practices of seclusion and sequestration for women, and mandated the use of the veil 

when travel outside was permitted. Huda Sha‘rawi, Mayy’s contemporary recalls: 

We were all veiled; none could go the shops to buy clothes for herself. I 
used to run around and go to the shops in Alexandria, accompanied by 
servants in front and behind. I would buy things myself, and I would see 
the worker amazed to see me coming myself to buy what I needed—
because the custom at that time was to remain in one’s home and send for 
what one wanted, which would be brought to the house.  

(qtd. in Booth, Mayy 67) 
 
Women themselves had trouble bringing themselves to break tradition. On another 

occasion Sha‘rawi records how in 1898 the wife of Mahmud Riad Pasha invited some 

ladies to her home to learn European tennis. The court was prepared so that none could 

view the women within, nevertheless not one of the women participated: “We sat around 

and drank coffee, then everyone left” (qtd. in Booth, Mayy 68). Indeed, Egyptians 

especially became more conservative with regards to the treatment of women during the 

British occupation; the adoption of Turko-Circassian/Turko-Egyptian status symbols such 

as sequestering women was one method of asserting a non-Western identity (Cole 390-

391).  
                                                
24 Lower class women most often did not have the luxury of veiling or seclusion. In one study it was 
estimated that in 1899 only 10 percent of women wore a veil and a minute 0.1 percent of women were 
secluded in their homes. All of these women belonged to the higher echelons of society (Cole 393). 
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In this context of extreme gender segregation Mayy’s choice of a Sapphic model 

takes on particular significance as a declaration of allegiance. According to poet 

Adrienne Rich, the adoption of Sapphic poetics marks “a sense of desiring oneself; above 

all, of choosing oneself; it [is] also a primary intensity between women, an intensity 

which in the world at large [is] trivialized, caricatured, or invested with evil” (qtd. in 

Gregory et. al. 528). Similarly, Mary J. Carruthers purposes a reading of Sapphic poetics 

as an affirmation of women’s communal ties and of erotic ties between women, as well as 

an “acceptance of an essentially marginal place in relation to culture at large, with a view 

to the psychic regeneration of that world in terms of a “metaethic” of personal integrity” 

(qtd. in Gregory et. al. 528). For Mayy to write in terms of a Sapphic relationship or 

community is to affirm a sense of solidarity with her fellow women while simultaneously 

reshaping the status of the Eastern woman’s community, the harem, through a 

reappropriation of male power in which the Poetess assumes the right to the usually male 

position of subject-lover rather than continuing in the role of marginalized, voiceless 

object of desire.  

In Fleurs de Rêve Mayy employs this Sapphic model of poetics to engage in what 

Alicia Ostriker has called “revisionist mythmaking.” Several of her poems (“A Pauline” 

and “A Mademoiselle C.”), which I will shortly discuss, use a Sapphic stance to assume 

the masculine role of subject-lover, simultaneously enacting the exchange of poetry as a 

form of female intimacy. Indeed, although Mayy does not overtly allude to Sappho, the 

connection is undeniably established in small, subtle ways. Firstly, Mayy records her 

attempts at some difficult Greek translations in “Après Le Travail” (See Appendix, 112-

113 for full text). She leaves no indication as to the nature of these translations; perhaps 
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the complexities of a Sapphic fragment were at the root of her weary, sleep-laden eyes 

(“Mes yeux vont s’endormir,” Copia 33). The title of her collection, Fleurs de Rêves, 

would seem to indicate that Sappho was a part of her literary exposure. As Eva Stehle 

Stigers notes in “Retreat from the Male: Catullus 62 and Sappho’s Erotic Flowers,” the 

flower is a particularly Sapphic image:  

The flower is a natural image for the young girls of Sappho’s Lesbos, for 
the delicacy and beauty of youth coming to distinct perfection at the 
moment of opening. The brief time of the opened flower is another liminal 
moment; and it is the major image attending descriptions of the 
community of girls surrounding the poet. But in Sappho’s poetry—
contrasting markedly, as Stigers shows, with a male poet’s use of the 
image—the flower does not represent an incomplete process of 
development, but rather a specific kind of fullness possible in the thiasos, 
wherein a “maiden’s delicate charm” and her “youthful, self-celebrating 
erotic drive could find expression without compromise of … her 
emotional freshness.”  

(qtd. in Gregory et. al. 533) 
 
Mayy employs flowers in much the same way, rewriting what is so often used as a sign of 

passive female sexuality, the object of the male gaze in Romantic poetry, as a sign of 

feminine intimacy and friendship. Her “Pages Intimes,” for example, are given the 

second title “Myosotis” (forget-me-nots), with the epigraph “L’amitié sème la vie de 

fleurs…” (Copia 124). That this friendship is specifically among women becomes clear 

in the dedication. Mayy writes: 

A Miss Sidonie Ripperger 
souvenir affectueux 

 
C’est à vous, chère amie que je dédie cette partie de mes « Pages 

Intimes », intitulée « Myosotis » : la justice et l’affection m’en font un 
devoir… et quel devoir doux à remplir ! 

Au moment où je perdais Pauline, à qui j’avais offert « Fleur 
d’amitié » en dédicace, une autre amie s’est présentée autrement fidèle 
qu’elle : cette amie c’est vous, chère Sidonie ; et vos lettres si pleines de 
douceur, d’abandon, d’affection, ont plus d’une fois, apporté le rayon de 
soleil à mon âme glacée par la solitude. 
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Savez-vous ce qu’est le manque de vraie et sincère amitié pour le 
cœur qui a besoin de s’épancher ? Je souhaite que non, et je voudrais que 
vous ne le sussiez jamais. 

Cependant, dans la nuit sombre et froide dans laquelle mon âme se 
débattait angoissée, vous êtes apparue, comme l’aube au matin, avec la 
lumière et la chaleur, et je me suis laissé captiver  par vos qualités si 
attrayantes de l’intelligence et du cœur, comme l’alouette se laisse tirer au 
dessus d’un miroir lumineux. 

Soyez pour moi, amie, ce que Pauline n’a pas été, et ayez 
l’assurance de n’avoir pas à obliger une ingrate : encore que si le destin 
continue à nous éloigner l’une de l’autre, je vous porterai dans mon cœur 
comme je suis et resterai dans le vôtre. 

 
          

 I.C. 
(Copia 125-126) 

 
In this dedicatory letter Mayy depicts the formation of feminine friendship as the 

exchange of flowers, but also as the exchange of poetry as the titles of her pieces are the 

names of flowers—forget-me-nots and even more explicitly the “Fleur d’amitié.” For 

Sidonie, on this occasion of permanent parting, Mayy offers “Myosotis” in response to 

her letters, “si pleines de douceur, d’abandon, d’affection,” which, on more than one 

occasion, have brought “le rayon de soleil à mon âme glacée par la solitude” (Copia 125). 

The relationship between Mayy and Sidonie then, takes on romantic tones— 

characterized by sweetness, abandon, and affection. Mayy also eroticizes this relationship 

as she writes how, “dans la nuit sombre et froide dans laquelle mon âme se débattait 

angoissée, vous êtes apparue, comme l’aube au matin, avec la lumière et la chaleur” 

(Copia 126). The light and heat of Sidonie’s appearance, in the midst of Mayy’s restless 

night carries sexual potency. Despite any physical implications, however, Mayy 

emphasizes that it is her soul that struggles “angoissée,” not her body, and the qualities 

that make Sidonie so captivating are not physical, but rather intrinsic, such as her 

intelligence and her heart. Still, this letter with its allusions to the exchange of 
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flowers/poetry and female intimacy, whether physical or intellectual, has marked 

similarities to Sappho’s fragment 94, which also tells the story of a parting, and of the use 

of flowers/poetry to perform an act of remembrance of female intimacy:  

Honestly, I wish I were dead. 
 Weeping she left with many tears, 
 
 And said, “Oh what terrible things 
 we endured. Sappho, truly, 
 against my will I leave you.” 
 
 And I answered: “Go, be  
 Happy, and remember me; 
 For you know how we cared for you. 
 
 And if not, then I want 
 To remind you … of the wonderful 
 Things we shared. 
 
 For many wreaths of violets and 
 roses … 
 you put on by my side, 
 
 And many woven garlands 
 fashioned of flowers, 
 you tied round your soft neck, 
 
 And with rich myrrh, 
 fit for a queen, 
 you anointed … 
  
 And on a soft bed, 
 tenderly, 
 you satisfied your desire. 
 
 And there was  
 no sacred place 

from which we were absent, 
 
no grove, 
no dance, 
no sound …” (qtd. in Greene 8) 
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Though Mayy writes from the position of the young woman forced to leave 

behind past friendship, she emulates Sappho’s words of consolation, invoking the 

things they have shared and the flowers exchanged. In Sappho’s case, physical 

intimacy is denoted by the description of flowers next to the body: “many wreaths 

of violets and/ roses” donned in her presence, “And many woven garlands/ 

fashioned of flowers” tied round the neck. For Mayy the flower, as a sign of 

female intimacy is tied directly to the act of writing as she names her poetic 

offerings, her written remembrances after flowers: Fleurs de Rêve, “Fleur 

d’amitié,” and “Myosotis.” Sappho thus emerges as not only another poetic muse, 

but perhaps even the most prolific, whose profundity is necessarily masked by the 

more proper, socially acceptable male muse, Lamartine.  

 The pattern of lyric, romantic addresses to young women continues in “A 

Pauline” and “A Mademoiselle C.” “A Pauline,” (See Appendix, 113 for full text) a 

Shakespearian sonnet written in alexandrine meter, is an appeal to the unappreciative 

Pauline. Although not overtly sexual, the poem does hint at a subtle eroticism. First, there 

is the poet’s jealousy, then the poet’s description of her physical state25—unable to forget 

the sound of Pauline’s voice, reanimated by any remembrance of her, seeing her in all her 

natural surroundings—symptomatic of love sickness. The end of the poem is most 

fascinating, as it gives way to actual demands for attention and love—“Ingrate ! tu 

devrais m’aimer, m’adorer même,/ Et dans mon souvenir jour et nuit te noyer” (Copia 

                                                
25 I write of the poet’s voice in “A Pauline” as female, but in this case within the text of the poem alone 
there is no actual indication of a gendered voice, as Mayy does not employ any language that would require 
gender markers. Nevertheless, as we will see in “A Mademoiselle C.,” this silence does not extend beyond 
“A Pauline.” Therefore, I have decided to analyze it as part of the whole, rather than as a poem introducing 
a new, non-female voice. 
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26).—and, taking full advantage of the ambivalence of the French verb “aimer,” making 

an unclear profession of friendship and/or love: 

Car je n’oublie pas notre amitié… Je t’aime ! 
Mais pourquoi te tracer ce mot capricieux, 
Viens et je le dirai tout bas à tes beaux yeux… (Copia 26) 

 
The ellipsis that follows “amitié” seems to indicate the inadequacy of the word, followed 

as it is by the exclamation “Je t’aime!” Even “aime” is an unsatisfying expression; it is a 

“mot capricieux” (Copia 26). More is necessary to convey the poet’s true meaning. The 

final rhyming couplet achieves this communication, moving the reader from the realm of 

romantic poetry, of merely “[traçant] ce mot capricieux,” to physical contact. “Viens,” 

she writes, “et je le dirai tout bas à tes beaux yeux” (Copia 26). The implied physical 

proximity of the whispered words, of Pauline’s “beaux yeux” indicates a threshold 

moment, one charged with all of the longing and fraught emotions detailed in each 

previous line. Mayy teases with the idea of physical intimacy, but proceeds no further. 

  “A Mademoiselle C.” (See Appendix, 114 for full text) follows this trend of 

female love poetry, using natural elements as metaphors for physical intimacy. The first 

stanza begins with a passionate appeal. The object of desire causes actual pain to her 

voyeur—“Vos yeux sont si beaux, chère belle,/ Que leur regard est torturant” (Copia 

55)—who lovingly writes out her name like a love-sick school girl. By the fourth line of 

this stanza, however, the relationship between Mayy as poetic voice and Mademoiselle C. 

moves into the realm of metaphor. The mademoiselle’s name is of the “flot murmurant” 

(Copia 55).  

The second stanza introduces a sense of physical intimacy. The contrast, Mayy 

writes, between her brownness and the mademoiselle’s blondness is delicious. 
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Subsequently, she describes the mixing of the depths of the wave with the azure of the 

skies, both of which reappear in the third stanza in the images of the lake and the star. 

That Mayy would configure her poetic self and Mademoiselle C. into these two distinct 

natural realms is telling. Water and the azure, the two halves of the “double azur,” are 

frequently described as parts of one aquatic, fluid whole throughout her collection. In this 

way, Mayy intimates a subtle sense of physical intimacy through the proxies of water and 

sky. Furthermore, in the context of this paradigm, the juxtaposition of “brune” and 

“blonde,” of “nuit” and “jour” lose their racially problematic undercurrents to become 

part of one unified, feminine whole.  

Mayy further asserts her right to the position of subject-lover as she appropriates 

the feminized/sexualized nature so typical of Romantic poetry into her Sapphic circle. In 

“A La Lune,” Mayy describes the moon in rather oriental, feminized terms (See 

Appendix, 114 for full text): 

Au fond de ton palais fait d’azur et d’éther, 
O Lune languissante en ta pale insomnie, 
A quoi donc rêves-tu, contemplatrice amie 
Dont le large regard tombe mystique et clair ? (Copia 25) 

 
The moon, languishing in its ethereal palace, presents a perfect oriental odalisque.26 But 

where this image in Western art so often serves to emphasize the exotic otherness of the 

harem and its residents, here it becomes a celebration of a shared connection between 

Mayy and the feminized moon; they are co-conspirators, sharing the quiet, sleepless 

hours of the night. “Contemplatrice amie,” Mayy calls the moon, urging her to confess 

her worries and to assuage her own “longues insomnies” in turn (Copia 25).  

                                                
26 Mayy’s moon is similar in style to French Romantic painter, Delacroix’s “Odalisque” (1857), but also to 
the work of his Neoclassical rival, Ingres’s “Odalisque with Slave” (1839).  
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In “Le Printemps S’Endort” (See Appendix, 115-115 for full text) the season of 

spring, rather than the moon is given female qualities and described in very sexual terms. 

In the first stanza, spring’s departure, although a form of defeat, even death (“l’été 

t’écrase!”), is described sensually. Spring fades into a tender sleep, her ruby lips slightly 

parted, her smile dies in a final moment of rapture, her eyes grow languid, her eyelashes 

flutter, and sleep takes her, though sexual fulfilment would seem a better description 

(Copia 68). That the personified season reaches such a state in a moment of death might 

seem problematic. However, the rest of the poem reshapes this leave-taking as a willing 

departure through Mayy’s pleas that Spring remain a little longer to share her sensual 

pleasures, as if the time of Spring’s departure is a matter of her own volition. If Spring 

leaves, Mayy writes, “Nous ne goûterons plus tes exquises fraîcheurs,/ Plus d’azur 

amoureux, plus de câlines fleurs,/ Plus de romances murmurées…” (Copia 68). Although 

Mayy seems to be imploring Spring on behalf of an unnamed group—she remarks, “Oh ! 

ne pars pas si tôt, caresse encor nos fronts !” (Copia 69, my emphasis)—the personal 

nature of her plea is clear when she continues, “Qui sait, Ami Printemps, si nous nous 

reverrons/ Et si Dieu ne va pas me prendre ?” (Copia 69). This insertion of the poet’s own 

mortality, her fear of not having more time to share with Spring, solidifies this poem as a 

personal expression of desire. Mayy does not want to loose the “parfums,” “rêves,” and 

“fleurs” of feminine intimacy. 

Elsewhere, this rapport between Mayy and her feminized, natural surroundings 

takes on obviously erotic tones. In “Après le Travail” (See Appendix, 112-113 for full 

text) night, already feminized by French grammar, is cast as Mayy’s partner in a 

seductive scene. Having finished her Greek translations (Sappho’s works perhaps?) Mayy 
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thinks to turn to sleep exhausted by her work, but the night beckons: “Pourtant la nuit est 

belle, à rêver elle invite” (Copia 33). The night is a seductress, her full moon—“son Astre 

fécond”—a sign of ultimate femininity, pictured as a stomach swollen by pregnancy. 

Interestingly, it is this site of femininity that “prolonge ses rayons/ Dans l’azur assombri” 

mimicking the masculine act of penetration, titillating “le Nil qui palpite” (Copia 33). 

That this exchange is sexual in nature is made clear by the privacy of the scene. The 

“azur” is “assombri” and the only other presence is a solitary leaf, dozing—“assoupie”—

on the banks of the Nile (Copia 33). Furthermore, Mayy reacts with all the jealousy of a 

suspicious lover, asking: 

Ombre immense, ô parfums de brise et toi, Zéphyre, 
Avant de m’effleurer qui avez-vous pressé ? 
Et toi, Lune d’amour, avant de me sourire 
Quel sommeil ton aspect suave a-t-il bercé ? (Copia 34) 

 
Pushing this jealousy aside Mayy makes what at first appears to be a radical change in 

tone, rejecting dreams in favour of prayer: “ne rêvons pas ; allons, à la prière !” (Copia 

34). This “prayer,” however, is more akin to Dryadic worship than a chaste Christian 

vigil. Mayy writes, “Dérobons-nous à tout : à la lune, à la nuit ;/ Et disons l’oraison 

humble, ardente, sincère/ Au Dieu de l’Univers et de l’astre qui luit !” (Copia 34). And 

when sleep finally claims its victim, Mayy, like all good students, returns to her academic 

work in her sleep: “Dans le rêve mon cœur retrouve ses chimères:/ Etude, Amour, Beaux-

Arts, beaux yeux, tendres appels” (Copia 34). Her studies (i.e. her Greek translations) are 

mingled with thoughts on love, the “beaux yeux” that characterize both Pauline and 

Mademoiselle C., and “tendres appels.” I herein suggest that these aspects are not 

separate from her “études,” rather they are most likely intimately entangled and an 

indication that the Greek works on which Mayy worked were indeed Sapphic fragments.  
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 Mayy’s “Immortelles” (See Appendix, 115 for full text) shows a continued 

engagement with Sapphic poetics. Although the intended audience of this poem is 

unclear (is she addressing her “chastes souvenirs,” her younger self? Another woman?) 

the poem unmistakably calls to mind Sappho’s fragment 94. The image of the fingers 

caressing “tour à tour” the perfumed velvet of petals and the silky ribbon encircling the 

unidentified figure’s “entour,” and of the lips kissing the flowers “pour surprendre en 

votre âme un peu d’âme vibrer,” all give the impression of a Sapphic encounter in which 

flowers embody another feminine form (Copia 41). In the final lines of the poem, flowers 

once again serve as tokens of female intimacy, their scent providing a souvenir of the 

severed relationship (Copia 41). 

 Of all Mayy’s romantic poetry, “Fragment” (See Appendix, 116 for full text) 

stands out as an oddity, especially in terms of the Sapphic reading that I have proposed. If 

the name that passes Mayy’s lips in this poem is a woman’s then it would fit within my 

Sapphic revisionist poetics model, but there is nothing to indicate such intent. Rather, I 

argue that “Fragment” is a unique and powerful response to the legacy of Western, male 

domination, not through Sappho as avatar and mediator, but through Mayy’s own 

rewriting of a Romantic classic, Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan,” a rewriting that manages to 

fully marginalize the voice of the Western male, poet, rendering it redundant. It is 

Mayy’s most powerful piece and an acknowledgment of the inherent flaw of the Sapphic 

model. For while Mayy’s emphasis on female intimacy celebrates a community of 

women it also calls to mind Western depictions of the harem as a male fantasy of 

excessive female sexuality where lesbianism runs rampant. Richard Burton, for example, 

capitalizes on the one female character of The Arabian Nights who demonstrates an 
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attraction for her sex to support the image of the harem as “a great school” for lesbianism 

(qtd. in Yeazell 120). In this context, female intimacy is a pretext for male sexual 

gratification, as is made clear in Byron’s Don Juan where the young hero disguises 

himself as a slave girl and passes the night in the bed of another harem resident, Dudù, 

who “had most genius for this sort/ Of sentimental friendship” (qtd. in Yeazell 122). The 

danger of returning to the harem is compounded by the English and French misreading of 

the harem as prison, and of its residents as slaves to male desire and fantasy. As Ruth 

Yeazell has shown, this misreading is literally an incorrect trans-linguistic reading, one 

that Western European art and literature fully exploit: 

Thinking of women as literally locked up in the harem, Europeans 
mistakenly associated the Turco-Persian word for palace, saray, with the 
Italian serrare, to lock up or enclose—by which false etymology the 
English “seraglio” and the French serail came to signify not only an entire 
building (as in “the Grand Seraglio” at Constantinople), but the apartments 
in which the women were confined and even the women themselves. 

(2) 
 
The image of Oriental slave girl is most shockingly realized in Gérôme’s “Marché aux 

escalves” (c. 1867), where the young, white harem girl is pictured nude at center stage, 

her teeth being inspected by her Arab slavers. The Western man is thus allowed to 

indulge in the sexual dominance of the harem while simultaneously distancing himself 

from the barbarity of the Oriental practice (Yeazell 114). In this light, Oriental female 

sexuality, especially homoeroticism, may cause more problems than it solves for Mayy. 

Only in directly reconstructing “Kubla” as an ambiguous love poem is she able to 

vindicate the Poetess without falling prey to male, Western fictions of the harem. 

 In order to make such a reading it is necessary to first establish “Fragment” as 

parallel to “Kubla Khan.” The poems themselves are structured differently.  Coleridge’s 
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“Kubla” maintains a chant-like rhythm through the use of iambic tetrameter and an 

alternating rhyme scheme: 

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan 
A stately pleasure-dome decree: 
Where Alph, the sacred river, ran 
Through caverns measureless to man 
Down to a sunless sea. (1-5) 

 
Mayy’s “Fragment,” on the other hand, is written in alexandrine rhyming couplets giving 

a much steadier rhythm, an effect that is reinforced by her use of anaphora:  

Où courez-vous ainsi jalouses et légères ? 
Pourquoi m’entraînez-vous dans ces hautes régions 
Où l’amour est la vie, où vivent les passions, 
Où caresse mon cœur le souffle pur des anges, 
Où séjourent d’Eros les célestes phalanges 
Où tout cœur brisé porte une palme, en martyr, 
Où l’on aime si doux sans plaindre, sans souffrir… ? (Copia 15) 
 

Despite a lack of parallelism between poetic forms, there are many allusions to “Kubla” 

throughout “Fragment.” Mayy’s title alone, seemingly unrelated to the rest of her poem, 

harkens to the status of “Kubla” as the Romantic fragment, if not of Romantic poetry in 

its entirety, than certainly of Coleridge’s corpus. Coleridge himself has been given the 

dubious honour of being “the fragmentary poet of English romanticism” (Bahti 1036).  

More convincing still are the similarities between the literary landscapes of both 

poems. Both “Fragment” and “Kubla” emphasize a scene where opposites are held in 

tension. Coleridge’s “stately pleasure-dome” and the “caves of ice” become Mayy’s  

“rêves dorés” and “folles chimères.” Mayy even effects the physical opposition of the 

above (“dome”) and below (“caves”) of Coleridge’s landscape by staggering her first 

line: 

O mes rêves dorés ! 
    O mes folles chimères (Copia 15) 
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At once separate and whole, the delicate détente of opposites is also signalled by a 

chiasmus (noun, adjective/adjective, noun). Thus, within the first line of her poem Mayy 

indicates the topography of “Kubla Khan.” 

 The paradisal aspects of “Kubla” can also be found in “Fragment.” “Kubla” 

signals its paradisal nature through the image of the sacred river, as well as through the 

gardens in general, which so thoroughly mirror Milton’s portrayal of the exotic Assyrian 

Purchas and his description of Gabriel at the eastern gate of Paradise (Cooper 4-5). Mayy 

takes a more direct route, employing a truly heavenly discourse: 

Pourquoi m’entraînez-vous dans ces hautes régions 
[…] 
Où caresse mon cœur le souffle pur des anges, 
Où séjourent d’Eros les célestes phalanges 
Où tout cœur brisé porte une palme, en martyr (Copia 15, my emphasis) 

 
Beyond the angels, celestial phalanxes, and martyrs with palm fronds, Mayy also places 

the “sacred river” with its dark, ominous source in her poetic landscape. In “Kubla” 

Coleridge presents a negative regression, retracing the sacred river from the fountain to 

the “romantic chasm” to its subterranean source in a “lifeless ocean” whose waves ring 

with bellicose echoes: 

Through wood and dale the sacred river ran, 
Then reached the caverns measureless to man, 
And sank in tumult to a lifeless ocean: 
And 'mid this tumult Kubla heard from far 
Ancestral voices prophesying war! (26-30) 

 
In “Fragment,” on the other hand, Mayy begins with the source, the distant waters whose 

“sanglots mourants” are rapidly out-voiced by the “divin langage” of the river passing 

through the gardens: 

Au loin je vois des eaux, des sources frémissantes 
Dont les sanglot mourants, en cascades tremblantes 
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Passant dans les jardins envahis de fraîcheur 
Où se balance l’ombre et palpite la fleur ; 
J’entends de longs accords unis sous le feuillage, 
Oh ! que d’expression dans ce divin langage ! 
Oh ! l’ivresse céleste en ces tendres accents ! (Copia 15-16) 

 
It is in this subtle adaptation that Mayy begins her revision of “Kubla.” In light of her 

inversion of the river’s progression she should be reaching her description of the 

fountain, the romantic chasm. Instead, she writes only of the music in the garden, the 

“longs accords unis sous le feuillage,” of their “tendres accents” (Copia 16). Yet when we 

take a closer look at Coleridge’s description of the chasm, the parallel remains. Coleridge 

writes of the chasm as “A savage place! as holy and enchanted/As e'er beneath a waning 

moon was haunted/ By woman wailing for her demon-lover!” (14-16). In this light, Mayy 

is clearly positioning herself as this feminine voice, cutting out the masculine voyeur. 

Indeed, by eliminating a description of the fountain Mayy eliminates the masculine 

aspects of the environment, for Coleridge’s fountain is given phallic dimensions and the 

birth of the river becomes a scene of male sexual release:  

And from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil seething, 
As if this earth in fast thick pants were breathing, 
A mighty fountain momently was forced: 
Amid whose swift half-intermitted burst 
Huge fragments vaulted like rebounding hail, 
Or chaffy grain beneath the thresher's flail: 
And 'mid these dancing rocks at once and ever 
It flung up momently the sacred river. (17-24) 

 
Mayy rejects this masculine gratification for a celebration of feminine love, rewriting the 

wailing of the woman imploring her demon lover as divine language and celestial 

euphoria delivered in tender accents. Rather than an eerie haunting female presence that 

would easily partner Amina the Ghoul, Mayy creates a sense of holiness, moving the tone 
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of the scene from the infernal and demonic to the heavenly and angelic. In other words, 

she rejects Coleridge’s Western and Orientalist construction of Eastern femininity.27  

 Mayy finally and summarily rejects the figure of the male poet in her final stanza. 

Like Coleridge, she retreats from her Romantic vision, but where Coleridge must mediate 

his vision through the figure of the Abyssinian maid playing on a dulcimer, Mayy 

emphasizes that she is the unique recipient of this transcendent experience: 

Mais, je reviens à moi et ne plus rien entends ; 
Un nom luit devant moi, mes doigts tiennent la plume ; 
Zéphyre passe sur ma lèvre qu’il parfume : 
Fiévreuse, endolorie, en un troublant frisson, 
Elle murmure « Eros » et se colle à ce nom… (Copia 16) 
 

Physically placing herself within the poem—“je reviens à moi”—Mayy emphasizes her 

status as creative source by depicting herself with pen in hand. She is preoccupied with 

an unnamed name, and passion has seized her. Thus, the poem becomes more than an 

Oriental fantasy, it is grounded in the vocalized passion of a young, Eastern woman, who 

has assumed the role of Coleridge’s Abyssinian maid, substituting her pen for the 

dulcimer.28 Coleridge, comparatively, must struggle to “revive” the same story within 

himself: 

Could I revive within me 
Her symphony and song, 
To such a deep delight 'twould win me 
That with music loud and long 
I would build that dome in air, 
That sunny dome! those caves of ice! 
And all who heard should see them there, 
And all should cry, Beware! Beware! 
His flashing eyes, his floating hair! 

                                                
27 Mayy’s response is even more complex; it can be seen as a rejection of Coleridge’s reading of the 
Middle Eastern landscape as a parallel of a Revelation tableau. Mayy reads the Middle East as the cradle of 
Christianity, often connecting physical locations to their significance in the New Testament.  
28 This substitution of pen for dulcimer takes on further significance when we consider Mayy’s future role 
as salonière, which can be viewed as substituting the dulcimer for the pen. 
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Weave a circle round him thrice, 
And close your eyes with holy dread, 
For he on honey-dew hath fed 
And drunk the milk of Paradise. (42-54) 
 

Coleridge attempts to indicate that as the male prophet-poet he can successfully revive 

the original story of the Abyssinian maid, that he too can build the forms of the pleasure 

dome and caves of ice through his own words. Mayy capitalizes on this moment of 

transmission, of translation, by giving voice to the voiceless feminine, Oriental figure and 

thus rendering the male intercessor redundant; if the Oriental maid can “sing” for herself, 

can make herself heard, there is no need for the Western, male poet to tell her story.  
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CONCLUSION 

 The year that Mayy published Fleurs de Rêve (1911) was also the year that would 

radically alter the course of her life, bringing her to bid adieu to the figure of the Poetess 

and to assume a more traditional role as Muse, in the form of journalist, orator, and 

salonière. Indeed, 1911 was a tumultuous year for Mayy. In addition to publishing her 

poetry she also met Aḥmad Luṭfī al-Sayyid, Egyptian nationalist and proponent of 

women’s emancipation. She attended for what was probably the first time, a lecture 

organized by women’s activist, Huda Sha‘rawi, and, angered by the inattention the 

female audience displayed, wrote her first article on the subject of women, criticizing 

Eastern women for their lack of concern with regards to their own situations (Booth, 

Mayy 41-42). And in the summer of 1911 she gave her first public address to a number of 

family, friends, and local literary figures in her father’s native town. In her speech she 

compared her situation to that of the Eastern woman in general (Booth, Mayy 61). Also in 

1911, she changed her name from the Christian, non-Arabic Mary, to the Arabic Mayy 

that would become her journalistic sign-off and general sobriquet (Booth, Mayy 42). It is 

the changing of her name that most fully signifies this period of transition for Mayy, 

tying together her budding relationships with al-Sayyid and Sha‘rawi as well as her 

nascent career as a journalist and public speaker. The adoption of an Arabic name marks 

Mayy’s desire to participate in a new social circle, one concerned with Egyptian national 

identity but more importantly, one concerned with the status of Arab women. While 

Fleurs de Rêve brought her to public attention and was well received among critics fluent 

in French, it did not receive as widespread a response as expected (Khaldi 4-5). 
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Journalism and public speaking, on the other hand, would allow Mayy to reach a much 

wider and a specifically female audience.  

Al-Sayyid particularly influenced Mayy’s new direction. He met “Miss May” 

during the summer of 1911. Seeing a young woman in a Beirut hotel vehemently 

defending Eastern women against a variety of criticisms in fluent French, al-Sayyid 

immediately sought an introduction (Booth, Mayy 36). They furthered their 

acquaintanceship back in Cairo. Mayy gave him copies of her first two publications—

Fleurs de Rêve and an Arabic translation of the nineteenth century novel Deutsch Liebe 

by Friedrich Max Müller—and he offered to edit her “Diaries of a Young Woman,” a 

series of articles she had begun to publish through her father’s paper. Although greatly 

interested in the content of her writing, he remarked that Mayy’s Arabic showed a French 

influence. He thus began to tutor her in the Qur‘an and classical Arabic poetry (Booth, 

Mayy 37), and he persuaded her to pursue further studies at the Egyptian University 

where she took courses in Arabic, as well as in Islamic philosophy, literature, and history 

(Booth, Mayy 23). 

The relationship between Mayy and al-Sayyid was certainly more than pupil and 

tutor. Though allegations of a romantic entanglement have been made, there is little to 

suggest such a rapport ensued (Booth, Mayy 36). They were, however, friends who 

continued to correspond even when al-Sayyid was in Paris in 1920 as part of the Egyptian 

delegation at the peace talks. The relationship was also not as one-sided as would have 

been between a tutor and his pupil. For example, Mayy held no reservations about 

castigating al-Sayyid when he failed to invite any women to the memorial event for 

Aḥmad Fathī Zaghlūl, a judge, scholar, and brother of the nationalist leader. Mayy sent 
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him a cutting letter, and did not communicate with al-Sayyid again for several months, 

despite his admission that “we have not yet broken the bonds of custom” (qtd. in Booth, 

Mayy 39). Only when he begged her to break the silence did she relent. Mayy noted that 

her letter was the first “female protest of this type” and that after her efforts women were 

allowed to participate in such ceremonies (Booth, Mayy 62). 

Ultimately, Mayy’s relationship with al-Sayyid was significant in two major 

ways. Firstly, through al-Sayyid, Mayy became involved in the Egyptian nationalist 

cause. Indeed, most of her biographers concur that Mayy’s involvement in the nationalist 

movement was a result of her ties to al-Sayyid rather than her own personal ties to Egypt 

(Booth, Mayy 39). Secondly, their bond can be seen as a cornerstone of the women’s 

emancipation movement in Egypt. Al-Sayyid encouraged Mayy to continually address 

the issue of women’s rights in her articles and in her salon, and she in turn provided a 

constant reminder of the potential of Eastern women, keeping him interested in the issue 

of women’s rights, and, as in the case of her aforementioned letter, keeping him 

dedicated to constant progress.  

As a journalist Mayy achieved further influence as an advocate of Eastern 

women. As the future leader of the Egyptian Feminist Union, Huda Sha‘rawi, recalls in 

her diary of her first meeting with Mayy in 1914: 

While I was in the process of leaving the lecture hall after giving the 
lecture, my eyes fell upon a young woman distinguished in that throng of 
females by graceful movements and a light, gentle spirit, whose black eyes 
emanated a strong spark of unusual intelligence, a glow of earnestness, 
and a rare comprehension. … I saw this young woman draw slightly 
nearer to me, advance in my direction, and stand before me saying: ‘My 
lady Huda, I am awed by your enterprise, which must have cost you a 
great effort. Thus, I place myself at your disposal. Do not think, my lady, 
that I am a young person who cannot cooperate or is incapable of helping. 
… I am a writer and poet. I write in newspapers and publish in magazines. 
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I am ‘Mayy’, and I think, my lady, that you must have read something I 
have written. Are you not familiar with me?’ 
 
Sha‘rawi continues: And those candid words, full of idealistic enthusiasm, 
self-composure, and self-confidence … caused me to take that girl to my 
bosom, to accept her—all the while marveling at her, pleased with the 
nobility of her intentions and the honor of her goal. So I expressed to that 
girl who offered herself to the service of our lofty aims my amazement … 
and my pleasure … and I invited her to join the ranks of our movement, to 
write with her pen and inspire with her ideas.  

(qtd. in Booth, Mayy 43-44, my emphasis) 
 
While Mayy does identify herself as a poet, it is her more widely circulated newspaper 

and magazine publications, which she signed as “Mayy” (Booth, Mayy 59), that serve as 

her true calling card. It is in this position, as journalist, that she is called to join the ranks 

of Sha‘rawi’s feminist organization. Indeed, at this time, women’s journalism was 

coming into its own as a medium for women to express shared experiences that 

transcended political divisions. One Syrian woman writer remarks, “After long 

experience, I have seen that women are one in Egypt and Syria. There is no doubt that the 

two live beneath the Eastern sky, and the two have one custom and one language” (qtd. in 

Baron, New Literary Culture 57-58). In this way, Mayy was part of a larger pattern of 

Syrian women journalists who addressed the issue of women’s emancipation. One could 

even say that feminism came with the influx of Syrian media that inundated Egypt in the 

early twentieth century. Of the many Syrian immigrants in Egypt a disproportionate 

number were journalists, attracted by economic opportunity (better markets and a larger 

readership) and the prospect of escaping Ottoman censorship. Syrian Christians 

established many of the main Egyptian papers (al-Ahram, al-Muqattam, and al-Hilal to 

name a few), and others, such as al-Muqtataf, were transferred to Cairo from Beirut 

(Booth, Mayy 57). The female representatives of this group considered themselves as 
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already liberated and used their positions as writers, publishers, and editors in an effort to 

help their Egyptian sisters to reach the same freedom (Booth, Mayy 58). Thus, between 

1892 and 1913 fifteen magazines specifically for women’s topics were created in Egypt, 

fourteen of which were run by women seven of whom were Syrian Christians. The others 

were also minorities (Two Jews, one Copt, and another who was most likely a Copt). 

Their audience was undoubtedly made up of Egyptian Muslim and non-Muslim women 

(Booth, Mayy 59). In this way, Mayy gained access to a form of expression that bypassed 

religious and political divisions, where she would have otherwise been viewed as a 

cultural outsider (Booth, Mayy 56). 

 It was as an orator, however, that Mayy truly pushed boundaries. Although 

oration was a common mode of self-expression for men, women were not typically 

permitted to be public speakers, especially when addressing a crowd of both sexes 

(Booth, Mayy 61). Mayy, however, became known as a truly gifted speaker and was often 

requested to speak on the topic of women’s emancipation in various locations. In 1913 

she spoke at a celebration for Khalil Mutran, noting that this was the first occasion of a 

woman speaking at an official ceremony in the Arabic language (Booth, Mayy 62). In 

1914 she spoke on “Al-Mar’ah wa-al-tamuddun” (“Woman and Civilization”) at the Nadi 

al-Sharqi (Eastern Club) in Cairo to a crowd of its members and their female relations 

(Booth, Mayy 61). In 1921 she gave her first lecture at the Egyptian University. Entitled 

“Ghayat al-Hayah” (The Goal of Life), the lecture asserted that woman’s fulfillment 

depends on having the opportunity to work should she so desire (Booth, Mayy 62). And 

in 1926 she spoke in front of the Jam‘iyyat al-shabban al-masi-hiyah (YMCA) on the 

subject of women’s ability to shape men’s personalities. Mayy noted that her speech 
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marked the first time a woman had ever spoken there (Booth, Mayy 63). In this way 

Mayy asserted a female voice that crossed traditional gender boundaries, presenting a 

clarion call for the emancipation of Eastern women. 

 Mayy would not have been able to achieve such fame as an orator, however, if it 

had not been for her position as salonière. Her Tuesday evening gatherings at her 

parents’ house provided a unique way of reconciling a French and Arabic legacy, one that 

distinguished Mayy as a model of Eastern womanhood during a time when Eastern and 

Western influences were competing to define both Egypt and the country’s female 

denizens. As Khaldi notes: 

Ziyādah’s educational background provides a transactional terrain quite 
different from Egyptian intelligentsia like Rifā‘ah Rāfa‘ al-Ṭahṭāwī (d. 
1873) and Muṣṭafā Luṭfī al-Manfalūṭī (d. 1924) and their male crossings 
between Europe and Isalm through an actual or pseudo linguistic 
mediation. While Rifā‘ah Rāfa‘ al-Ṭahṭāwī learnt French at the middle 
stage of his life, Muṣṭafā Luṭfī al-Manfalūṭī did not speak French but 
claimed to translate it. Both cases provide scholars with material to study 
crucial interactions with Europe. Ziyādah, however, was fully competent 
in French and other languages. In this capacity, she carried into her salon 
the allure of Europe and a challenge to Arab tradition and culture. She was 
both European and Arab, a blend to which her contemporaries aspired. 
She was the model for individual sovereignty and a challenge to male 
hegemony. 

(Khaldi 3-4) 
 

Indeed, while Fleurs de Rêve was an appropriation of a western discourse, the salon was 

a performance of a mixed Western-Eastern space. Mayy definitely acknowledged the 

seventeenth century Parisian roots of her salon. For example, she published an article in 

al-Muqtataf about Madame de Sévigné and the Parisian salons. Others also made the 

connection. One attendee, Salim Sarkis, remarked in 1914: “On the evening of every 

Tuesday, the home of Ilyas Effendi Ziyadah is transformed into a grand home in Paris, 

and the young woman … who is still in the second decade of her life, is transformed into 
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Madame de Staël, and Madame Récamier” (Booth, Mayy 50). But there was also a 

history of Eastern salons. The writer Mary ‘Azmi ran a salon for her male peers in 

Damascus. In Aleppo Maryanna Marrash also hosted a regular meeting. The first salon 

for women in Egypt was begun in the 1890’s by Eugénie LeBrun Rushdi, the French wife 

of Husayn Rushdi Pasha. The closest in scale to Mayy’s, however, was the salon of 

Princess Nazli, neice of the Khedive Isma‘il and daughter of Mustafa Fazil. She hosted 

Egyptian and foreign dignitaries – all men, to argue politics once a week in her parlor 

(Booth, Mayy 50). Within 20 years, many of the men Princess Nazli had hosted—

nationalist leaders such as Sa‘d Zaghlul and Lutfi al-Sayyid; and intellectuals such as 

Muhammad Abduh and Qasim Amin—would be attending Mayy’s salon (Booth, Mayy 

50).  

Mayy made sure to emphasize Eastern rather than Western practices in her salon. 

She always spoke in classical Arabic, and insisted on her guests expressing themselves in 

the same manner when possible (Booth, Mayy 54).29 Mayy would also sometimes sing 

towards the end of the evening as was traditional in Eastern gatherings, and she served 

her guests tea in the eastern manner, eschewing European refreshments (Booth, Mayy 

54). From this unique mix of East and West, Mayy created an unprecedented Egyptian 

social space, yet one that simultaneously embodied a Nahḍa spirit. This achievement 

becomes clear when we compare Mayy’s salon with that of Princess Nazli with regards to 

two areas: the breadth of participants, both socio-economically and with regards to 

gender, and the subjects of discussion. For the former, although Mayy inherited some of 

Nazli’s more prestigious attendees, Mayy also opened her doors to a more varied 

                                                
29 A multilingual environment was nevertheless characteristic of Mayy’s salon. She herself would switch 
from Arabic, to French, English, or Italian (Booth, Mayy 54). 
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audience. Nazli’s salon was strictly male and aristocratic, while Mayy took a more 

“democratic” approach. For example, Taha Husayn, who would become one of the most 

influential twentieth century Egyptian intellectuals and writers, achieved his entrée to 

society through Mayy’s salon as a young, unknown student (Booth, Mayy 51). Foreigners 

too were welcomed, some of the more notable being Henry James and the nephew of 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Most unusual, however, was Mayy’s acceptance of 

women. Although men maintained the higher numbers in attendance at Mayy’s salon, she 

succeeded in creating an environment where female writers could participate in the 

literary life previously reserved for men alone. Taha Husayn goes so far as to say: “There 

is no doubt that the salon where women met men and talked about intellectual life was 

new in our existence” (qtd. in Booth, Mayy 54).  

In many ways, Mayy’s dictate that only literary and artistic matters be discussed 

contributed to the interesting mix of individuals who attended her salon. Where previous 

salonières such as Nazli had hosted strictly political meetings, arranging their foyers as 

an extension of masculine space, Mayy did not allow politics to be discussed. Men of 

affairs were only permitted entrance on the condition that they profess some literary or 

artistic talent or taste (Booth, Mayy 51). This avoidance of the political enabled men and 

women from diverse, and often conflicting parties or religious groups to participate and 

share opinions. According to La Bourse Egyptienne: “A l’entrée du salon meurent les 

rancunes politiques, les haines de parti, l’intérêt et l’ambition. Il n’y a plus que des 

fervents de la pensée ou de l’art …. Ce Salon est un vrai temple de l’Esprit calme, 

tranquille, refuge pour ceux qui veulent oublier un moment les amères et écœurantes 

contingences de la vie” (qtd. in Booth, Mayy 52) Indeed one reconciliation that Mayy 
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effectively achieved was between her own Syrian-émigré community and the local 

Egyptians. Both camps were strongly represented at her salon, but for the duration of her 

soirées any antipathies or anti-immigrant sentiment were abandoned in the face of a 

shared desire to talk to Mayy (Booth, Mayy 51).  

 Indeed, Mayy established quite a following as salonière, orator, and journalist. In 

a few cases, she assumed the position of female muse, such as in Isma‘il Sabri case, who 

very elegantly remarked: 

My soul is hovering over inhabited regions 
Like the thirsty bird circling over the water 

 If my sight is not given the pleasure of seeing Mayy tomorrow 
  I reject your dawn, O Tuesday 

    (qtd. in Booth, Mayy 55) 
 

This position of muse was a traditional hetero-sexual relationship between the male 

writers of her salon and Mayy as poetic inspiration. As a model for other women, though 

Mayy sought to reach a wider female audience, she would have been restricted by low 

levels of female literacy (Booth, Mayy 54). Rather, as we saw in her relationship with al-

Sayyid, Mayy as model of womanhood was another aspect of the male writer-female 

muse relationship. Her successful performance as a literary, cultured woman served as a 

reminder of the possibilities for the improvement of the condition of Eastern women but 

it was a model largely on display for men.  

Mayy reached the peak of her fame in 1925-1930 as a recognized female 

intellectual in Egypt and Lebanon who interacted with both men and women in public 

and private forums. She also traveled to Italy and wrote for several European 

publications. By 1929, it seemed that Mayy was poised to become, as Booth has termed 

it, “the beloved “grande dame” of the modern Arabic literary world” (Mayy 28). However 
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personal tragedy was soon to bring Mayy low. In 1927, her friend and mentor Yaqūb 

Sarrūf passed away and Mayy was struck by a long period of grief. When, in 1930-1931 

she then lost both of her parents, she was devastated. Their loss was particularly difficult, 

not only because of how close they had been, but because their presence was what 

guaranteed the propriety of Mayy, an unmarried woman, hosting a salon; Mayy’s mother 

was always present as co-hostess. Also in 1931 Mayy’s longtime correspondent, Khalīl 

Gibran, died. Although the two never met they developed an intense relationship via 

correspondence, and it is clear that Mayy was very much in love with Gibran and 

harbored hopes of a future marriage. His death must have been a brutal blow as he had 

finally made plans to return from America, his death destroying all hope of their happy 

future together (Booth, Mayy 29). What followed was a period of isolation and 

psychological decline. In the hopes that new scenery might improve her condition, Mayy 

traveled to France, England, and Italy. There, however, her condition worsened to the 

point that she developed a paranoid conviction that Mussolini was having her watched 

(Booth, Mayy 30). Returning home she sought aid from her cousin, confessing her fears 

and her futile struggles to overcome her spiraling depression. Her cousin traveled to 

Cairo, obtained power of attorney over Mayy, and forcibly returned Mayy to Beirut 

where he had her committed to a mental hospital. Mayy resisted, even refusing to eat 

once she was committed as a sign of her protest. However, such behavior only reinforced 

her relatives’ convictions that Mayy had lost her mind, leaving Mayy angered and feeling 

utterly betrayed (Booth, Mayy 31). Thankfully, a few individuals in the publishing 

community learned of her situation and rallied public opinion to push for her release. It 

was several months, however, before Mayy was declared sane and given her freedom. 
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She lived quietly in Lebanon until 1938 when she returned to the public eye, presenting a 

lecture at the American University of Beirut. It was a moment of personal victory for 

Mayy, asserting her continued intelligence and eloquence (Booth, Mayy 32). With this 

success behind her, Mayy finally returned to Cairo in 1939. She never fully recovered, 

however. When faced with further personal misfortune in the form of her friend Rīhānī’s 

death in 1940, Mayy’s condition worsened. A year later, on October 19th, she passed 

away at the age of fifty-four (Booth, Mayy 33).  

Since her death, Mayy’s writing has, even in the Middle East, been overshadowed 

by the mysteries and supposed scandals of her life (Ziegler, Mayy Rediscovered, 2). 

Mayy has, in fact, been the victim of cruel insinuation. In addition to allegations of 

immoral conduct with numerous male salon members, Mayy has also been accused of 

Free Mason connections and of being a foreign agent working treasonously against 

Egypt. Her descent into psychological instability has further darkened her memory. These 

vulgar whispers took full form in an Arabic TV serial from the early eighties that 

depicted Mayy as a “typical femme fatale of Western libertinage” (Ziegler, Mayy 

Rediscovered, 17). Among Western audiences her lack of attention is hardly a better 

alternative. Even among Western academics she has received almost no attention. 

Marilyn Booth’s A.B. thesis, Mayy Ziyādah and the feminist perspective in Egypt, 1908-

1931 (1978), and Buthaynah Khaldi’s recent (2012) publication of Egypt awakening in 

the early twentieth century: Mayy Ziyādah's intellectual circles provide the only 

extensive treatment of Mayy and her impact. Of her poetry, even less is said. Only Antje 

Ziegler, in a lecture given at the Oriental Institute at Bonn University in 1997 began to 

suggest the significant nature of Fleurs de Rêve: 
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In the books published during her lifetime, i.e. until 1926, Mayy appeared 
as a strong representative of Arabic romanticism. The noticeable influence 
of the European Romantics, especially the French, on her work dates back 
to her school-days and is already apparent in her first collection of poems, 
dedicated to Alfonse Lamartine. The ‘Romantic break with the past’ – as 
expressed by Sabry Hafez – is marked by a sentimental, melancholic style; 
a highly emotional and metaphorical language; and topics like social 
oppression, tormenting love and contemplations of nature as a solace and a 
refuge. Generally an expression of a painfully felt yet strongly desired 
change, the romantic literature of Mayy Ziyādah and many of her 
contemporaries again reflects loss and search for identity and integration. 

(Ziegler, Mayy Rediscovered, 15) 
 

Although Ziegler intimates the importance of Mayy’s work as exemplary of a period in 

which the search for identity/integration was the defining question, his catalogue of 

Arabic Romantic characteristics suggests that little more can be gleaned from her early 

work, he has summarized all things of import. Such a conclusion, as I have shown, is 

patently false, and I have barely scratched the surface of Mayy’s complex and multi-

faceted collection. Indeed, the subject of religious identification warrants further attention 

in her poetry, and while a comparison of her French and Arabic works is currently 

beyond my own language abilities, hopefully such a project may yet be begun.  
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APPENDIX 
 
Elle Poète ? 

   I 
« Mais comment donc, elle poète ? 
Elle arrangea ces vers charmants 
A la délicieuse épithète, 
Aux échos qui s’en vont mourants ; 
Ces vers de poésie pure, 
D’élan si doux, d’esprit si clair, 
De sons brillant comme l’éclair, 
D’un style à la noble tournure ? 

 
« Elle est syrienne, dit-on, 
Et puisqu’elle n’est pas française, 
Où put-elle puiser ce ton 
Où l’âme s’épanche et s’apaise ? 
… Mais elle a dû les emprunter 
Ces rimes vastes et sonores 
Qui, comme de jeunes aurores, 
Viennent sous sa plume éclater. 

 
«Aurait-elle de Lamartine 
Imité les divins appas, 
Ou bien ouï la voix câline 
Qui dans son cœur parlait tout bas ? 
Ses chants sone enduits de tristesse, 
D’amour touchant, d’amour sans fiel ; 
Elle poète, O puissant ciel ! 
D’où lui vient donc cette sagesse ? 

 
« Et puis cette onduleuse rime 
Où nagent sentiments exquis 
Qui frôlent le beau, le sublime, 
Cela donc, où l’a-t-elle acquis ? 
Puisque nous aimons mieux le croire, 
Croyons qu’elle a dû consulter, 
Et sans jamais nous arrêter 
Disons : « Elle vole la gloire ». 

 
   II 

Monsieur ….. parle ainsi, 
Vraiment, il me semble un brave homme 
Un autre gentleman aussi, 
Avec lui répète qu’en somme 
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La copie est faite assez bien 
D’un livre du grand Lamartine, 
Que la calligraphie est fine : 
Mais l’écriture là n’est rien. 

 
III 

Oh ! les doux tremblements sous l’impulsion secrète 
Combien rares sont ceux qui peuvent les sentir ! 
Or, frissonner, pleurer, plaindre, aimer et souffrir 

   Sont les qualités du poète. 
 
  Et plein de ses trésors divins 

Son cœur qui contient tout le monde 
Sait esquisser les yeux éteints. 
De quelqu’ âme superbe et blonde. 
Son œil à tout vent prendre part, 
Sa lèvre veut baiser la rose, 
Sa main toucher à toute chose, 
Porter le sabre ou l’étendard. 

 
Sans flatter la rime subtile 
Il la veut toujours asservir : 
Autant que son penser, agile, 
Il la trace avec un soupir ; 
Il écrit ses rêves rebelles, 
Tout ce qu’il voit, tout ce qu’il sent, 
Et répand ses larmes souvent 
Sur les feuilles blanches se belles. 

 
Qu’a-t-il besoin des vains flatteurs ? 
Sa joie est toute personnelle : 
Qu’on veuille approuver mes labeurs 
Ou qu’on dise : ce n’est pas d’elle, 
J’élancerai les ailes d’or 
De ma Muse jeune et timide : 
Dans le sein de l’azur limpide 
Je fixerai son doux essort. 

 
Quand d’autres Muses lui sourient 
Elle partage leur frisson, 
Les notes de son luth varient 
Devant le si vaste horizon : 
Tantôt c’est le printemps qui passe 
Grondant son hymne triomphal, 
Tantôt c’est un chant automnal 
Traînant d’échos que rien ne lasse… (Copia 29-32) 
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Capricieuse 
 
 Grandiose, imposant dans la voûte profonde, 
 Le soleil saluait d’un coutumier adieu 

Le fleuve, les palmiers, les sables de ce lieu 
      Et cheminait vers l’autre monde. 
 
Alors tout l’horizon laisse monter un cri, 
Le firmament se teint de lilas et de rose 
(Frémissantes couleurs où l’azur doux repose), 
      Et le zéphir souffle attendri. 
 
Le Caire était caché sous une vague brume, 
Les arbres tournoyant sur les bruns du Nil 
L’ombre tombait partout, sans trouver de péril, 
      Et couvrait la plaine et l’écume. 
 
O Pyramides ! c’est alors 
Que, levant ma tête pensive, 
J’entends errer sur vos flancs forts 
L’écho de quelque voix plaintive ; 
Mais quoi ! serait-ce en votre sein 
Qu’un orphelin pleure sa mère ? 
Est-ce un hymne, est-ce une prière, 
Est-ce un gémissement divin ? 
 
Mais déjà revient le silence 
Autour du grand monument noir. 
Un temps – Mon cœur frémit, s’élance, 
Plane avec la brise du soir… 
Soudain les sons se font entendre, 
O dieux ! mais d’où viennent-ils donc ? 
Une douce harmonie y fond… 

 Est-ce de la voix d’Alexandre 
 
 Un echo? De Napoléon 
 Est-ce le sabre qui miroite? 
 Est-ce ta statue, ô Memnon, 
 Qui tombe en une vapeur moite? 
 Est-ce le soupir d’un soldat 

Défunt? Un cheval qui se cabre? 
Est-ce le craquement d’un marbre 
Qui depuis des siècles gît là? 
Répondez, Monuments! Pyramides altières, 
Des siècles révolus ô souvenir muet! 
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Sont-ce des chants d’amour, des commandes guerrières 
     Que vos entrailles jettent net? 

   
  Non, sur vos côtes délabrées 

Ce n’est plus l’Aigle Impérial 
Qui marque vos terres sacrées 
Des pas de son fougeux cheval ; 
Oh ! baissez vos armes françaises 
Vos drapeaux sont à peine vus… 
Et Mohamed Ali n’est plus, 
Toutes choses sont anglaises. 
 
……………… 
……………… 
……………… 

  
Ces longs écho flottants et chatouillant mon âme 
Comme un souffle de brise, une haleine d’azur, 
Un baiser maternel, un regard triste et pur, 
      L’éclair d’une subtile flamme, 
 
Un doigt câlin d’enfant qui caresse mon front, 
Un gazouillis d’oiseau, d’un fleuve le murmure, 
Un sourire amical, un cri de la nature 
      Ou du soleil un rayon blond, 
  
 
 C’était la fanfare lointaine 
 Qui jouait Dieu sauve le Roi 
 C’était la vibration certaine 
 Des cœurs vaillant et pleins de foi ; 
 De tes moelleux flots nostalgique 
 Harmonie, ô nectar divin, 
 Je laisse couler dans mon sein 
 Les tiédeurs mélancolique… 
 
 Muses, Beautés, Beaux-Arts aimés, 
 Océans, rivières, verdures, 
 Qui du ciel êtes la parure 
 A vous, à vous mes jeunes ans, 
 A vous ma jeune intelligence, 
 Mon amour et ma confiance, 
 A vous mes rêves bleus et blancs ! 
 
Mais trêve de transports. A bientôt, Pyramides, 
Et vous, Liban, Beyrouth, cher Antoura, salut ! 
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Ma Syrie, salut ! dès que je l’aurai pu 
      J’irai revoir tes horizons limpides. (Copia 44-48) 

 
Les Oiseaux du Nil 
 
 Sur les ondes du Nil 
 Riantes, azurées, 
 Ils traînent, sans péril, 
 Un vol d’ailes dorées. 
 
 Chères têtes d’oiseaux 
 Petits êtres fantasques 
 Vous qui troublez les eaux 

Aux environs des barques, 
 
Apprenez-moi vos noms, 
Amants de la lumière, 
Et dites-moi, mignons, 
Le nom de votre père. 
 
Toi belle aile d’argent 
Palpitante de vie, 
Ton nom, petit enfant ? 
— « Je me nomme Lilie, 

 
Car près d’un beau Lilas 
(Moisson printanière) 
Dans le jardin là-bas 
Me déposa ma mère. » 
 
— « Lilie, eh bien ! Et toi 
Garçon à patte fine, 
A l’œil noir et vif ? » — « Moi ? 
Tu veux mon nom ? devine ! 
 
Il est joli mon nom 
Mais je l’eus en cachette : 
Petit Père est Pinson 
Et ma maman Fauvette. » 
 
— «  Et vous, mes deux petits, 
Qui vous grisez de brise ? » 
— « Nous sommes deux amis, 
Notre histoire est comprise. » — 
 
« Et toi mon bel ami 
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A l’enivrant sourire ? » — 
« L’on me nomme “Mimi”  
Aux heures de délire ; 
 
Et l’on aime mon œil 
Qu’un point du ciel azure, 
Et ma voix . . . . . accueil 
. . . . . . . . . pure, 
 
Le printemps m’a donné 
A Mai qui m’a vu naître, 
Puis j’étais ordonné, 
Maintenant, je suis prêtre. 
 
Or, mon nom est. . . . 
Et mes ailes légères 
M’emportent du Couvent 
Aux terres étrangères ; 
 
J’aime à revoir ce Nil 
Riant, chaste azuré 
Et j’y baigne mon cil, 
Mon cœur, mon front doré. » 
 
O mon âme assoupie 
D’images nourris-toi… 
Douce mélancolie, 
Reviens planer sur moi ! (Copia 11-14) 

 
A La Muse 
 
 Imitant la voix 
 Du flot qui soupire, 
 Soupire, ô ma lyre ! 
 Aimable, transpire, 
 Sur la ligne en croix ! 
 Ingénue avide 
 Au bel œil limpide, 
 Rêveur, vague, humide, 
  Timide, 
  Languide, 
 Sommeillant parfois ; 
 
 Ah, remue tes si fins doigts 
 Avec les dentelles de l’onde ! 
 O ma Muse jeune et féconde, 
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 Retouche ta corde profonde, 
 Et chante une seconde fois, 
 Douce Vierge que j’entrevois ! (Copia 52) 
 
Un Départ 

 
   I 
Entre le double azur de la mer et des cieux 
Pas un cri, pas un son qui se fassent entendre, 
Rien ne semble passer ou monter ou descendre 
 Dans l’espace silencieux, 
 
Rien, que ces être bleus qui s’échappent des vagues 
Pour danser des rondeaux invisibles dans l’air, 
Puis, s’unissant aux flots, mèlent à leur concert  
 Leurs plaintes lasses et si vagues 
 
Tout, tout songe là-bas dans l’espace sans fin : 
Le flot longe le flot, l’onde voit naître l’onde, 
Et la brise absorbe en l’écume vagabonde 

     Son front rêveur…. 
 
   II 
 Soudain, un soupir immense 
 Souffle aux bords de l’horizon, 
 Sur mer un géant s’avance 
 Redoutable comme un lion. 
 Tout s’élance à son approche, 
 Tout se bouscule, tout fuit, 
 L’onde à sa semblable nuit 
 Et le flot au flot s’accroche. 
 

    III 
Sur le pont du navire un vieillard regardait 

 Dans l’horizon lointain une vue effacé 
 Mais qui dans son esprit semblait encor tracée 
       Et le navire s’éloignait… 
 
    IV 
 Que regardes-tu donc dans ces lointains timides 
 Dont les azurs blanchis n’existent presque plus ?. . . 
 Je le devine, oh, oui ! ces regards résolus 
       S’attachent sur les Pyramides ! 
 
 La gloire et la grandeur ornent leur front altier : 
 Les plus brillants héros abordèrent naguère 
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 L’Egypte éblouissante où se livrait la guerre : 
       Le fer étranger à leur pied 
 
 Se brisa, car toujours leur forme audacieuse 
 S’élevait menaçant les hommes des combats ; 
 Elle s’élève encor  dans ces lointains là-bas 
       Ecrasante autant qu’orgueilleuse. 
 
       Homme, tu rêves heureux 
       D’y voir flâner l’Angleterre, 
       C’est tes soins laborieux 
       Qui gagnèrent cette terre 
       Et tu pars, tu pars, héros, 
       Car l’œuvre est toute bâtie, 
       Mais ta tête appesantie 
       Baisse sous de lourds fardeaux. 
 
    V 
 O vieillard, ô son fils, l’Angleterre t’appelle 
 Des plus tendres prénoms, en te tendant les bras ; 
 Va rejoindre ta mère, ô son enfant fidèle, 
       Va la rejoindre là-bas ! 
 
 De fleurs et de drapeaux elle a couvert sa rive, 
 Et sur son front pensif se fixent les regards ; 
 Vieillard aux blancs cheveux, héros du jour arrive ! 
       L’on croisera sur toi des étendards… (Copia 17-19) 

 
Un Matin 

 
Oh, que le ciel est doux dans son azur qui brille ! 
Au loin le minaret dresse son bout pointu ; 
Le soleil vivifiant sur nos têtes scintille, 
Et toi, mon pauvre cœur, pourquoi soupires-tu ? 
 
Que ne t’épanches-tu plein d’amour et de vie… 
Déjà ton front est lourd, ta lyre sans accents ; 
Sont-ce là les transports de l’âge qu’on envie, 
Sont-ce là les attraits, l’ivresse de tes chants…? 
 
Ainsi qu’un chaud soleil chasse un impur nuage 
Au bord de l’horizon, débarrassant l’azur, 
Ecarte loin de toi, loin de ton si bel âge 
Le doute, le chagrin, le désespoir obscur. 
 
Jouis de ton printemps, mon cœur, cueille ses roses, 
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Bois à flots son azur, respire sa fraîcheur, 
Laisse s’ouvrir en toi les fleurs encore closes, 
Ah, sois de ton âge et chante, ô mon jeune cœur ! (Copia 42-43) 

 
Au Moukattam 

 
Baigne ton feston géant 

 Au sein des eaux vaporeuses, 
Un sillon là-bas flottant 

 Saigne des lueurs songeuses ; 
 L’Astre monte lentement 
 Et de sa clarté t’inonde, 
 L’Astre-Roi du double Monde 
 Se promène au firmament.  
 
 Une poussière dorée 
 Folâtre sur tes flancs nus, 
 Comme une main adorée 
 Frôlant des cheveux connus… 
 Et sur ta cime aplatie 
 Un ciel rose, éblouissant, 

De son satin ravissant 
 Suspend la chaude partie. 
 
 Ah, si pareil aux oiseaux, 
 Je pouvais raser ta crête 
 De mon aile. . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . 
Si je pouvais, à cheval, 
Là sur ta côte lointaine 
Capricieuse et hautaine 
Errer, oubliant mon mal. (Copia 49-50) 

 
Automne 
 

L’automne a rougi le feuillage 
Avec son langoureux baiser, 
Sa brise molle a son langage 
Et sa tristesse d’apaiser. 

 
Le ciel pleure sur la campagne 
Et l’oiseau songe au bord de l’eau, 
L’herbe frémit sur la montagne 
D’un long frémissement de flot. 

 
Saison des plaques mortuaires 
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Et des rubans de fleurs mouillés ; 
Et des longs cyprès funéraires, 
Et de cœurs de regret souillés ! 

 
O saison de l’Inoubliable, 
Des genoux frôlant les tombeaux, 
Des doigts tâtonnant l’Impalpable 
Et des espoirs tout en lambeaux…! 

 
… Saison de plainte monotone 
Et de rire à jamais fini… 
De sanglot profond qui chantonne 
Sur les bribes de l’Infini… 

 
Ton âme en parcelles frisonne 
Sur les souvenirs alarmés… 
Tu n’es en somme Automne ! Automne ! 
Que la Saison des Yeux Fermés… (Copia 53-54) 

 
Abord 
 

A travers les forêts de sapins, à travers 
Les guirlandes en fleurs, les rochers, les grands chênes, 
Je suis venue à toi, doux village qui traînes 
Ton manteau velouté aux environs tout verts. 
 
Tu le traînes partout ton manteau de verdure ; 
Il a de longs sillons de soleil souriant, 
Il a de larges plis profonds et ondoyant 
Dans l’obscure vallée où des échos murmurent… 
 
Sous ses bords élargis s’abritent les rondeurs 
Des alentours craintifs, de timides collines 
Ne cessent de frôler à sa douceur câline 
Leurs fleurs tout pleins de lui, tout pailletés de fleurs ! (Copia 76) 

 
Nothing More! 
 

Salut, séjour d’été, verdoyantes hauteurs, 
Montagne sillonnée en routes blanchissantes ! 
L’air s’y promène sain et les douces senteurs 
Du thym et des pins verts y sont rafraîchissantes. 
 
A droite c’est Sannin majestueux et blanc 
Et pur comme la neige à sa cime amassée ; 
Des pas de promeneurs parfois blessent son flanc 
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Et leurs voix sonnent faux sur sa côte lassée… 
 
Des montagnes, de montagnes aux alentours ; 
Un immense ondoiement de bleuâtres collines 
Et de verdure aux tons changeants de clair velours 
Glissent jusqu’à la mer, géantes serpentines. 
 
Que me réservez-vous, été, séjour d’été ? 
J’ai l’esprit indécis, j’ai l’âme vacillante ; 
Et mon cœur fatigué d’avoir longtemps été 
Sevré, ne veut plus que la mort inconsciente ! (Copia 77-78) 

 
En Forêt 
 
 La douce rosée 
 En molle fusée 
 Inonde mes yeux ; 
 La brise module 
 Et sa plainte ondule 
 Dans le fond des cieux. 
 
 Son frisson caresse 
 La branche qui tresse 
 A mes pieds ses nœuds ; 
 La feuille frissonne 
 Et l’oiseau chantonne 
 En rythmant ses vœux. 
 
 Quelque chose glisse 
 Sous l’herbe que plisse 
 Un grand galon vert. 
 Des voix amoureuses 
 Pleurent, langoureuses, 
 D’avoir trop souffert… 
 
 La plage lointaine 
 Sourit, incertaine, 
 Parmi ses vapeurs ; 
 Et mon âme souffre, 
 Comme dans un gouffre, 
 Et pleure des cœurs ! (copia 79-80) 

 
Une Petite Histoire 
 

Ce n’est pas le récit du navire novice 
Qui n’avait de sa vie encore navigué ; 
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A la lire on y trouve un … un presque délice, 
C’est un délassement pour l’esprit fatigué. 
Aussi n’est-elle ni longue, ni languissante, 
N’a rien d’impénétrable ou de mystérieux ; 
Elle est très, très courte et, peut-être intéressante ! 
Prêtez-moi pour l’entendre un intérêt sérieux. 

 
Avis : 
 
Mon histoire est un peu géographique. 
 
J’étais en pension. 
   La ville nostalgique 
Que baigne l’Océan vous tous la connaissez ; 
Ses sables sont toujours par les flots caressés… 
Et c’est Beyrouth… Beyrouth la porte de Syrie, 
Dont l’azur est riant et la rive fleurie. 
 
Et c’était l’examen qu’on dit simestriel. 
Notre examinateur, un excellent mortel, 
Avait mis de côté tout intérêt de science 
Et n’agissait qu’avec une extrême indulgence ; 
Devant lui l’élève à l’autre se succédait, 
Ecoutait tous ses mots, pensait, y répondait. 
 
Arrivait le beau tour d’une enfant. Fort à l’aise 
En face d’un dessin de la terre Française, 
Elle attendait un geste, un mot, une question. 
“Où sont les Alpes?” dit-il d’un amiable ton.  
Le doigt fier, esquissant un fort immense geste, 
D’une voix qui voudrait être toute céleste 
Elle répondit . . . . . . . . . . . . 
“Les Alpes sont dans la mer Méditerranée!” (Copia 63-64) 

 
Ennui 
 

Lasse du pâle ennui, j’erre sur la montagne ; 
Et les heures s’en vont sans dessein, sans pourquoi ; 
L’esprit vide et le cœur très lourd ; et la campagne, 
Les bois, le lac, les fleurs me taisent leur émoi. 
 
Tout se tait au dehors, tout se tait dans mon être. 
Et pour tromper l’ennui je me lève… en chantant 
Des romances d’amour, quand je sens, sur ma lèvre, 
Passer un rire amer, peut-être insignifiant… (Copia 83) 
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Crepuscule 
 

Très lentement mon pas rêveur 
Marque le sol de vos allées ; 
Et je marche, étreignant mon cœur, 
Sous vos branches échevelées ; 
S’enlaçant amoureusement, 
Dans les festons de leur feuillage 
A moi sourit comme une image 
S’ami lointain tendre et charmant. 
 
… Et c’est le soir … et le silence 
Avec ses échos assoupis 
Coule dans mon âme en partance 
Vers un ciel de rêves amis. 
Ah ! c’est l’heure crépusculaire 
Qui faisait frissonner Rousseau, 
Où songeait aux morts Edgar Poe, 
L’heure où méditait Baudelaire… 

 
Sous le linceul du flot lointain 
Disparaît l’ardente prunelle 
Du soleil, si gaie au matin, 
Mais à cette heure bien plus belle ! 
Et la prunelle de la nuit 
Se lève haut sur la montagne, 
Eclairant la vaste campagne ; 
C’est la douce lune qui luit ! 
 
Et mon cœur si jeune se serre 
Sous la splendeur de ce beau soir… 
L’ombre lui pèse et le mystère 
Du monde lui semble trop noir… 
Et des larmes, sans juste cause, 
Larmes d’une incomprise peur, 
Larmes d’enfant sans frère ou sœur, 
Glissent sur ma paupière close… (Copia 84-85) 

 
 A L’Aquarium 
 

Ah ! qu’ils murmurent doux ces flots mélancoliques, 
Pauvres flots inconnus glissant sur le rocher !… 
Secouant lentement leur harpes poétiques 
Ils s’amusent à fuir, tourner, se rapprocher, 
Se heurter mollement en baisers nostalgiques… 
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Au dehors de la grotte où se perdent mes pas 
Le vaniteux Printemps parsème ses appas : 
Partout l’on sent son âme et sur tout son sourire 
Imprime un songe aimant, un semblant de délire ; 
De longs accords dans l’air prolongent leur frisson 
Et s’en vont, frémissants, mourir sur le gazon ; 
A des appels brûlants des vibrations répondent, 
Les choses en s’aimant se mêlent, se confondent ; 
L’azur brille plus pur, plus proche et plus serein 
Et la terre amoureuse expose dans son sein 
Les tons les plus changeants, les plus chaudes nuances, 
De ses eaux et ses fleurs les belles transparence, 
Ses arbres, ses trésors, ses produits enchanteurs ; 
Les rayons du soleil parlent tout bas aux fleurs. 
… Des arômes de thym, de citron et rose… 
Le zéphir voyageur nonchalamment dépose 
Ses baisers tout chargés d’ardeur et de parfum 
Sur les jeunes bourgeons des plantes ; un à un 
Il fouille les longs cils du gazon qui s’incline 
Sous le frôlement de sa caresse câline ; 
Tout vit dans le transport et danse en fôlatrant, 
Tout semble dans son être avoir un cœur vibrant ; 
Mai coquet, jeune et bel entre-ouvre sa paupière 
Et des fleuves d’amour rejaillissent sur terre ; 
Oui, tout chante dehors un tendre et gai refrain 
Mais au dedans le flot, pauvre exilé, se plaint… 
 
Ah ! qu’ils murmurent doux ces flots mélancoliques, 
Pauvres flots inconnus glissant sur le rocher !… 
Secouant lentement leurs harpes poétiques 
Ils s’amusent à fuir, tourner, se rapprocher, 
Se heurter mollement en baisers nostalgiques… 
 
…Et rêveuse près d’eux, près de ces pauvres flots, 
Je voyais dans leur sein s’étouffer leurs sanglots ; 
Mais d’où venez-vous donc, flots amis, leur disais-je, 
Flots amis qui baignez ces trop lestes poissons ? 
N’est-il pas trop petit votre cours qui s’abrège ? 
Ne préférez-vous pas courir les gazons, 
Courir capricieux, emportant vos mystères 
Par vos départs lointains, vos élancements vifs, 
Dans l’espace infini des vaporeuses sphères ? 
Oui, et quelle est la main qui vous retient captifs ? 
O flots, flots qui pleurez ! vos plaintives romances 
Qu’un destin secret rythme en sonores cadences 
Traversent mon ouïe et tombent dans mon cœur ; 
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Toute note, tout son de votre triste chœur 
Y trouve un écho frère… et l’entente féconde 
Nait d’une sympathie avenante et profonde 
De notes, en mineur, se rencontrant parfois : 
Et deux notes alors composent une voix. 
Or, vos plaintes coulant au fond de mon intime 
Y retouchent la corde au seul frisson sublime ; 
Et sous cette caresse et ce doux frôlement ; 
Je sens frémir mon cœur d’un ivre tremblement ; 
Dans mon âme s’ouvrant mon âme de poète, 
Ma main de mes pensers se fait l’humble interprète ; 
Mais je ne sais, ne puis dire ce que je sens… 

 
O larme de douleur, tu montes et descends ! 
Ne reste pas à ma prunelle suspendue, 
Tombe, goutte adoré en mon fondue ! 
Tombe et mêle ta perle aux parles de ses flots ! 
Tombe dans cette grotte où meurent les échos ! 
Mais les flots sont gardés, abrités par le verre, 
O perle de mon cœur, tu t’écoules sur terre !... 
Nul ne prendra jamais le soin de t’essuyer ; 
Aquarium, non, non ! je ne puis l’oublier ; 
Adieu ! Je laisse en toi de mon âme fidèle 
Une larme, un soupir, chaudes, nobles parcelles ; 
Au moins, toi, garde les secrètes en ce lieu… 
Adieu, trop tristes flots ! Aquarium, adieu ! 
 
Repandez le frisson de vos notes plaintives, 
Ranimez vos accords, ô flot, et que vos chœurs 
Gémissent sur l’azur de vos cités natives ; 
Et par le cœur humez ses lointaines douceurs ; 
Puis, quand vous vous sentez à l’étroit sur nos rives 
Baignez tous nos rochers des perles de vos pleurs ! (Copia 56-59) 

 
 Remember Me! 
 

Votre long doux regard sur la plage odorante 
Sonde-t-il quelquefois la vague murmurante 
 Qui lentement vient expirer ? 
Remarquez-vous son pas, sa marche vagabonde ? 
Entendez-vous la voix discrète, au sein de l’onde, 
 Monter, parler et soupirer ? 
 
Qui parle là ? c’est moi ! Ce que je dis ? mystère ! 
Ne pouvant plus user des moyens de la terre 
 Mon âme voltige là-bas ; 
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Et caressant les flots de ma virginale aile, 
J’étreins longtemps la vague et lui dis qu’elle est belle, 
 Et je m’absorbe dans ses bras. 

 
Et ma voix imitant les sons plaintifs de l’onde 
Sur les sables dorés flotte douce et profonde 

Avec des échos frémissants… 
Amie, écoutez bien, puis laissez un sourire 
A l’eau qui tour à tout chante, parle, soupire 
 En ses mystérieux accents. 

 
Ne me dérobez pas longtemps la forme blanche 
Qui, passant par ici, parfois relève et penche 

  Son front tout inondé d’orgueil… 
Ah ! revenez bientôt revoir la capitale ! 
Il faut bien que pendant la saison estival 

  Vous abordiez encore son seuil. 
 

O Mer, Azur lointain, riante Alexandrie ! 
En la voyant rêver en son âme attendrie 

  Rappelez-lui très doucement ! 
Alors qu’en murmurant, instable et vagabonde, 
La vague parlant tout bas à la plage blonde 

  Viendra la baiser mollement… (Copia 70-71) 
 
Soupirs d’Automne 
   

  I 
Syrie, sur les bords du Nil, 
Où soupire la poésie, 
Mon cœur sent un cruel exil 
Loin de ta secrète magie… 
Et je songe à tes doux printemps, 
A ces heures pleines de charmes 
Qui ne connurent point de larmes 
Mais qui n’ont pas duré longtemps. 

 
Et, dans ma mémoire confuse, 
Je revois de ton beau Liban 
Le tableau si cher à la Muse 
Et son azur chaste et charmant ; 
Les Cèdres dont les hautes cimes 
Se balançant frôlent le ciel 
Du bout de leur bec vert de miel 
Comme y voulant tracer des rimes… 
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      Liban je rêve à tes étés, 
      A tes jardins peuplés de roses, 
      Aux appels de cœur, entêtés, 
      Murmurés par tes fleurs écloses ; 
      A ces besoins naïfs d’enfant, 
      D’amour, d’abandon, d’espérance, 
      De candeur et d’insouciance, 
      De rencontrer le bien souvent. 

 
  II 
J’étais en pension, je n’avais pas quinze ans, 
L’aspect seule d’un cour d’eau m’emportait dans les nues, 
Mon âme frémissait… Et depuis deux printemps, 
      Grisant frisson, tu continues ! 
 
  III 
Ainsi que le soleil la pluie a ses attraits, 
Bien plus que le bonheur la peine a des délices : 
Les tremblements les plus doux et les plus secrets 
      Nous proviennent du sacrifice ! 
 
  IV 
 Autant que le printemps fleuri 
 Automne si rêveur, je t’aime ! 
 J’aime ton zéphir attendri, 
 Tes soirs et tes tristesses même… 
 J’aime ouïr les derniers accents 
 D’une antique lyre brisée, 
 Vague écho, noire mélopée 
 Qui n’a plus que des sons mourants… (Copia 20-21) 

 
Adieu 
 

Adieu, montages libanaises ! 
 Je vais bien loin 
De vos festons mauves et fraises 
 De clair satin. 

 
L’Egypte où j’habite m’appelle, 
 Timbre profond ; 
Et déjà ma nacelle, 
 Rythme fécond ! 
 
O mer, murmure tes berceuses 
 Car j’ai bien mal ! 
Plaignez-vous, vagues langoureuses 
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 Du sol natal ! 
 

Ah ! ne t’éloignes pas si vite, 
 Liban cheri ! 
Ce soir d’adieu mon cœur s’agite 
 Tout attendri… 
 
Tes nuits ont mis dans ma prunelle 
 La sombre nuit 
Et dans mon âme une parcelle 
 D ‘éclair qui luit ; 
 
Les dentelles de tes cascades 
 Ont fait mon cœur 
Tissé de fleurs, de sérénades, 
 D’amour berceur ; 
 
Aux caprices de ta nature 
 J’ai pris les miens, 
De tes bois où l’Esprit murmure ; 
 Mes entretiens ; 
 
Et mon âme est parfois sauvage 
 Comme un oiseau 
Qui rêve lors de son passage 
 Au bord de l’eau. 
 
Et parfois je me sens si douce, 
 Douce à pleurer, 
Rien qu’à toucher la tendre mousse, 
 Où l’effleurer… 

 
Ce soir je te vois, c’est un rêve 
 Et qui finit ! 
Tu disparais, au chagrin trêve 
 Adieu, mon nid !! 
 
Je t’aime, ô Liban, je t’adore ! 
 Liban, adieu ! 
Dans ce mot mon cœur s’évapore… 
 
 Adieu ! Adieu ! (Copia 86-88) 

 
Après Le Travail 
 

Après avoir pendant deux heures travaillé 
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A ces traductions grecques très difficiles, 
Après avoir longtemps sur ces livres veillé 
Mes yeux vont s’endormir reposés et tranquilles. 
 
Pourtant la nuit est belle, à rêver elle invite, 
Et son Astre fécond prolonge ses rayons 
Dans l’azur assombri, sur le Nil qui palpite 
Sur la feuille assoupie su bord des verts gazons. 
 
Un vent léger et doux caresse le visage 
Et jette au fond de l’âme un frisson de baiser, 
Frôle la fleur câline émue à son passage 
Et, paresseux, s’en va sur l’herbe s’apaiser. 
 
Ombre immense, ô parfume de brise et toi, Zéphyre, 
Avant de m’effleurer qui avez-vous pressé ? 
Et toi, Lune d’amour, avant de me sourire 
Quel sommeil ton aspect suave a-t-il bercé ? 
 
Mais non, ne rêvons pas ; allons, à la prière ! 
Dérobons-nous à tout : à la lune, à la nuit ; 
Et disons l’oraison humble, ardente, sincère 
Au Dieu de l’Univers et de l’astre qui luit ! 
 
Et quand le dieu Sommeil chargera mes paupières 
Des bienfaits qu’il répand la nuit sur les mortels, 
Dans le rêve mon cœur retrouve ses chimères : 
Etude, Amour, Beaux-Arts, beaux yeux, tendres appels. (Copia 33-34) 

 
A Pauline 
 

Mais que deviens-tu donc douce amie aux yeux noirs ? 
Pourquoi ce long, trop long, cet écrasant silence ? 
Tant de jours sans couleur et tant de tristes soirs 
Ont-ils de ton cher cœur effacé ma présence ? 
Tu m’aimais, disais-tu, peux-tu ne plus m’aimer ? 
De ta voix je conserve encor le doux murmure, 
Souvent ton souvenir revient me ranimer, 
Je trouve un peu de toi dans toute la nature ; 
Ma mignonne, comment pourrais-tu m’oublier ? 
Ingrate ! tu devrais m’aimer, m’adorer même, 
Et dans mon souvenir jour et nuit te noyer. 
Car je n’oublie pas notre amitié… Je t’aime ! 
Mais pourquoi te tracer ce mot capricieux, 
Viens et je le dirai tout bas à tes beaux yeux… (Copia 26) 
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A Mademoiselle C. 
 

Vos yeux sont si beaux, chère belle, 
Que leur regard est torturant ; 
Votre nom je l’aime et l’épelle 
Votre nom de flot murmurant. 
 
Je suis brune et vous êtes blonde, 
Ce contraste est délicieux, 
Un peu des profondeurs de l’onde 
Se mêle à l’azuré des cieux. 
 
Car je suis la nuit, vous le jour, 
Un jour rose et bleu qui scintille ; 
Moi, le lac ; vous, l’astre qui brille ; 
Vous, le rêve et moi… moi l’amour. (Copia 55) 

 
A La Lune  
 

Au fond de ton palais fait d’azur et d’éther, 
O Lune languissante en ta pale insomnie, 
A quoi donc rêves-tu, contemplatrice amie 
Dont le large regard tombe mystique et clair ? 
 
Quel est-il, dis-le moi, cet inlassable rêve 
Qui sur ton front brillant jette un reflet blafard, 
Ce rêve qui te fait songer la nuit bien tard, 
Qui toujours recommence et ne jamais s’achève ? 
 
Brille sans te lasser, bel Astre de la nuit, 
Brille pour consoler mes longues insomnies ! 
J’aime tes clairs rayons et la brise qui fuit 
Et les pleurs langoureux des tristes harmonies… (Copia 25) 

 
 
Le Printemps S’Endort 

Tu t’assoupis, Printemps, dans un tendre sommeil ; 
Sur ta lèvre entr’ ouverte un sourire vermeil 
 Se meurt en sa dernière extase ; 
Et ta belle paupière alanguit lentement 
De ses cils languissants le dernier battement 
 Et tu t’endors… l’été t’écrase ! 
 
Bientôt de ton départ sera sonné l’adieu 
Et ton âme en partant retrouvera son Dieu 
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 Aux hautes sphères azurées ; 
Nous ne goûterons plus tes exquises fraîcheurs, 
Plus d’azur amoureux, plus de câlines fleurs, 
 Plus de romances murmurées… 
 
Doucement par la brise ou son amant zéphir 
En rythme harmonieux qu’on ne peut définir, 
 Et qui vous troublent la pensée, 
Comme si dans le cœur vibrait un chant d’amour, 
Ou qu’on sentait frémir, vers le déclin du jour, 
 Une aile invisible élancée… 

 
Tu partiras bientôt, sans plaintes, sans regrets, 
Indifférent aux pleurs comme aux soupirs secrets 
 Que ton azur a vu répandre. 
Oh ! ne pars pas si tôt, caresse encor nos fronts ! 
Qui sait, Ami Printemps, si nous nous reverrons 
 Et si Dieu ne va pas me prendre ? 
 
Toi parti s’en iront aussi nos rêves blancs 
Qui s’esquissent en l’air timides et tremblants 
 En leur forme fine et gazeuse ; 
Ah ! reste nous, Printemps, reste, vis dans nos cœurs, 
Vis avec tes parfums, tes rêves et tes fleurs 
 Et ta brise silencieuse ! (Copia 68-69) 

 
Immortelles 
 

Que pouvez-vous bien dire à cette heure tardive 
D’un sombre soir d’hiver peuplé de mes soupirs ? 
Que pouvez-vous bien dire, ô chastes souvenirs 
 D’une âme amoureuse et plaintive ? 
 
Tout doucement mes doigts caressent tour à tour 
Le velours parfumé de vos pâles corolles 
Et le ruban soyeux, aux sensations molles 
 Qui ceint votre trop frêle entour… 
 
… Puis, pauvres vieilles fleurs, ma lèvre vous attire 
Pour surprendre en votre âme un peu d’âme vibrer : 
L’amour d’un jeune cœur qu’un jour a dû sevrer 
 N’a que le parfum qu’il respire !… (Copia 41) 
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Fragment 

 O mes rêves dorés ! 
    O mes folles chimères 
Où courez-vous ainsi jalouses et légères ? 
Pourquoi m’entraînez-vous dans ces hautes régions 
Où l’amour est la vie, où vivent les passions, 
Où caresse mon cœur le souffle pur des anges, 
Où séjourent d’Eros les célestes phalanges 
Où tout cœur brisé porte une palme, en martyr, 
Où l’on aime si doux sans plaindre, sans souffrir…? 
Au loin je vois des eaux, des sources frémissantes 
Dont les sanglots mourants, en cascades tremblantes 
Passant dans les jardins envahis de fraîcheur 
Où se balance l’ombre et palpite la fleur ; 
J’entends de longs accords unis sous le feuillage, 
Oh ! que d’expression dans ce divin langage ! 
Oh ! l’ivresse céleste en ces tendres accents ! 
 
Mais, je reviens à moi et ne plus rien entends ; 
Un nom luit devant moi, mes doigts tiennent la plume ; 
Zéphyre passe sur ma lèvre qu’il parfume : 
Fiévreuse, endolorie, en un troublant frisson, 
Elle murmure “Eros” et se colle à ce nom… (Copia 15-16) 
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